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Abstract
Large-scale biomolecular simulations require a model of particle interactions capable of in-
corporating the behaviour of large numbers of particles over relatively long timescales. If
water is modelled as a continuous medium then the most important intermolecular forces
between biomolecules can be modelled as long-range electrostatics governed by the Poisson-
Boltzmann Equation (PBE).
We present a linearised PBE solver called the Boundary Element Electrostatics Pro-
gram (BEEP). BEEP is based on the Boundary Element Method (BEM), in combination
with a recently developed O(N) Fast Multipole Method (FMM) algorithm which approxi-
mates the far-ﬁeld integrals within the BEM, yielding a method which scales linearly with
the number of particles. BEEP improves on existing methods by parallelising the underlying
algorithms for use on modern cluster architectures, as well as taking advantage of recent
progress in the ﬁeld of GPGPU (General Purpose GPU) Programming, to exploit the highly
parallel nature of graphics cards.
We found the stability and numerical accuracy of the BEM/FMM method to be highly
dependent on the choice of surface representation and integration method. For real proteins
we demonstrate the critical level of surface detail required to produce converged electrostatic
solvation energies, and introduce a curved surface representation based on Point-Normal
G1-continuous triangles which we ﬁnd generally improves numerical stability compared to a
simpler surface constructed from planar triangles. Despite our improvements upon existing
BEM methods, we ﬁnd that it is not possible to directly integrate BEM surface solutions
to obtain intermolecular electrostatic forces. It is, however, practicable to use the total
electrostatic solvation energy calculated by BEEP to drive a Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
All life is fundamentally based upon the interactions between biological molecules (e.g.
proteins; nucleic acids), which in human cells coexist in a complicated and crowded mixture.
At the atomic length-scale and picosecond timescale, protein structures ﬂex and explore
their local energy landscape, constrained largely by short range covalent and hydrogen bond
interactions. On a nanosecond timescale, proteins gradually diﬀuse through the cellular
medium and encounter other proteins. On a microsecond to millisecond timescale, complexes
form between diﬀerent proteins. Over time, these complexes will further diﬀuse, interact,
break apart and re-form in new combinations. At a microscopic level, it is the collective
behaviour of many copies of the proteins and complexes which form an emergent system; for
example, an intracellular signalling pathway activated in response to a cell-surface receptor
detecting some external chemical signal may lead to a whole-cell level change in behaviour
(e.g. cell division).
Isolated proteins can be studied in detail using X-ray crystallography and NMR to
elucidate the 3D atomic structure. The emergent behaviour of proteins at a cellular level can
be studied with microscopic techniques, on a millisecond timescale upwards (e.g. through
ﬂuorescent tagging and confocal microscopy). But there is a large gap in our understanding:
how do proteins behave at the time- and length- scale of protein complex formation, in the
crowded environment found within a cell? This question lies at a scale between those of the
experimental approaches available to us, yet is crucial to understanding biological processes.
Computer-based experiments can ﬁll this gap. Computer simulations are models of re-
ality (with a distinct meaning from replica of reality), and intended to be tools which aid
understanding, and suggest avenues for further experiment [1]. Nonetheless there is often
an apparent scepticism surrounding the use of computational models in biology. A recent
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review by van der Kamp et al.[2] opens with the question Can I trust modelling? and dis-
cusses the recent progress in computer modelling techniques (with emphasis on Molecular
Dynamics), before pointing out the notable successes such methods have had in biomedical
research: for example virtual screening of compounds for drug discovery [3]; protein-ligand
docking studies [4]; the development of novel proteins for industrial use e.g. as catalysts [5].
A healthy mistrust of computer models is perfectly reasonable (after all they are ultimately
based upon experimental data), however, there is no denying their utility. Perhaps an ideal
computer simulation would reproduce reality in-silico and therefore always match experi-
ments perfectly1; but the model required would necessarily contain all of the complexity
of reality so, besides being impractical, the model would be no easier to understand than
reality itself.
The original aim of this project was to enable a level of simulation or modelling on
the scale of thousands of macromolecules within a subcellular compartment on timescales
of up to seconds: this is orders of magnitude beyond the capabilities of current particle
simulations such as Molecular Dynamics. In order to achieve this, a model of reality is
required which takes into account the most important interactions between macromolecules
whilst still remaining computationally feasible. This thesis concerns itself particularly with
the representation of electrostatic interactions between macromolecules, within the larger
context of a large-scale simulation.
We begin by discussing the important features of macromolecular space at the scale of
simulation in which we are interested, followed by a short review of the established methods
for biomolecular simulation. We suggest that the dominant consideration is the long-range
electrostatic interaction between macromolecules, and summarise the state-of-the-art in the
area of electrostatics for biomolecules.
1.1 Macromolecular Interactions
1.1.1 Intermolecular Forces
The dominant intermolecular forces acting on macromolecules in cytosol are entirely elec-
trostatic in origin.
At short-range there is the attractive component of the van der Waals force which arises
from so-called ﬂickering dipoles which are set up between the electron distributions of
nearby atoms: small ﬂuctuations in electron distribution induce corresponding ﬂuctuations
in the electron distribution of neighbouring atoms, leading to an instantaneous asymmetry
1assuming that the results of the experiment also match reality with the same accuracy
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in the charge distribution; a dipole. The dipoles will attract one another, leading to a small
attractive force between the atoms/molecules. The attractive eﬀect is very small and the
atoms must be in close proximity for the eﬀect to be signiﬁcant. At still closer proximity,
at the point where electronic orbitals of atoms of neighbouring molecules start to overlap,
this attraction is overwhelmed by strong repulsion. The Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential [6]
models this eﬀect as a function of distance r between particles, with the functional form
given in Equation 1.1.
UvdW (r) = 4α
[(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6]
(1.1)
The 6th order term models the attractive component, whilst the 12th order term mod-
els the extreme repulsion at very short range; the equilibrium distance where the attrac-
tive/repulsive components are balanced is controlled by the term σ, and the depth of the
energy well is controlled by α.2
A molecule (or atom) can hold a net charge through ionisation, which will interact by
long-range electrostatics with all other molecules in the vicinity which feature a net charge,
dipole, or higher order multipole distribution. More subtly, the bonding between atoms
of diﬀering electronegativity can lead to asymmetries in the electron distributions around
atoms: one atom in the bonded pair acquires a small partial charge from the bond which
is counterbalanced by the other atom. This charge asymmetry gives the bonded pair a
permanent dipole.
The eﬀect of electronic asymmetry, taken over the entire molecule, can result in a compli-
cated arrangement of dipoles and higher order multipoles distributed through the molecule.
The permanent dipoles (and higher multipoles) produce long-range electrostatic interactions
between molecules, even though the molecules themselves may have zero net charge.
1.1.1.1 Hydrogen bonds
In addition to charge-charge and charge-dipole interactions between molecules, there is an-
other particularly strong form of non-bonded electrostatic interaction which can occur be-
tween a hydrogen atom on one molecule and a relatively electronegative atom (such as
ﬂuorine, oxygen or nitrogen) on an opposing molecule: this is called the hydrogen bond [7].
In order for this eﬀect to take place, the hydrogen atom on the ﬁrst molecule (termed the
donor) must itself be covalently bonded to an electronegative atom which results in an
2It is worth noting that the choice of a 12th order term for repulsion is mostly for simple implementation
of the potential function, since the r−12 component is just the r−6 component squared. A diﬀerent choice
of exponent, such as r−10 or r−14 would be no less reasonable, but would require more eﬀort to compute.
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unusually large permanent partial positive charge on the hydrogen atom. The electronega-
tive atom on the second molecule (termed the acceptor) can then form a very strong bond
with the partial positive charge of the hydrogen atom: in fact the lone-pair electrons of the
acceptor become de-localized and partially associated with the hydrogen atom of the ﬁrst
molecule, resulting in an electronic conﬁguration which starts to look a little like a covalent
bond (though the strength of the interaction is somewhat less than that of a covalent bond).
The strength of a hydrogen bond varies according to the type of electronegative atoms
involved, which controls the degree of electronic asymmetry on the donor hydrogen and the
extent to which the electronic distribution on the acceptor atom can be reassigned to the
hydrogen bond. In addition the hydrogen bond is highly directional, with maximum bond
strength occurring when the three atoms are aligned linearly (180º bond angle). Conse-
quently although the hydrogen bond is energetically favourable, it can eﬀectively impose
some constraints to the orientations of atoms involved in the bond. The strength of the
hydrogen bond includes both the conventional charge-charge interaction of the partial
charges as well as the quantum-mechanical component of the electronic de-localization.
1.1.1.2 The strength of salt bridges: electrostatics within (and between) pro-
teins
The exterior surfaces of proteins (as well as protein secondary structure itself) is controlled
by the network of hydrogen bond interactions. Hydrogen bonds can also be formed between
certain protein residues, such as between the carboxylate group of glutamic acid or aspartic
acid and the ammonium group of lysine, arginine, tyrosine, histidine or serine. These are
called salt-bridges and can take place between residues on the same protein, or across a
protein-protein interface.
It is possible to estimate the strength of a salt-bridge by experiment or through compu-
tation. In both cases it is necessary to locate a salt-bridge on a molecule, and then carry
out mutagenesis on the amino-acid residues (either in reality or virtually), such that one has
data for the wild-type and for single mutants where one residue in the salt-bridge pair is
substituted for a non-hydrogen bonding residue side-chain, and for the double mutant where
both residues are mutated.
For theoretical calculations it is necessary to solve the electrostatics of the protein in each
case (e.g. by solving the Poisson equation: see Section 1.12). The electrostatic component
of a salt-bridge can be deduced by the diﬀerences in solvation energies between the mutants
and wild-type conﬁgurations, as demonstrated by Hendsch and Tidor [8].
To calculate the strength of salt-bridges by experiment is slightly more complicated. The
general methodology is to run a titration experiment in an NMR machine which measures
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the chemical shift for protons in the vicinity of the salt bridge. As the pH of the solution is
increased from a low value, the donor protons in the salt-bridges (i.e. a hydrogen atom in
the ammonium ion) will gradually transfer to the bulk solution, until all salt bridges on the
proteins in solution have been broken. As this transition occurs, the NMR signal for protons
attached to the carboxylate groups of the salt bridge will show a change in chemical shift.
By measuring the pH at which 50% of salt-bridges have been broken (i.e. the midpoint of
the chemical shift curve with respect to pH), it is possible to ﬁnd the pKa for the donor
proton of the salt bridge.
Repeating the experiment for the mutants gives the change in pKa for each mutant. The
pKa is related to the Gibbs free energy (DG) by the gas constant (R) and absolute temper-
ature T , and the equilibrium dissociation rate constant Keq such that: DG = =RTln(Keq),
and pKa = −log10(Keq). Thus changes in pKa can be related directly to a change in free
energy associated with the removal of the salt-bridge (with the stability of the salt bridge
being the change in energy for the double mutant relative to the wild-type, minus the free
energies for each of the single mutants relative to the wild-type).
In looking at results for salt-bridge energies from either calculation or pKa shifts, it is
extremely important to know what the reference state is: for an example salt-bridge in
T4 lysozyme (histidine-aspartic acid) Hendsch and Tidor conclude that the salt-bridge is
destabalising on the order of around 1 kJ/mol, whilst NMR experiments by Anderson et
al. [9] tend to suggest that the same salt-bridge is stabalizing, with a favourable energy
of around between 0.72 and 1.20 kJ/mol. The discrepency relates to what the salt-bridges
are being compared to: Hendsch and Tidor argue that the correct comparative state is a
pair of hydrophobic residues of the same size as those in the salt-bridge, whilst the practical
experiment compares the salt bridge to a pair of arginine residues. In the former case, it is
energetically unfavourable to insert polar groups in a partially buried surface, even if they
can form a salt-bridge. However, once a pair of polar groups are present, as in the latter
case, it is energetically more favourable for them to form a salt-bridge than not.
1.1.2 The importance of water
1.1.2.1 Water: a polar molecule
Water is a polar molecule with a strong permanent dipole, capable of forming hydrogen
bonds as either acceptor (via the central oxygen atom) or donor (via the two hydrogen
atoms). Since water molecules in bulk solution readily form a network of hydrogen bonds,
it is, by comparison, energetically unfavourable for water to be located anywhere else which
does not feature the same degree of hydrogen bonding potential. Thus whilst polar surfaces
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of biological macromolecules, e.g. proteins, can form reasonably energetically favourable
water contacts, apolar surfaces will tend to aggregate together, since it is energetically more
favourable for water molecules to be in bulk solution than adjacent to an apolar surface.
This is the hydrophobic eﬀect.
The hydrophobic eﬀect is also important for the interaction between proteins in solution
at short range. In order for two solvated (polar) surfaces to come together (such as in the case
of a small ligand docking into the enzymatic cavity of a larger protein, or in non-speciﬁc
protein-protein interactions) the water molecules associated with those surfaces must be
removed. The release of water molecules back into the solution may be slightly energetically
favourable, since the water will readily replace any hydrogen bonds previously made with
the protein with equivalent hydrogen bonds in the bulk solvent, and not all water molecules
will have made hydrogen bonds to the protein surface. However the restriction of the surface
atoms as they come together will lead to an entropic penalty, which must be compensated by
an equivalent gain in energy elsewhere. At best, the two surfaces will form (between them)
the same number of hydrogen bonds as when solvated with water molecules, so the enthalpic
penalty may be negligible. More likely, the total number of hydrogen bonds will decrease,
leading to both enthalpic and entropic penalties, which must somehow be compensated by
the total energy of the combined surfaces, e.g. through more complete burial of apolar
surface or more favourable electrostatics between the combined surfaces.
Even if the overall transition from solvated surfaces to desolvated complex is energetically
favourable, the height of the energy barrier presented by desolvation3 will have a signiﬁcant
eﬀect on the kinetics of the process; if there is insuﬃcient thermal energy to drive the process
then the complex may not form at all during the lifetime of the protein components.
From a simulation point of view, the energy changes associated with the solvation of
macromolecules, and the eﬀects of desolvation at short-range, in principle could be treated
as an average intermolecular force. However it is diﬃcult to know how this eﬀect could be
correctly parameterised, since the behaviour of water in these conditions is expected to be
diﬀerent from that of bulk water; consequently obtaining the physical data with which to
parameterize the relevant forces would be diﬃcult.
Apart from the short-range eﬀects of water, which arise primarily from hydrogen bonding,
water has a long range electrostatic eﬀect on the interaction between macromolecules: water
at room temperature has a dielectric constant of about 78, so intermolecular electrostatic
forces between charged macromolecules are much reduced by the presence of water.
3Regardless of the relative degree of hydrogen bonding of individual water molecules at the protein
surface vs. those within bulk water, the presence of water molecules at the surface of the protein constitute
a polarised charge distribution interacting electrostatically with the electric ﬁeld of the protein: the solvation
energy represented by the interaction between protein and polarised solvent is signiﬁcantly large, as we will
see throughout this thesis.
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1.1.2.2 Water: driving diﬀusion
The other major eﬀect of water on the behaviour of macromolecules in solution is as the
driver of diﬀusion. Treated on a long enough timescale, and a large enough length-scale, the
random collisions between individual water molecules (small) and macromolecular solutes
(large) gives rise to Brownian motion of the macromolecules.
The hydrodynamic properties of a macromolecule in solution can be modelled by its
diﬀusion tensor4, and for isolated bodies this can be estimated by a variety of means: bead
models [10], shell models [11] or boundary element methods [12, 13].
The motion of multiple macromolecules in solution can become very complicated, since
the water molecules which drive the motion are not totally independent, and correlations
between particles is transmitted through the medium by hydrodynamic interaction. Strictly
the diﬀusion tensor of the whole system should be found, which will vary according to the
relative position and orientation of all macromolecules; the components of the grand diﬀusion
tensor will contain the individual diﬀusion tensors of each macromolecule, with additional
oﬀ-diagonal tensors describing the pairwise hydrodynamic interactions between them.
In practise, the treatment of hydrodynamic interactions depends on the simulation
methodology used. Explicit water methods such as MD should incorporate the hydro-
dynamic eﬀect automatically by virtue of treating all water-water interactions. In implicit
solvent simulations of proteins in solution, the hydrodynamic interaction is generally con-
sidered to be of less importance to the motion of macromolecules than the electrostatic
interactions [14, 15], therefore in such simulations (such as Brownian Dynamics) particles
are usually each assigned a constant diﬀusion behaviour (either a full tensor, or just a single
diﬀusion coeﬃcient to model isotropic diﬀusive behaviour). In such methods the hydrody-
namic interaction is neglected, as it has been computationally too expensive to rigorously
calculate hydrodynamic interactions using the diﬀusion tensor.
Although there is some evidence to suggest that hydrodynamic interactions are relatively
unimportant in general compared to electrostatics, there is also some evidence to the contrary
for speciﬁc cases such as small molecule protein-ligand binding, in which the hydrodynamic
interaction between the molecules can have a substantially greater eﬀect on association rate
than electrostatics, through steering of the ligand to its binding site [16].
In particular, it seems likely that in a crowded and concentrated simulation, the hydro-
dynamic interaction which is considered small for two close entities at otherwise near-inﬁnite
dilution, may become signiﬁcant.
4a rank-2 tensor; so can be thought of as a conventional matrix
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Figure 1.1: Can we simulate this? Artist's impression of the interior of a cell, illustrating diverse range
of biological structures (each tens of thousands of atoms in size): microtubules (blue), actin (dark blue),
ribosomes (yellow/purple), soluble proteins (light blue), RNA (pink). [Public domain image by Tim Vickers,
based on similar illustrations by David Goodsell [17]].
1.1.3 Macromolecular Crowding
Cells are between 8-40% protein by mass, which means a signiﬁcant volume of space is
occluded by the macromolecules, leading to restricted diﬀusion and an enhancement of
eﬀective local concentration [18]. The idea that cells are very crowded environments has
been well appreciated for several decades, however almost all biochemical characterisations of
biomolecules necessarily takes place at high dilution compared to the eﬀective concentration
of macromolecules found in the native environment. Simulation methods have in the past
been restricted to a relatively small number of particles by computational constraints, so
often the computational approach is in someways as limited as the experimental.
The idea that simulations and experimental methods need to take the eﬀect of cellular
crowding seriously seems to be gradually gaining support [19]. In order to explicitly simulate
crowding eﬀects, it is necessary ﬁrst for a simulation to be able to simulate large numbers of
interacting macromolecules. An illustration of what this entails is given in Figure 1.1, which
depicts the diverse range of macromolecular structures in a real biological system, which we
would like to be able to model computationally.
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Figure 1.2: Time- and length- scales for biological simulations. The upper right region rep-
resents the approximate scales for directly observable biological processes. Current particle
simulation methods are orders of magnitude short of this level.
1.2 Scales of simulation
There are many methods for computationally simulating biological processes. Simply speak-
ing, these methods can be categorised according to the time- and length- scales on which
they operate, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
At the lower length and timescale the methods are particle-based and atomically detailed,
for example Quantum Mechanics and Molecular Dynamics. As the scales are increased,
detail is necessarily removed from the simulation method (e.g. Langevin Dynamics and
Brownian Dynamics (BD) where individual water molecules are replaced by a continuum
model. This level of simulations (on the mm length-scale, and ms timescale upwards) is
not well covered in simulation-space, as the computational requirements have historically
been too high to enter this region. This is unfortunate, since it is at this scale that cellular
processes such as signalling pathways operate; in eﬀect it is the scale at which state is
encoded into a cell, through the instantaneous mix of macromolecules which give rise to
cellular behaviour [20], and everything which cell biologists can observe are a consequence
of processes occurring at this level.
At the highest level of simulations illustrated in Figure 1.2, the simulations cease being
particle-based and the individual macromolecules are replaced by numerical approximations
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of their aggregate behaviour; for instance, concentrations and rate constants within a system
of ordinary diﬀerential equations which describe the evolution of these quantities over time.
Examples of this are models of simple calcium concentration dynamics in neuronal cells
[21] and the more ambitious modelling of entire regulatory networks [22].
There are various methods available for modelling biological phenomena at this level as
stochastic processes. Green's Function Reaction Dynamics, described by Zon and Wolde
[23] uses an analytical solution to the Smoluchowski equation (the governing equation of
stochastic particle dynamics) to generate probable time intervals between reaction events
in a dilute solution of reactants. Alternatively the novel method described by Tournier et
al. [24] use conditional probabilities of interaction, such as those generated by a reaction-
diﬀusion Brownian Dynamics simulation, to timestep a larger scale simulation.
The recent trend in Systems Biology is to then connect this level of model into a multi-
scale hierarchical model of, e.g. a human in the Virtual Physiological Human project [25].
This relies on connecting models of lower-level systems together in order to obtain a model
of the whole, using some common lingua franca to represent and document the parameters
being passed between separately developed sub-models, e.g. using CellML [26]. Whilst
the output of this has enormous potential value to for treatment of human illness, the
validity of the output of the model will ultimately depend entirely on the quality of the
parameterisations for the sub-models on which it depends.
Generally those sub-models are of the high-level ODE type described above: numerical
constants replacing the behaviour of large numbers of biomolecules. These high level sim-
ulations all rely on parameters intended to describe the behaviour of a very large number
of macromolecules in solution, e.g. concentrations, rate constants, aﬃnities. Sometimes
these quantities can be measured experimentally e.g. the change in enthalpy for the com-
plex formation between a protein and ligand can be measured using isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC), the results of which can be used to derive thermodynamic quantities
describing the overall interaction; useful parameters such as equilibrium dissociation con-
stants can be derived from such experiments. The weakness of such parameterisation is that
the measurements do not necessarily correspond to the true biological environment within
a cell, e.g. ITC is carried out with physiologically unrealistic quantities/concentrations, in
isolation from other cellular crowding agents. Where models are parameterized from direct
observation of a cell (e.g. rates of change of concentration) there is more conﬁdence that
the parameters really do capture the relevant behaviour of a real cell; however there is no
way to link this parameter to the underlying molecular process which brings it about.
It is here that the role of large-scale simulations becomes clear. Apart from the general
utility oﬀered by large scale simulations (better understanding of cellular processes which
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operate on that scale), computer simulations lying in the empty space of Figure 1.2 have the
potential to augment the experimentally measured parameters currently used in higher level
simulations, and connect the structural information of individual proteins to the high-level
simulations of an entire human.
1.3 Particle Simulation Methodologies
1.3.1 Quantum Mechanics
At the very ﬁnest level of detail are quantum mechanical (QM) approaches which describe the
electronic wavefunction of each atom in the molecule. Methods such as density functional
theory (DFT) (see e.g. Leach[27] for a summary) are commonly used to enumerate the
energy states of small collections of chemically bonded atoms. Such ab-initio computations
give accurate results and explicitly incorporate the precise electrostatic nature of the system
(rather than dealing with their net eﬀect via atom-centred partial charges and dielectric
constants) but at very high computational cost which prohibits using such methods for very
large macromolecules or for long timescale simulations.
QM models can be incorporated into a higher level molecular mechanics methodology
such as MD (yielding QM/MM, pioneered by Warshel and Levitt [28]) in order to accurately
simulate some feature of the system (such as the active site of an enzyme) which the MD
parameterisation may not be able to adequately capture. The QM part of the algorithm
evaluates quantum mechanical properties of the atoms within a certain region, which are
then added to classical descriptions of the energy terms for the remainder. The intention
is to achieve a method which combines speed of operation with improved accuracy for the
parts of the molecule which are of primary interest or importance.
1.3.2 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a widely used and well established technique for simulating
atoms and molecules. Some excellent reviews of MD in general have been written, for
example those by Adcock and McCammon [29], and van der Kamp [2].
Essentially an MD solver (such as AMBER [30], NAMD [31], GROMACS [32], CHARMM
[33], TINKER [34]) evaluates Newton's second law (Equation 1.2) for all atoms in a simu-
lation, given force constraints on the various atoms in the form of stretchable and rotatable
bonds, and electrostatic repulsion/attraction.
F = ma = ms¨(t) = −∇Utotal(s(t)) (1.2)
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where s(t) is the position of atoms with mass m at some time t, whose acceleration a
(which is the second derivative of position with respect to time, s¨(t)) . The force is equal
to the negative gradient of the total potential ﬁeld at position s(t), at time t, denoted
−∇Utotal(s(t)). The total potential Utotal represents the potential due to all interactions,
both bonded and non-bonded, and includes the eﬀect of solvent atoms.
The forces on the atoms lead to accelerations, which lead to changes in the velocities
of each atom, from which new positions after a short timestep, s(t+ δt), can be calculated.
There are various energy terms to be considered. The velocities of the atoms lead to a
quantity of kinetic energy being associated with each molecule. The changes in relative
positions of all of the charged atoms leads to a change in the overall electrostatic potential
of the system with time.
During the simulation the MD solver tries to select conﬁgurations of atoms which avoid
the total energy terms5 rising (which, physically speaking, would correspond with a spon-
taneous rise in the temperature of the system). The limiting size of an MD timestep is
the highest vibrational frequency of an atomic bond in the system, which is somewhere
in the femtosecond range. Thus many steps of the MD algorithm are required to reach a
biologically relevant length of simulated time.
A key consideration in carrying out MD simulations is the choice of force ﬁeld, i.e.
the particular parameterization and functional forms describing the various energy terms
associated with the atomic bonds within molecules (e.g. bond lengths, bond angles, torsion
angles, preferred dihedrals) and the non-bonded interactions (electrostatic potentials, the
Lennard-Jones potential). Many distinct force ﬁelds (with numerous variants) are available;
a recent review of the major parameter sets is given by Mackerell [35]. Although many force
ﬁelds are available, they are in some senses equivalent in that most of the quantities they
encode are common across MD implementation. In general, the parameterization of a force
ﬁeld is carried out with reference to some idealised gas phase QM calculations, combined with
a degree of parameter tweaking until the ﬁnal results of the MD simulation match some
experimentally measurable quantity (e.g. solvation energies of amino acid sidechains). The
force ﬁelds diﬀer in the choice of data used for this parameterization; successive generations
of force ﬁeld are commonly compared to the physical data available and minor adjustments
made to correct for shortcomings exposed by new physical comparisons (e.g. Showalter et
al. [36] found that the Amber99sb force ﬁeld gave improved agreement with NMR data for
model peptides compared to Amber99, while Thompson et al. [37] claim that the Amber99F
5i.e. the total kinetic energy implied by the velocities of atoms, the potential energy of atomic bonds,
plus the potential energy arising from non-bonded electrostatic interactions and Lennard-Jones interactions.
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force ﬁeld ﬁxes deﬁciencies in Amber99sb6).
A comparison of MD force ﬁelds applied to a fully solvated molecule of bovine pancreatic
trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) is given by Kim et al. [38]: the conclusion is that whilst the
behaviour of the non-polar parts of the protein are in general agreement between force
ﬁelds, the structure of the water near to charged surface regions of the protein is highly
dependent on the force ﬁeld used for both protein and water.
A perhaps unfortunate feature of MD is the simplicity with which the user can select a
force ﬁeld, without having any knowledge whatsoever of the assumptions and caveats that
apply to that speciﬁc parameter set. Therefore although it is comparatively easy to carry
out an MD simulation (download software; manipulate an input ﬁle; run), it is less easy to
justify the results if one does not know what assumptions were made.
Despite this opacity associated with the choice of force ﬁeld, MD is considered by
most to be the best method currently available for biomolecular simulations. That is, given
the constraints of time and/or computational resources available to the average biologist,
it seems to give (generally) sensible output, and people ﬁnd it a useful tool. Apart from
the biomedical uses mentioned previously [2], MD is very widely utilized, including such
applications as reﬁning X-ray crystal structures and energy minimising NMR structures
[39]; investigating protein folding/unfolding and stability [40]; simulating ion channels and
membrane proteins [41].
There are two major drawbacks with the technique: ﬁrst is the short timestep mentioned
earlier; second is in the representation of water in the simulations. In the early days of MD
all simulations were carried out in a virtual vacuum [42], since there was no computational
power to spare for water molecules. The ﬁeld of continuum electrostatics (discussed later
in this chapter) was in part stimulated by the need to incorporate some correction into
early MD models to account for the missing water, through implicit water models. The
increased computing power now available means MD is generally carried out with explicit
water since the expectation is that this should give maximum accuracy.
Coarse graining of MD is a method by which some atoms (typically an amino acid
of a protein) are grouped together into a lump of eﬀective mass and charge instead of
being independently simulated [43]. This reduces some of the degrees of freedom within the
simulation, and if high frequency modes of vibration are reduced then the length of timestep
can also be increased. The penalty is a presumed loss of accuracy since the coarse-grained
groups no longer interact quite so realistically as they should.
6It is suggested that the parameters in the Amber99sb force ﬁeld destabalize alpha-helices whereas Am-
ber99F produces results for model helical peptides that are in closer agreement with experimental results.
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Through advances in computational power (e.g. the advent of GPU computing, and
very large scale distributed computing such as the folding@home project [44]) it has become
possible to carry out what a few years ago would be considered extraordinarily large MD
simulations, for example the simulations carried out by D.E. Shaw Research [45]. However
MD still remains many orders of magnitude short of the time and length-scale we require
for large-scale macromolecular simulation of cellular processes.
1.3.3 Langevin Dynamics
Langevin dynamics is an implicit-solvent model for particle dynamics with equation of mo-
tion given by Equation 1.3 (using the same notation as Equation 1.2):
F = Ms¨(t) = −∇Uns(s(t))− γms˙(t) +R(t) (1.3)
where Uns represents the potential (bonded and non-bonded) due to everything except
solvent molecules; γ is damping constant incorporating solvent viscosity, giving a velocity-
dependent friction, −γms˙(t), and R(t) is a random term arising from the solvent molecules
colliding with the particle. R(t) describes a random walk process controlled by the diﬀusion
tensor; the equations controlling R(t) are the same as those for Brownian Dynamics which
is discussed in more detail in the Section 1.3.4.
This type of simulation is in eﬀect very similar to MD (and in fact most MD packages
incorporate options for performing Langevin Dynamics): importantly the solvent which is
usually explicitly represented in MD is replaced in Langevin Dynamics with the damping
factor and the random solvent collision term. The absence of solvent interactions in the
potential ﬁeld Uns means that simulations will run faster than MD since there are far fewer
pairwise interactions to calculate, but the timestep is still limited by the requirement to
accurately model all changes in velocity of all components (though the timestep for Langevin
dynamics can be increased to e.g. 12 fs [46] without impairing the observed dynamics).
Therefore this method is still not suitable for the purposes of very large scale simulations.
Apart from a few specialised uses (e.g. sampling counter-ion distribution around a protein
[47]) the use of Langevin Dynamics for the simulation of protein systems does not seem
widespread compared to the more conventional approach of explicit water MD.
1.3.4 Brownian Dynamics
Brownian Dynamics (BD) is a generalisation of Langevin Dynamics in that the average
acceleration is assumed to be zero ( ˙¯V (t) = 0 therefore F = M. ˙¯V (t) = 0) leading to the
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equation of motion for Brownian Dynamics (Equation 1.4), where the mean values of the
three terms on the right hand side of equation 1.3 sum to zero.
0 = −∇Uns(s(t))− γms¨(t) +R(t) (1.4)
From this, Ermak and McCammon [48] showed that the translational behaviour of a
particle under Brownian Dynamics can be written as Equation 1.5 which describes how, given
a conﬁguration of particles at the start of a timestep, one can calculate a new conﬁguration
for a short timestep ∆t.
si = s
0
i +
∑
j
∂D0ij
∂sj
∆t+
∑
j
D0ijF
0
j
kBT
4t+Ri(∆t) (1.5)
where si is value of one translational/rotational degree of freedom (of one particle) in
the simulation; superscript 0's denote that those values are taken at the beginning of the
timestep, which is of length ∆t. Dij is a component of the grand diﬀusion tensor which
describes the diﬀusivity of the entire set of particles in the simulation; kBT is the Boltzmann
constant multiplied by absolute temperature; Fj is the force (or torque) component for the jth
degree of freedom in the simulation, and summations over the index j denote summations
over the entire set of degrees of freedom of the system (of which there will be 6p for a
system of p particles, each having three spatial and three rotational degrees of freedom;
internal vibrational degrees of freedom are ignored since the particles are assumed to be
rigid). Finally the term Ri(∆t) is a Gaussian random-walk term modelling the diﬀusion
of the particle in the direction of the i degree of freedom, such that the covariance of the
random-walk obeys the statistical properties of Equation 1.6 and Equation 1.7.
〈Ri(4t)Rj(4t)〉 = 2D0ij∆t (1.6)
〈Ri(4t)〉 = 0 (1.7)
The advantage of this algorithm over Langevin dynamics is that the timestep can now
be much longer: we are not concerned with internal molecular details such as stretching
of inter-atomic bonds; nor are we required to track and scale the velocity of every particle
at each timestep. The water molecules are all implicitly represented so, in common with
Langevin Dynamics, there is a reduction in the number of particles to simulate relative to
MD.
In fact, there is now a lower limit to the length of timestep: it must be suﬃciently
long for the over-damped Langevin condition to apply  i.e. any net acceleration during
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a timestep must have time to decay away during that timestep. Of course, this is not a
burden since we want a long timestep. The upper limit to the timestep for BD comes from
the mean collision rate of the particles: the timestep must be short enough that particles
don't end up inside each other in one timestep. In addition the timestep needs to be small
enough that the change in long-range intermolecular force on each particle is reasonably
small over one step.
Equation 1.5 is commonly simpliﬁed by assuming there are no hydrodynamic interactions
between particles: this removes the spatial derivative term of the diﬀusion tensor, and allows
the diﬀusion tensor D for each molecule to be treated separately and independently.
Unlike MD and Langevin Dynamics, the BD algorithm does not in itself have any means
to control the `temperature' (energy) of the system, since there is no concept of velocity of
the particles. The energy of the system is the electrostatic energy plus internal energies of
the molecules (which, if the components are assumed to be rigid, will not change over the
course of a simulation). Consequently a Monte-Carlo accept/reject criteria is required for
each timestep to maintain stability of the simulation, leading to so-called Smart Monte-
Carlo Brownian Dynamics [49].
Brownian Dynamics is a well established simulation technique [5061], with the Uni-
versity of Houston Brownian Dynamics program UHBD being the most well-known im-
plementation [62]. Recently BD has had something of a renaissance and is being used for
increasingly large-scale simulations, approaching the levels of simulation required for e.g.
signalling pathways (see Figure 1.2).
To summarise the practical aspects of the algorithm, there are two key ingredients to
BD: ﬁrst is the diﬀusion tensor D, which controls the hydrodynamic motion of the protein;
second is the total force represented by the term −∇U(s(t)). In practice the force usually
comprises the long-range electrostatic force with an additional Lennard-Jones potential for
very short-range interactions.
1.4 Electrostatics of biological molecules
This section describes the available methods for calculating electrostatic interactions using
some of the representations of proteins in solution outlined above.
1.4.1 Basic electrostatics: Coulomb's Law & Dielectric Constant
The Electric ﬁeld, E, as a function of position r from a point charge Q is given by Coulomb's
Law (Equation 1.8), rˆ is the unit vector pointing from the charge to the evaluation point,
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and ε is the permittivity of the medium.
E(r) =
Q
4piε|r|2 rˆ (1.8)
The permittivity ε can be expressed as the product of ε0εr where ε0 is the permittivity
of free space (a constant with value approximately 8.854 × 10−12m−3kg−1s4A2) and εr is
the relative permittivity, also known as the dielectric constant, of the medium, which is 1
for a vacuum, and greater than 1 for all other materials. The electric ﬁeld is the force per
coulomb of charge which a `test charge' at that point would experience7.
The relative permittivity is a number which models the polarization of the medium due
to the electric ﬁeld: it is the bulk parameter arising from a combination of microscopic
physical eﬀects. The smallest polarization eﬀect is the displacement of the electronic charge
distribution surrounding atoms, which creates a slight dipole eﬀect, reducing the net electric
ﬁeld; electronic polarization in proteins is modelled by a dielectric constant of about 2.0.
Polar molecules (i.e. those with a permanent dipole arising from asymmetry in electronic
distribution due to chemical bonding) which are free to rotate in the applied ﬁeld have an
even greater polarization eﬀect; for example water (at 20◦C) has a relative permittivity
(dielectric constant) of 78, arising from dipole reorientation in the vicinity of a charge.
Materials with a more complicated structure, such as proteins which are composed of
what could be considered a low dielectric core (i.e. rigidly bonded atoms, subject only to
electronic polarization) with outer regions of higher polarizability corresponding to ﬂexible
polar side-chain groups. Considering that proteins in the context of this thesis are generally
assumed to be large molecules in solution, it is diﬃcult to justify applying a single bulk
material parameter such as dielectric constant to the entirety of a macromolecule like a
protein; the exact meaning of the dielectric constant in this case depends on position within
the protein, and in truth probably cannot be properly modelled without resorting to a QM
approach. Nonetheless the dielectric constant εr of proteins is commonly assigned to be
in the range 2-20, intended to account for the combination of electronic polarization of the
core of the protein and some degree polarization produced by side-chain ﬂexibility on the
exterior. There is no correct value.
The electric ﬁeld is related to the Electric Displacement ﬁeld8, D, by Equation 1.9 (for
a linear, isotropic, homogeneous material):
7More precisely, it is the force per coulomb as the test charge magnitude disappears to zero, since the
test charge itself would aﬀect the ﬁeld at that point if it had any magnitude at all.
8The electric displacement ﬁeld is usually denoted D, so we follow that convention here, despite our
previous usage of the letter D to represent diﬀusion tensor. We will not be referring to the diﬀusion tensor
again in this chapter.
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D(r) = εE(r) (1.9)
From Equation 1.9 the dielectric constant ε can also be interpreted as the degree to
which electric ﬂux lines (which make up the electric ﬁeld E) are concentrated when a given
medium is placed in an electrostatic ﬁeld. D is a useful quantity as the normal component
is continuous across dielectric boundaries.
Coulomb's law is a special case of the more general Gauss's Law (Equation 1.10) which
in vector form relates the divergence of the electric ﬁeld to the charge density (ρ).
∇ · E(r) = ρ(r)
ε
(1.10)
In the absence of a varying magnetic ﬁeld, the electric ﬁeld can be expressed as equation
1.11:
E(r) = −∇φ(r) (1.11)
where φ is a scalar potential ﬁeld. Equivalently, the potential φ at a point is the Coulomb
energy required to bring a test charge from inﬁnity to that point (assuming that the test
charge itself is inﬁnitesimal so that it doesn't alter the potential ﬁeld). Substituting equation
1.11 in equation 1.10 we can obtain Poisson's equation (Equation 1.12).
∇2φ(r) = −ρ(r)
ε
(1.12)
For the more general case of non-constant dielectric constant throughout the volume,
i.e. dielectric constant is a function of position r, ε(r), Poisson's equation can be expressed
as Equation 1.13:
−∇ · (ε(r).∇φ(r)) = ρ(r) (1.13)
1.4.2 Debye-Hückel Theory
Since proteins natively inhabit a salty environment, the eﬀect of salt on protein stability
and kinetics cannot be neglected. Weakly ionic solutions of the type encountered in biology
have been described by Debye and Hückel [63]. The net eﬀect of ions in solution is similar
to a polarization eﬀect; the ions are free to migrate and will tend to adopt the lowest energy
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conﬁgurations: negative charges will migrate to places of positive potential, and positive
charges in regions of negative potential. At thermal equilibrium, the energy distribution of
ions in solution will follow the Boltzmann distribution.
Using the results of Debye and Hückel it is possible to write an expression (Equation
1.14) for a quantity known as the inverse Debye screening length (units A˚−1), denoted
κ, which links the concentration of ionic solutions to the screening eﬀect they have on the
potential due to a point charge by a simple modiﬁcation to the Coulomb Law (Equation
1.15).
κ =
√
2NAIq2
εkBT
(1.14)
where q in this equation is the proton charge; NA is Avogadro's number (6.022× 1023); I
is the ionic strength (concentration of the electrolyte scaled by charge squared) in mol/m3;
ε = ε0εr is the permittivity of the solvent; kBT is the Boltzmann factor multiplied by
absolute temperature: kBT = 2.48 kJ/mol to 3 signiﬁcant ﬁgures, at 298K.
φ(r) =
Q.e−κ|r|
4piε|r| (1.15)
Equation 1.15 is commonly referred to as the screened Coulomb potential, or the
Yukawa potential. Thus the Debye screening length κ−1 can be interpreted as the distance
of electrolyte required to reduce the eﬀective potential of a charge by a factor of e. For
100mM NaCl this distance is 9.74Å, which suggests that electrostatic interactions between
macromolecules at physiological salt (typically a few hundreds of mM salt concentration)
could in fact be less long-ranged than might otherwise be expected.
For a solution containing multiple ionic species, i, with individual valences zi and bulk
concentrations ci, Equation 1.14 can be re-written as Equation 1.16 (for the most general
case of a position-dependent dielectric ε(r)):
κ2(r) =
∑
i
q2z2iNAci
ε(r)kBT
(1.16)
1.4.3 Explicit Solvent Models
In explicit solvent models such as MD, the electrostatic contributions can be calculated
relatively simply through a Coulomb summation over all of the simulation space; all atoms
are represented and the force ﬁeld deﬁnes the partial charge on each atom given its chemical
environment, so the location of all charges is known. However a direct Coulomb sum scales
with O(N2) which clearly becomes prohibitive for the large number of atoms within an
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MD simulation of a solvated protein. Simpliﬁcation methods are sometimes employed, for
example a cutoﬀ-radius beyond which electrostatics are assumed to be zero or a reaction-ﬁeld
approximation analogous to that for implicit solvents (discussed later in this chapter). The
favoured choices for evaluation of the electrostatic potentials in current MD programs are
the Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME), or Particle-Particle Particle-Mesh (P3M) methods, which
are approximations to the direct Coulomb summation, rather than simpliﬁcations of the
electrostatic model itself.
The dielectric behaviour of space within an MD simulation is generally treated as vac-
uum (i.e. dielectric constant of 1), which makes no attempt to account for local electronic
polarization by the charges in the system. Polarizable force ﬁelds have been under devel-
opment for more than two decades (they are mentioned as being under development in the
1990 review by Davis and McCammon [64]), and are now becoming available as alternatives
to the more established force ﬁelds [6567].
Note that the other sources of polarization (through rotation of polar groups, or rotation
of water molecules) should be generally well modelled by MD since the simulation will allow
groups to rotate relatively easily and the lowest energy conﬁgurations should naturally be
well sampled.
1.4.4 Implicit Solvent Models
At this point it should be clear that large scale molecular simulations using current computa-
tional resources require an implicit solvent approach. Replacing water with a high dielectric
continuum reduces the set of possible methodologies considerably. A simple illustration of
the implicit solvent continuum model is given in Figure 1.3, which shows a hypothethical
molecule containing a set of atomic partial charges of varying radii, embedded in a low
dielectric volume (εint) and surrounded by a high dielectric solvent region (εext) containing
mobile ions.
The necessity of representing solvent implicitly led to much eﬀort and progress in the
ﬁeld of continuum electrostatics in the 1980's [6873], building on the preceding work of
Born, Debye, Hückel and Kirkwood who examined such systems earlier in the 20th century.
Most of the implicit solvent models in use today are based in some way on equations and
methods which have been well known for many decades. Nonetheless, as evinced by the
abundance of literature on this subject, the problems in applying the implicit solvent model
to biological macromolecules remain of great interest. The following sections review the
most important terminology, models and methods for implicit solvent protein electrostatics.
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Figure 1.3: General model of a protein in water using implicit solvent: the solvent is repre-
sented by a high dielectric continuum (with mobile ions), while the protein is modelled as a
low dielectric volume containing atoms carrying partial charges.
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1.4.4.1 Solvation energy
A commonly encountered phrase in protein electrostatics is the solvation energy: that is, the
energy diﬀerence between the solvated system in Figure 1.3 and the same protein surrounded
by homogeneous dielectric εint rather than solvent.
The total solvation energy, ∆Gsolv, is actually composed of several parts: the electro-
static (polar) solvation energy ∆Gelec; the van der Waals energy ∆GvdW ; and the non-polar
component ∆Gcavity associated with the exclusion of the solvent from the dielectric cavity
(Equation 1.17).
∆Gsolv = ∆GvdW + ∆Gcavity + ∆Gelec (1.17)
The electrostatic component of the solvation energy ∆Gelec is given by the eﬀect of
polarization produced within the solvent by the atomic partial charges within the protein,
whilst the non-polar component ∆Gcavity incorporates an energy associated with the dielec-
tric surface itself (a surface tension) as well as a more loosely deﬁned entropic term which is
due to the rearrangement of water molecules caused by the presence of the cavity. Finally
the the term ∆GvdW represents the change in van der Waals forces between the two states.
It has been noted that experimental solvation energies tend to scale more or less linearly
with surface area, suggesting that the non-polar term can be modelled by a linear scaling
of the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) [74]. However recent studies by the Baker
group have suggested that a more complicated formulation is necessary [75]. The result is
that ﬁtting the electrostatic component of solvation from experimental data (i.e. parameter
tweaking the electrostatic model) is complicated by the fact that the non-polar contribution
is non-trivial as well.
Whilst parameterisation is generally carried out against the solvation characteristics of
small molecules (e.g. amino acids), because it is diﬃcult to obtain experimental solvation
energies for whole proteins. Nonetheless there has been some eﬀort to validate solvation
energy calculations through e.g. blind trials against small molecules [76], or against explicit
water MD [77].
The values of electrostatic solvation energy, ∆Gsolv, are not of any particular use in
themselves as they are somewhat arbitrary energies relative to a hypothetical state (a uni-
form dielectric). However, insofar as the change in electrostatic solvation energy represents
the interaction between a protein and the surrounding solvent, the change in this energy
term (∆∆Gsolv) as a result of changes in protein structure, or the solvent environment, can
be of use in simulating the behaviour of proteins in solution. In such cases the non-polar
and van der Waals terms must be included separately. For our purposes we assume that it
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Figure 1.4: The Born ion: a spherical cavity of radius a, centre on a charge q (which we can
assume for convenience is located at the origin).
is the electrostatic component of solvation energy which is of interest, and we do not make
any further mention of the other solvation terms in this work.
1.4.4.2 The Born Ion
Perhaps the simplest implicit solvent model is the Born model of an ion [78] as illustrated in
Figure 1.4. The ion can be considered a spherical cavity of radius a, with internal dielectric
denoted εint and external dielectric εext, and a point charge q at the centre9. A real protein
does not correspond very closely to the Born ion model, either in surface geometry or charge
distribution, but the results of this simple model may give us some insight into how to go
about building a more complicated and realistic model10.
We mentioned above that the (electrostatic) solvation energy is of use in quantifying the
eﬀects of the solvent on a macromolecule, so we will now derive the Born solvation energy,
9Reminder: the dielectric constants are the relative permittivities; the permittivity of free space ε0 we
denote explicitly in the formulae, which are in SI units.
10It is also one of the few systems for which it is possible to obtain an analytic solution.
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∆GBorn, which is deﬁned as the energy change in bringing the ion from a uniform dielectric
into the solvated environment. In order to calculate this, we will begin by trying to calculate
the total value of the energy of the system (Gelec), which requires determining the value of
potential (φint) at the location of the charge.
We begin with the integral form of Gauss' Law (Equation 1.10), which states that the
ﬂux of the electric displacement ﬁeld (D) leaving a surface is equal to the total charge
contained within the volume, and using the relation D(r) = ε(r)E(r) (Equation 1.9) we can
write Equation 1.18, which is this relation applied to some arbitrary spherical shell of radius
r which may be inside or outside of the surface deﬁned by radius a in Figure 1.4.
In this case, since the system is spherically symmetric, we can treat the integrand
ε(r)E(r) as a one-dimensional function of the radius from the centre, which is a constant
value over the surface, which makes the value of the integration simply the surface area of
a sphere of radius r.
∮
S
ε(r)E(r) · dA = q (1.18)
ε(r)E(r)
∮
S
dA = q (1.19)
E(r) =
q
4pi|r|2ε(r) (1.20)
This is a general formula for electric ﬁeld, E, (negative gradient of the potential φ) as a
function of radius r. In order to obtain a formula for the potential at any point outside the
cavity, φext(r), r ≥ a , we can assume that the application of Gauss' Law was carried out on
a spherical shell outside of the cavity, in the external dielectric. Integrating Equation 1.20
in the external region gives:
φext(r) =
q
4pirε0εext
+ C1 (1.21)
In order to ﬁnd the constant of integration C1 we impose the boundary condition that
φ→ 0 as r →∞; therefore C1 = 0.
Within the cavity, the potential φint(r), r ≤ a is given by:
φint(r) =
q
4pirε0εint
+ C2 (1.22)
At the boundary r = a the boundary condition φint = φext allows us to solve for C2:
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C2 =
q
4piaε0εext
− q
4piaε0εint
=
q
4piaε0
(
1
εext
− 1
εint
)
(1.23)
If the dielectric response is linear, the total electrostatic energy is given by:
Gelec =
1
2
∫
V
φρdV =
1
2
qφint(rq) =
q2
8pirqε0εint
+
q2
8piaε0
(
1
εext
− 1
εint
)
r = 0 (1.24)
where rq is the radius at which the charge is located. With q deﬁned as a point charge at
the origin (rq = 0), this solution leads to an inﬁnite potential and therefore inﬁnite energy
using this expression. Consequently the quantity Gelec is not particularly meaningful.
However we have already deﬁned the Born solvation energy, ∆GBorn, as the change
in energy between a reference uniform dielectric state and the solvated state, which can be
found by ﬁnding the change in Gelec between those two states: conveniently the self-energy
term cancels, leaving the relatively simple Equation 1.25.
∆GBorn = − q
2
8piaε0
(
1
εint
− 1
εext
)
(1.25)
1.4.4.3 The Generalized Born (GB) Method
The Born ion gave us a simple relationship between the solvation energy and a charge in a
spherical cavity. However within a real protein the atomic charges are not isolated spheres
surrounded by high dielectric solvent, there is overlap between the spheres and not all of
the atomic charges are exposed to the solvent. Although it is clearly not possible to use
Equation 1.25 to describe a protein, the Generalized Born model, introduced by Still et
al. in 1990 [79] is an attempt to derive a functional form which combines a more realistic
representation of the protein structure and inter-atomic electrostatic energy terms, with the
simplicity of the functional form of the analytic Born ion.
A simple derivation of the pair-wise Generalized Born method as summarised by Bash-
ford and Case [74] is as follows. Consider a number n of widely separated spherical charges
q (separations between the ith and jth charges denoted rij) (as illustrated in the middle
picture of Figure 1.5 for four such charges), with radii ai and dielectric constants εint and
εext.
The change in total electrostatic solvation free energy, ∆Ges, between the reference
state11 at the top of Figure 1.5 and the heterogeneous molecule in the middle picture of
Figure 1.5 is the sum of the change in Coulomb interactions between each charge ∆GCoulomb,
11commonly the reference state is assumed to be a vacuum; i.e. εext = εint = 1
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Figure 1.5: The Generalized Born model of a molecule: (top) reference state with uniform
dielectric; (middle) heterogeneous dielectric model for well-separated charges, for which
Equation 1.26 is exact; (bottom) more realistic model containing additional overlapping
charges: this is described exactly by the Poisson equation, but can also be approximated by
the Generalized Born equation (Equation 1.27).
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plus the Born solvation free energies of the individual charges ∆GBorn (assuming they are
well separated, the Born ion model of an isolated cavity will be a good approximation for
each charge).
This can be written as Equation 1.26:
∆Ges = ∆GCoulomb + ∆GBorn
=
( 1
εext
− 1
εint
) n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
qiqj
4pirijε0
− [ n∑
i=1
q2i
8piaiε0
(
1
εint
− 1
εext
)]
(1.26)
Equation 1.26 is exact and correct for the middle picture of Figure 1.5 and has a func-
tional form which is simple and whose components are simple to attribute to physical quan-
tities. However the separate charges do not closely resemble a real molecule. A more realistic
model of a molecule is shown in the bottom picture of Figure 1.5: here the atoms are part of
a single low dielectric volume containing a larger number of overlapping atoms, rather than
4 isolated charges.
The aim is to move from Equation 1.26 for separate charges/spheres to an approximate
expression which models the solvation energy of overlapping atoms in a real molecule.
Using the functional form of Equation 1.26 as inspiration and collecting similar-looking
terms into a single expression results in the Generalized Born equation [79], Equation 1.27
, which resembles something like a cross between the change in Coulomb energy and the
analytic Born solvation formula:
∆Ges ≈ − 1
8piε0
(
1
εint
− 1
εext
) n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i
qiqj
fGB
(1.27)
There is no suggestion that Equation 1.27 is mathematically equivalent to Equation
1.26: there is a double summation over all points, and an arbitrary function fGB has been
introduced! The function fGB controls the pairwise energy contribution between charges,
and appears in Equation 1.27 as a Born-radius-like term controlling the extent to which a
particular pair of charges behaves as a classical Born ion. There is no unique deﬁnition for
the functional form of fGB, but Still et al. suggest the following:
fGB = (r
2
ij +R
2
ije
−D)
1
2 (1.28)
where: Rij =
√
RiRj and D =
r2ij
4RiRj
. The eﬀective Born radii Ri are parameters of the
model which are based on the actual radii of the atoms, ai, modiﬁed to account for local
eﬀects and extent of burial.
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This function provides a blending/interpolation in which pairs of charges have an eﬀective
Born radius related to their actual radii (somewhat indirectly via Ri) when close together,
and controlled by their separation when far apart; thus pairs of charge in close proximity
have a strong eﬀect on each others' solvation energy contribution, whilst distant charges
have much smaller energetic contributions.
According to Still et al. this particular choice of function (with Ri = ai) accurately
reproduces the Born solvation energy for combined charges when the separation rij tends
to zero; the Onsager reaction ﬁeld energy for a dipole within a spherical cavity (to within
10%) when separation is less than one tenth of the eﬀective radius aij ; the Born + Coulomb
interaction energy for separate spheres when the separation rij > 2.5aij (within 1%).
In the 20 years since Still et al. suggested the GB model, various enhancements and
reﬁnements have been suggested to account for e.g. salt eﬀects [74, 8082], and many
variants of the original formulation exist.
Choice of eﬀective Born radii, Ri From the above it should be clear that the output
of the GB model depends very strongly on the parameters used for the radii of the atoms
of a protein12, as well as the charges assigned to them. Ideally, Ri should be set such
that the analytic Born energy using that radius matches the self-energy of the charge in
its reaction ﬁeld as determined by solving the Poisson equation for the protein with only
atom i charged, but with the dielectric boundary conditions of the full protein applied. This
per-atom parameterisation would give a perfect match between GB and PB methods for a
single set of dielectric and solvent conditions, but is obviously impractical as it involves all
of the work of both methods. A comparison of the relative performance between GB and
PB methods is described by Feig et al. [83].
[74] outline various methods for choosing Ri analytically based on assumptions of over-
lapping spheres, with corrections to account for the degree of overlap, which are typically
derived empirically in order to ﬁt experimental values. Alternatively surface integration can
be used to ﬁnd suitable values for Ri as described by [84].
In summary GB and its related reﬁnements oﬀer a relatively fast computational method
for solving the problem of protein electrostatics, however the method relies heavily on em-
pirical ﬁtting rather than following any particularly robust model of the physical reality.
GB is sometimes used within MD to provide a very quick and simple estimate for electro-
static interactions (giving faster evaluations, so more timesteps per hour of CPU-time than
12though according to Still et al. the solvation energy is more sensitive to the relative positions than the
radii themselves; thus uncertainty in atomic position limits the required accuracy of the parameterisation of
the eﬀective Born radii.
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is obtained for more detailed electrostatic calculations). However for production runs GB
is very seldom used as PME and P3M oﬀer much higher accuracy.
1.4.4.4 Inducible Multipole Models
Langevin dipoles The inducible dipole model described by Warshel and Levitt [28] (also
well summarised in [85]) models the solvent as a grid of inducible point dipoles (also known
as Langevin dipoles) which represent the polarization of the solvent by the source charges.
The protein is modelled as a set of point charges, plus point dipoles to represent electronic
polarization of the protein. The magnitude of each point dipole is found by assigning a
polarizability to that point and applying the electric ﬁeld produced by the source charges to
the induced dipoles, creating a reaction ﬁeld of dipoles. This process is repeated iteratively,
including the eﬀect of the dipoles on the total ﬁeld until the values of the dipoles are
converged.
The advantage of the method is that the polarization can be selected to adopt physically
plausible values at each point, avoiding the use of a macroscopic dielectric constant which,
it can be argued, is not appropriate for proteins on the microscale [65, 86].
The model can be classed as implicit solvent in that the water is replaced by a grid of
dipoles rather than explicit water molecules with partial charges; however the requirement
to ﬁll the volume with dipoles to represent the solvent makes the method unsuitable for very
large scale simulations.
Inducible Multipole Solvation model The Inducible Multipole Solvation (IMPS)
model described by Davis [87] is similar in spirit to the Langevin dipoles model. Point mul-
tipoles (i.e. a linear combination of point dipoles, quadrupoles etc.) are placed at charge
centres in the protein; the high dielectric solvent and low dielectric protein are replaced by
a homogeneous high dielectric continuum. The inducible point multipoles (whose values
are related to the electric ﬁeld produced by the source charge distribution) are intended to
reproduce the eﬀect of the dielectric discontinuity which has been removed.
1.4.4.5 The Test-Charge Approximation
The test charge approximation is not a model of electrostatics per se, but an approach
by which the interaction between two proteins can be estimated, for use in a simulation
where forces or energies of interaction are required. The term test charge is normally used
in association with the physical interpretation of an electric potential: the potential is the
energy per unit charge which would be attained by an inﬁnitesimal charge brought into that
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region, such that it did not aﬀect the potential. Here a similar meaning applies, but on the
scale of proteins.
Firstly the values of potential around a protein, in a grid extending to some distance from
the surface (beyond which the potential is assumed to be negligible; with ionic screening this
may be a realistic approximation only a few tens of Angstroms away), are found by some
method e.g. through solving the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (described in Section 1.4.4.7)
for the isolated protein. The premise of the test charge approximation is that another
(target) protein moving into the source potential ﬁeld does not signiﬁcantly perturb it,
and the charges which make up the target protein can be considered to interact directly
with the source ﬁeld; thus the total force can be found by multiplying target charges by the
interpolated source electric ﬁeld where they overlap:
∆Ginteraction =
∑
k
qkφ
F =
∑
k
−qk∇φ
The advantage of the method is that the potential grids of the proteins can be pre-
computed, and the charge-grid interactions can be carried out rapidly, making the method
computationally much faster than obtaining a full solution to the PBE at each timestep.
The disadvantage is that the model is somewhat physically implausible as it entirely
neglects the eﬀect of the target protein on the electric ﬁeld of the source protein, both in
terms of charge distributions and dielectric eﬀects. The missing dielectric eﬀects are twofold:
ﬁrstly the presence of the low dielectric volume represented by the target protein will aﬀect
the shape of the electric ﬁeld produced by the source protein, through mutual polarization
eﬀects. Secondly the extent to which charges in the low dielectric target protein (that is,
the test charges) experience the electric ﬁeld is underestimated by the fact that the source
ﬁeld is calculated for solvent dielectric, whereas the test charges exist in a low dielectric
medium.
Furthermore the test charge model may signiﬁcantly underestimate the energy for charge
interactions when the solvent contains mobile ions, because the value of potential in the
source protein ﬁeld will include a salt screening eﬀect, whereas the actual environment of
the charges in the target protein is ion-excluded: the potential at the location of the test-
charge according to the source protein will be much too low.
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1.4.4.6 Eﬀective Charges for Macromolecules (ECM)
Eﬀective charges for macromolecules in solution (ECM) [88] is an attempt to improve upon
the test charge approximation by reducing the salt-dependent error, and at the same time
reincorporating an estimate for one of the missing dielectric eﬀects.
ECM scales the charges of the target protein such that the (screened) Coulomb po-
tential due to the naked charges in solution closely approximates the actual potential of
the full heterogeneous dielectric model13. The potential produced by the charges in high
dielectric solution will be lower than the potential ﬁelds they produce when in low dielectric
protein (very much so, in the case of ionic solution), so this scaling will be positive: the
charges will be magniﬁed by some factor. The augmented charges are then used as per the
test-charge method, in that they are multiplied by the pre-calculated potentials around a
source protein to obtain a total energy (or force). It is the intention of the method that the
degree to which the source potential underestimates the potential (due to ionic screening)
is counterbalanced by the scaling of the ECM charges, resulting in energies which are more
accurate to those which would be obtained through more rigorous methods (such as solving
the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation).
The choice of scalings for charges is obviously critical to the success of the method.
The charges are enlarged such that there is a least-squares ﬁt between the potentials in a
grid produced by the ECM method and the actual potentials. The scaling automatically
accounts for the eﬀect of the low dielectric environment of the target protein as well as the
solvent eﬀect; however the eﬀect of the low dielectric source protein and it's collection of
charges on the potential ﬁeld of the source protein remains unaccounted for. (This method
slightly resembles the IMPS model (described above, Section 1.4.4.4) in that the dielectric
boundary has been removed, and a correction of the source charges applied to approximate
the eﬀect of the missing low dielectric; in ECM the charges are scaled in order to best-ﬁt
the true potential; in IMPS, point multipoles are added but without any attempt at ﬁtting
the potential).
Gabdouilline and Wade [88] showed that for bi-molecular systems (e.g. protein-ligand
interactions) the energies derived using ECM approach those found by complete solution
of the PBE, and are certainly much closer than those found using the test charge approx-
imation. In addition, there are various possible treatments and optimizations possible to
regularize the eﬀective charges (this helps avoid overﬁtting).
Rather than dealing with all of the charges within a protein the user can choose to place
eﬀective charges at the alpha-carbon of amino acids, reducing the number of charges required
13Found, for example, by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (see Section 1.4.4.7) for the heteroge-
neous case of protein charges embedded in a low dielectric material, as illustrated by Figure 1.3.
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to represent a protein. Additionally the potential grid used to ﬁt the scaled charges can be
chosen to be an average set of potentials from multiple protein conformations, which is an
appealing method for dealing with minor conformational variations of the protein.
In summary the ECM method allows rapid computation of protein interactions in so-
lution, with improved accuracy compared to the test charge approximation. The ECM
method has been used in many Brownian Dynamics simulations [52, 53, 56, 58, 89], giving
seemingly good results, and is the electrostatics model adopted by McGuﬀee and Elcock in
their impressively large simulations of crowded protein systems [60, 61].
However it is not clear that the ECM model, which appears to be a good approximation
for bimolecular interactions, is a good approximation for the more complicated many-body
interactions found in crowded systems, and particularly for interactions between large pro-
teins where the dielectric eﬀects are expected to be more signiﬁcant. It seems likely to us
that the presence of large numbers of macromolecules, which are not only regions of low di-
electric but also ion excluded, will signiﬁcantly distort the inﬁnite dilution potential which
ECM assumes exists around each macromolecule. In order to take account of these eﬀects,
a more rigorous approach to solving the implicit solvent system of Figure 1.3 is required.
1.4.4.7 Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) Methods
The Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (PBE) The ionic charge distribution within the
solvent can be incorporated into the Poisson equation as an additional source of charge
density ρmobile(r), Equation 1.29:
−∇ · (ε(r).∇φ(r)) = ρfixed(r) + ρmobile(r) (1.29)
Unlike the source charge distribution which is known at the outset, the ionic charge
distribution responds to the electric ﬁeld and relocates accordingly. If we assume that the
ions behave as a large population of point charges which follow the Boltzmann distribution
with respect to their charge-potential interaction14, we can write the ionic charge density
term as:
ρmobile(r) =
∑
i
qzicie
− 1kT (qziφ(r)+λ(r)) (1.30)
where the sum is over each ionic species, i, in the system; zi is the valency of the ion,
ci is the concentration of the ion in the bulk, and the potential function λ(r) controls the
accessibility of ions to speciﬁc regions of space (i.e. in the solvent this function has a value of
14this neglects any other energy terms for the ions, e.g. desolvation eﬀects of the ions
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zero, whereas in the solute an inﬁnite value of this function corresponds to a zero probability
of ﬁnding ions there)15. Note that λ(r) may or may not match the dielectric boundary; if we
model a Stern Layer around the protein where no ions are permitted, then the ion exclusion
function is not the same as the dielectric boundary. In addition this function may be diﬀerent
for each ionic species, as in general the ionic radius will vary.
Combining Equations 1.29 and 1.30 gives the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (PBE), Equa-
tion 1.31:
−∇ · (ε(r).∇φ(r)) = ρfixed(r) +
∑
i
qzicie
− 1kT (qziφ(r)+λ(r)) (1.31)
This is a general description for steady-state continuum electrostatics: the validity of the
equation is only limited by the treatment of dielectric constant throughout the volume, and
by the concentration of ions at which the assumption of no signiﬁcant ion-ion interaction
becomes violated. However the PBE in this form is generally non trivial to solve because
the potential appears in the exponential term on the right hand side.
The PBE can be linearised by making further assumptions about the nature of the ionic
interactions:
1. All ionic species have same exclusion function with respect to the solute (i.e. approx-
imately the same radii)
2. The magnitude of the ion energy is much smaller than kT (i.e. qziφ(r) kT )
3. The bulk solution is electroneutral
Using assumption #1 allows us to factorize λ(r) out of the summation to give Equation
1.32:
ρmobile(r) = e
−λ(r)kT
∑
i
qzicie
− 1kT (qzi.φ(r)) (1.32)
Assumption 2 allows us to approximate the ionic charge-potential term using a Taylor
expansion of ex = 1 + x + x
2
2 + . . . where x = − 1kT (qziφ(r)) and, neglecting the quadratic
terms onwards, gives Equation 1.33:
ρmobile(r) = e
−λ(r)kT
∑
i
qzici
[
1− qziφ(r)
kT
]
(1.33)
15The term kT throughout the remainder of the chapter is the thermal energy term, kBT (encountered
previously) but we have omitted the subscript B from the Boltzmann constant kB to improve legibility.
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Assumption #3 of bulk electroneutrality ensures that the summation
∑
i
qzici = 0, which
removes the ﬁrst term in square brackets, leaving Equation 1.34:
ρmobile(r) = −e−
λ(r)
kT
∑
i
q2z2i ci
kT
φ(r) (1.34)
Using Equation 1.16 and deﬁning a more convenient ion-exclusion function V (r) = e−
λ(r)
kT
such that V (r) is 1 in the solution and 0 in the solute, allows us to write Equation 1.35:
ρmobile(r) = −V (r)ε(r)κ2(r)φ(r) (1.35)
Combining Equations 1.29 and 1.35 and moving the mobile charge terms to the left hand
side, leads to the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann Equation, Equation 1.36.
−∇ · (ε(r).∇φ(r)) + V (r)ε(r)κ2(r)φ(r) = ρfixed(r) (1.36)
Finite-diﬀerence Methods (FD) The ﬁrst description of a numerical method to solve
the PBE for biomolecular electrostatics was Warwicker and Watson [68]. The idea gained
popularity rapidly, and a number of ﬁnite-diﬀerence solvers for the PBE now exist (for
example APBS, Delphi, MEAD, UHBD to name a few popular implementations).
The general method of ﬁnite-diﬀerence solvers is to divide space into a volumetric grid;
the solution (electric potential, φ) is found at each grid point by initializing the values, then
iteratively reﬁning the solution until a set of values at grid points is found which satisﬁes
the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation. The dielectric boundary and ion-exclusion functions are
discretized by the volumetric grid, such that the actual molecular boundary passes through
some volumetric region between two grid points.
Recent implementations of the FD method for the PBE, e.g. APBS [90], use a multi-
grid approach where approximate solutions are used as the boundary values for a ﬁner grid
iteration, leading to rapid convergence and better accuracy near the molecular boundary
(since the rapidly-varying solution at the boundary can be carried out at the ﬁnest grid
resolution, whilst the rest of the volume is dealt with more sparsely).
The extraction of physically meaningful forces and energies from ﬁnite diﬀerence PBE
solvers can be non-trivial [9193] as the quantities must be extracted by interpolation over
grid points, which for forces or energies near the boundary may produce large errors in the
output.
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Boundary Element Method (BEM) The Boundary Element Method (BEM) is a gen-
eral method for solving partial diﬀerential equations, and is well established as a numerical
technique in engineering (e.g. fracture mechanics; acoustics). A major advantage over ﬁnite-
diﬀerence or ﬁnite-element methods is the reduction of dimensionality aﬀorded by working
with surfaces instead of volumes. A BEM solver should scale better than a ﬁnite diﬀerence
method for large-scale simulations.
Conceptually it can be simpler to think of the boundary element method as ﬁnding
the surface charge distribution (so-called single and double layer charge densities) over the
protein which (from the point of view of the interior charges) represents the polarization of
the surrounding solvent by the protein; this is equivalent to solving the linearised Poisson-
Boltzmann equation. The interaction between source charges in the protein and polarization
charge density is equivalent to the electrostatic solvation energy.
The mathematical details of the BEM are given in full in Chapter 2. At this point we
will merely note that the BEM in general requires discretizing the surface into elements (e.g.
planar triangles) and solving for surface solutions of potential and electric ﬁeld at points
over that surface (e.g. the set of vertices of the planar triangles). Solving the BEM involves
solving a linear system of equations Ax = b, where A can be written as a 2N × 2N matrix in
which each row represents the boundary integral equation for the value of a surface solution
at one of the N surface points (either potential, φ, or the normal component of electric ﬁeld,
E.n)16, as a function of the solutions at all other surface points.
The use of the BEM in protein electrostatics is not especially new and the principle was
introduced more than 25 years ago by Zauhar [94] (although the term boundary element
method does not explicitly appear in that article). The method was investigated further
by various groups [95110].
The initial drawback with the BEM was the scaling of the algorithm as O(N2). This
was solved by use of a far-ﬁeld approximation, such as the Fast Multipole Method (FMM)
[96, 111113], or FFTSVD [106], which improve performance ﬁrst to O(N logN), and most
recently to O(N) [103].
Other reﬁnements have focused on the numerical stability of the boundary integral for-
mulation: the simplest boundary integral formulation are Fredholm equations of the ﬁrst
type (e.g. the work of Boschitsch et al. [97] or the earlier work of Lu et al. [99], whose work
is discussed in detail in Chapter 2) which leads to numerical instability within the BEM as
the number of solution points increases. A more stable set of equations (Fredholm equations
of the second type) were developed by Juﬀer et al. [114].
16N surface elements, 2 unknowns per element, hence the linear system has dimensions 2N × 2N .
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The discretization of the protein surface into elements is central to the BEM. Planar
triangles are a common choice due to their simplicity for numerical integration; however
the use of curved elements has been investigated [106, 107]. Other possibilities include the
node-patch method of Lu et al. [102] (which will also be discussed in Chapter 3). Another
alternative, deﬁning a parametric surface based on multipole expansions, was suggested by
Kuo et al. [115]. Finally Tausch et al. [116] discuss some of the ﬁner points of numerical
integration over surface elements for the BEM.
Parameterisation Whether the PBE is solved by the ﬁnite-diﬀerence method or BEM,
the parameterization of the dielectric boundary, choice of dielectric constant, and choice of
partial charges/atomic radii has a large eﬀect on the output of the PBE model. These issues
are discussed in various places in the literature, such as the work of Swanson et al.[117, 118]
Nina et al. [119, 120] and Yu, Geng and Wei [121, 122].
1.5 Thesis Overview
This chapter has introduced the motivation for large scale molecular simulation, and sum-
marised the current methodologies available. We conclude that the most likely simulation
method for simulations on the scale of intracellular signalling pathways is Brownian Dynam-
ics, but note that to date the method misses that scope by several orders of magnitude.
In order to further the application of Brownian Dynamics into this space, it is necessary
to have a compatible model for intermolecular forces (i.e. long-range electrostatics) which
takes into account all of the mechanisms of interaction which we suggest are of interest to
biology. The list of possible electrostatics modelling methodologies is short: we argue that
the PBE is the only reasonable approximation for the crowded, salty, cytosol conditions we
would like to be able to simulate.
This thesis introduces a state of the art Boundary Element Method (BEM) electrostatics
solver for the linearised PBE called BEEP (Boundary Element Electrostatics Program), and
gives results for the use of BEEP in biologically relevant problems.
Chapter 2 provides the mathematical basis for the solution of the linearised PBE with
the BEM (in combination with a Fast Multipole Method (FMM)). Chapter 3 describes our
implementation of this algorithm and presents results for analytic spherical test cases, whilst
Chapter 4 discusses the parallelisation and performance of the BEM/FMM algorithms. In
Chapter 5 we discuss the application of BEEP to proteins, and examine a bimolecular
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protein-protein interaction to explore the capabilities and limitations of the BEM for bio-
logical macromolecules. Finally Chapter 6 discusses our plans for future work to extend and
improve upon the methods detailed in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Preliminaries: BEM &
FMM
2.1 Outline of this chapter
This chapter summarizes the mathematical basis of the Boundary Element Method (BEM)
for electrostatics, and how it can be used to solve the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann Equation
(PBE) which we described in Section 1.4.4.7 of Chapter 1. We provide a detailed explanation
of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) and how it may be applied within the BEM to produce
a method which has linear scaling with respect to number of surface elements used to describe
a dielectric boundary.
2.2 The Boundary Element Method (BEM) for protein elec-
trostatics
2.2.1 Derivation of the Boundary Integral Equations
The following derivation for the potential and its normal derivative are taken from the
work of Lu et al. [99, 103]. We will start by restating the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
Equation which relates the electric potential (φ) as a function of position (r) to the ﬁxed
charge distribution (within the protein), taking into account the dielectric permittivities
(henceforth referred to as dielectric constants) and the eﬀect of ionic screening controlled
by the inverse screening length κ (both functions of position).
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−∇ · (ε(r).∇φ(r)) + V (r)ε(r)κ2(r)φ(r) = ρfixed(r) (2.1)
where V (r) is a function which controls the regions where ions are permitted. Taking the
ionic boundary to be the same as the dielectric boundary Γ, and the dielectric constants as
shown in Figure 2.1, we write the PBE as it applies to each region, with the internal region
deﬁned by the volume Ω and the external region the complementary volume Ω. This yields
Equation 2.2 for the internal potential φint and Equation 2.3 for the external potential φext.
∇2φint(r) = −ρfixed
εint
, r ∈ Ω (2.2)
= − 1
εint
∑
k
qkδ(r − rk), r ∈ Ω
−εext∇2φext(r) + εextκ2φext(r) = 0, r ∈ Ω (2.3)
∇2φext(r)− κ2φext(r) = 0, r ∈ Ω
The Dirac delta functions δ(r− rk) in Equation 2.2 model the ﬁxed point charges of the
protein: the charge density is zero except at the exact point r = rk , where r coincides with
one of the k point charges.
Green's Second Identity (for two general twice-diﬀerentiable scalar functions of position,
say ζ and ψ) can be used to relate a volume integral of scalar ﬁelds to a surface integral over
the boundaries of the volume (Equation 2.4):
∫
V
(
ζ∇2ψ − ψ∇2ζ) dV = ∮
S
(ζ∇ψ − ψ∇ζ) dS =
∮
S
(ζ∇ψ · n− ψ∇ζ · n) dA (2.4)
where V and S are a volume and the surface bounding the volume respectively. The
surface integral is a scalar product of the terms in brackets with the oriented surface area
increment dS = n(dA), n being the normal vector to the surface. The identity can be
re-written in terms of the normal derivative ∂∂n :∫
V
(
ζ∇2ψ − ψ∇2ζ) dV = ∮
S
(
ζ
∂ψ
∂n
− ψ ∂ζ
∂n
)
dA (2.5)
If we let the function ζ represent the potentials φint and φext in Equations 2.2 and 2.3,
we can use Green's second identity to rewrite the volume integrals as boundary integral
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Figure 2.1: Continuum solvent model of a protein
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equations in φint and φext, as long as we can ﬁnd a suitable scalar function to assign to ψ.
The trick is to use the Green's functions for the partial diﬀerential equations in place of ψ,
as follows. The Green's function for the Laplace equation is deﬁned as the function G(rp, rt)
which satisﬁes the relation:
∇2G(rp, rt) = δ(rp − rt) (2.6)
where δ(rp− rt) is the Dirac delta function. (Note that this is a function of two variables
representing positions, rp and rt.)
It is known that this Green's function (henceforth denoted Gpt for brevity) is:
G(rp, rt) = Gpt =
1
4pi ‖rp − rt‖ (2.7)
Applying Green's 2nd Identity to the volume Ω with ζ = φint(rt) and ψ = Gpt leads to:
∫
Ω
(
φint(rt)∇2Gpt −Gpt∇2φint(rt)
)
dΩ =
∮
Γ
(
φint(rt)
∂Gpt
∂n
−Gpt ∂φint(rt)
dn
)
dΓt (2.8)
where all integrations are done over the variable position rt which is within/on the
boundary Γ of the volume Ω, whilst rp (which appears implicitly in the Green's function
Gpt) is held for the moment as some constant point within the volume1.
Splitting the left hand volume integral into 2 parts and substituting the deﬁnition of the
Green's function (2.6) we can write the ﬁrst term as:
∫
Ω
φint(rt)∇2GptdΩ =
∫
Ω
φint(rt)δ(rp − rt)dΩ = φint(rp) (2.9)
in which the volume integral of the delta function in eﬀect returns the value of the
function φ(rt) at the point rp.
In order to deal with the second part of the volume integral we substitute for ∇2φint(rt)
using Equation 2.2 (noting that the position argument is rt, whereas rp is still some arbitrary
constant point within the volume):
∫
Ω
−Gpt∇2φint(rt)dΩ =
∫
Ω
Gpt
εint
∑
k
qkδ(rt − rk)dΩ = 1
εint
∑
k
qkGpk (2.10)
1We include a subscript t in our notation dΓt to emphasize that the position rt within the integral refers
to the location of each surface increment dΓt, over which we are integrating.
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where the delta function has selected the values of Gpt at the charge locations where
rt = rk.
Combining Equations 2.9 and 2.10 into Equation 2.8 and expressing it all in terms of
φint(rp) gives a function for the internal potential as a function of the general position rp
within the volume.
φint(rp) =
∮
Γ
(
φint(rt)
∂Gpt
∂n
−Gpt ∂φint(rt)
dn
)
dΓt +
1
εint
∑
k
qkGpk, rp ∈ Ω (2.11)
In order to follow a similar process for the external potential φext we note that Equation
2.3 is the same as Poisson's Equation:
[∇2 − κ2]φext = 0 (2.12)
for which it is known that the Green's function (which we shall denote upt) satisfying
the deﬁnition:
[∇2 − κ2]upt = δ(rp − rt) (2.13)
is given by:
upt =
exp(−κ ‖rp − rt‖)
4pi ‖rp − rt‖ (2.14)
Thus applying Green's Second Identity to the external volume Ω (i.e. that volume
bounded by the molecular surface, as well as by an inﬁnite surface at inﬁnity2), and substi-
tuting ζ = φext(rt) and ψ = upt, this time with rp as an arbitrary constant point within the
external volume and rt being the integration variable:
∫
Ω
(
φext(rt)∇2upt − upt∇2φext(rt)
)
dΩ =
∮
Γ
(
φext(rt)
∂upt
∂n
− upt ∂φext(rt)
dn
)
dΓt (2.15)
The deﬁnition of the Green's function (Equation 2.13) allows us to write the ﬁrst part
of the volume integral as:
2The surface integral turns out to be over the molecular boundary only since for the boundary at inﬁnity
(rt →∞) the Green's functions tend to zero, as does the potential.
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∫
Ω
φext(rt)∇2uptdΩ = φext(rp) +
∫
Ω
φext(rt)κ
2uptdΩ (2.16)
Equation 2.3 allows us to write the second part of the volume integral as:
∫
Ω
− upt∇2φext(rt)dΩ = −
∫
Ω
φext(rt)κ
2uptdΩ (2.17)
Thus the sum of the two volume integrals convenient reduces to just φext(rp) giving:
φext(rp) =
∮
Γ
(
φext(rt)
∂upt
∂n
− upt ∂φext(rt)
dn
)
dΓt (2.18)
2.2.2 The Boundary Integral Equations as the point rp approaches the
boundary Γ
Equations 2.11 and 2.18 give the value of the potential at a points not on the boundary, in
terms of surface integrals of the (scalar) values of the potential and its normal derivative
on the boundary. The equations as written suggest a singularity at the boundary, since the
Green's functions (2.7 and 2.14) will tend to inﬁnite values as rp → rt, and their derivatives
are strongly singular (singularity of order r−2).
The behaviour of the functions at the boundary can be resolved by considering a physical
interpretation for the Green's function solutions. Considering the internal potential:
φint(rp) =
∮
Γ
(
φint(rt)
∂Gpt
∂n
−Gpt ∂φint(rt)
dn
)
dA+
1
εint
∑
k
qkGpk, rp ∈ Ω (2.19)
this can be considered as the sum of a potential due to the ﬁxed charge distribution
( 1εint
∑
k
qkGpk), plus the potential due to a single layer (i.e. a thin layer of charge smeared
over the surface) given by Gpt
∂φint(rt)
dn where
∂φint(rt)
dn is the single-layer charge density, plus
the potential due to a double layer (thin surface dipole layer) given by φint(rt)
∂Gpt
∂n where
the dipole density is φint(rt).
The Green's function solution has eﬀectively represented everything outside of the volume
as an equivalent combination of surface charge and dipole density over the surface. It is
important to note that the single and double layer charge densities are not real in that the
charges do not physically exist, but they are mathematically equivalent to the real potential
distribution. This equivalence means that we can use the properties of single and double
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layers (which are well known, see, e.g., Jackson [123] or Stratton [124]) to write the limits
of 2.11 and 2.18 as the point rp approaches the boundary [114]:
φint(rp) =
PV∮
Γ
[
Gpt
∂φint(rt)
∂n
− ∂Gpt
∂n
φint(rt)
]
dΓt+
1
2
φint(rp) +
1
εint
∑
k
qkGpk, rp ∈ Γ
(2.20)
φext(rp) =
PV∮
Γ
[
−upt ∂φext(rt)
∂n
+
∂upt
∂n
φext(rt)
]
dΓt +
1
2
φext(rp), rp ∈ Γ (2.21)
where the label PV indicates the Cauchy principal value is required3. The eﬀective
single charge layer does not lead to any discontinuity in potential at the singular point,
but the (inﬁnitely thin) double layer produces a discontinuity which has a magnitude equal
to the dipole density, that is to say ∆φ = φ(rp). Taking the dielectric boundary to be
a thin transition layer, over which the dielectric constant varies rapidly but continuously
between the values εint and εext, it can be shown that the potential across the boundary
is also continuous [124]. Consequently the discontinuity implied by the double layer can be
considered a smooth step function across the boundary, which is bisected by the boundary
itself, leading to the limiting values of 12φ(rp) in Equations 2.20 and 2.21 [125].
Lu et al. [102, 104] note that the limit coeﬃcient 12 is strictly only valid for a planar
surface4, and that if the point rp is the vertex of a polyhedron, Equations 2.20 and 2.21.
should read:
αpφint(rp) =
PV∮
Γ
[
Gpt
∂φint(rt)
∂n
− ∂Gpt
∂n
φint(rt)
]
dΓt +
1
εint
∑
k
qkGpk, rp ∈ Γ (2.22)
(1− αp)φext(rp) =
PV∮
Γ
[
−upt ∂φext(rt)
∂n
+
∂upt
∂n
φext(rt)
]
dΓt, rp ∈ Γ (2.23)
where αp is given by βp/4pi and βp is the solid angle at the vertex. Lu et al. claim that
improved solutions for the surface potential are obtained when αp = βp/4pi, but do not carry
3i.e. the limit of the integrals as we approach the singularity from either side of the boundary.
4Depending on the discretization of the surface, it is usually argued that an arbitrarily small circular disc
around the singular point approaches a plane, so the limiting value of 1
2
is correct.
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Figure 2.2: Boundary conditions
through the use of the geometric correction factor into their later work and choose to set
αp =
1
2 .
So far we have two equations for four unknown sets of scalar values over the surface
(φext, φint, ∂φint∂n ,
∂φext
∂n ). However this can be reduced to two sets of unknown values by
applying boundary conditions at the protein surface (Figure 2.2).
At the dielectric boundary, the potential (φ) is continuous, so for points rp ∈ Γ the
condition φint(rp) = φext(rp) holds. Applying Gauss' Law to a small cylinder oriented across
the boundary quickly demonstrates that the normal component of the electric displacement
vector D on each side of the boundary must be equal (since there is no charge enclosed by
the cylinder). Recalling that the electric displacement vector is related to the electric ﬁeld
E by the dielectric constant ε (D = εE) allows us to write:
εintEint(rp) · np = εextEext(rp) · np (2.24)
where np is the surface normal vector at point rp. Note that since the potential is
continuous over the boundary, the component of the electric ﬁeld E parallel to the boundary
must also be continuous: this means the electric ﬁeld vector E will be refracted by the
dielectric boundary as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Noting that E · n = −∂φ∂n , we can write this as:
∂φint(rp)
∂n0
= εratio
∂φext(rp)
∂n0
(2.25)
where εratio is now the ratio of dielectric constants εratio = εextεint . We also deﬁne the
scalar functions:
fp = φext(rp) (2.26)
hp =
∂φext(rp)
∂n0
(2.27)
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for points p ∈ Γ (where the normal vector n0 is the outward-pointing normal at rp).
Using these boundary conditions and substitutions, we can write two equations for the 2
sets of unknowns (note we have divided through by ε in Equation 2.28):
1
2ε
fp =
PV∮
Γ
[
− 1
εratio
∂Gpt
∂n
ft +Gptht
]
dΓt +
1
εext
∑
k
qkGpk, p ∈ Γ (2.28)
1
2
fp =
PV∮
Γ
[
∂upt
∂n
ft − uptht
]
dΓt, p ∈ Γ (2.29)
2.2.3 The derivative Boundary Integral Equations
In order to produce a numerically stable system of equations, it is necessary to combine
linear combinations of the boundary integral equations with their derivatives [103, 114].
Diﬀerentiating Equations 2.20 and 2.21 with respect to the normal n0 at the surface
point rp, then applying the same boundary conditions and variable substitutions as before,
as well as dividing both equations by ε, we obtain:
1
2
hp =
PV∮
Γ
[
− 1
εratio
∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
ft +
∂Gpt
∂n0
ht
]
dΓt +
1
εext
∑
k
qk
∂Gpk
∂n0
, p ∈ Γ (2.30)
1
2εratio
hp =
PV∮
Γ
[
1
εratio
∂2upt
∂n0∂n
ft − 1
εratio
∂upt
∂n0
ht
]
dΓt, p ∈ Γ (2.31)
Combining the normal Equations 2.28 and 2.29 and the derivative Equations 2.30
and 2.31 gives us a new linear system of coupled equations which can be written:
(
1
2εratio
+
1
2
)
fp =
PV∮
Γ
[
(Gpt − upt)ht −
(
1
εratio
∂Gpt
∂n
− ∂upt
∂n
)
ft
]
dΓt
+
1
εext
∑
k
qkGpk, p ∈ Γ (2.32)
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(
1
2
+
1
2εratio
)
hp =
PV∮
Γ
[(
∂Gpt
∂n0
− 1
εratio
∂upt
∂n
)
ht − 1
εratio
(
∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
− ∂
2upt
∂n0∂n
)
ft
]
dΓt
+
1
εext
∑
k
qk
∂Gpk
∂n0
, p ∈ Γ (2.33)
These are the derivative BEM (dBEM) equations as written by Lu et al. [103] which
were also derived somewhat earlier by Juﬀer et al. [114].
2.2.4 Multiple Molecules
Lu et al. [103] show that the derivation here for a single molecular boundary (i.e. one
protein) can in fact be easily extended for multiple boundaries (proteins), as long as each
boundary is a closed surface within the solvent. The details of the derivation are reproduced
in the Appendix A (they are essentially the same process as used above in applying Green's
second identity to the diﬀerent volumes of protein). The ﬁnal result is almost identical to
Equations 2.32 and 2.33, merely with a summation over J molecular surfaces Γj :
(
1
2εratio
+
1
2
)
fp =
∑
J
PV∮
Γj
[
(Gpt − upt)ht −
(
1
εratio
∂Gpt
∂n
− ∂upt
∂n
)
ft
]
dΓt
+
1
εext
∑
J
∑
kj
qkGpk, p ∈ Γj , j = 1, ....J (2.34)
(
1
2
+
1
2εratio
)
hp =
∑
J
PV∮
Γj
[(
∂Gpt
∂n0
− 1
εratio
∂upt
∂n
)
ht − 1
εratio
(
∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
− ∂
2upt
∂n0∂n
)
ft
]
dΓt
+
1
εext
∑
J
∑
kj
qk
∂Gpk
∂n0
, p ∈ Γj , j = 1, ....J (2.35)
2.2.5 Solving the BEM equations in matrix form
Assuming a surface discretization which gives a vector of N values for potential, f , and its
normal derivative h, Equations 2.28 and 2.29 or Equations 2.32 and 2.33 can be re-arranged
into a matrix-vector equation of the type Ax¯ = b¯ where b¯ is a known vector of length 2N ,
A is a square matrix of dimension 2N × 2N , and x¯ is the vector of unknown values, length
2N .
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Since it is known that the derivative BEM equations form a well-conditioned system of
equations, we choose to use that formulation (again, following the derivation of Lu et al.
[103]):
 ( 12εratio + 12) I+B −A
D
(
1
2εratio
+ 12
)
I−C
 f
h
 = 1
εext

∑
k
qkGpk∑
k
qk
∂Gpk
∂n0
 (2.36)
where the right-hand-side bracketed term is a vector (total length 2N) of Coulomb-like
summations, over all5 k charges (located at rk, magnitude qk), for each surface discretization
point p. The term
 f
h
 is the set of unknowns, made from the concatenation of the f and
h vectors (total length 2N). The sub-matrices A,B,C,D in the left hand square brackets
are each of dimension N × N and are formed from surface integral terms, Apt, Bpt, Cpt,
Dpt, (Equations 2.37-2.40), in which a surface integral is carried out over the discretized
surface element ∆t (part of the total surface, which is the union of all molecular surfaces:
Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ . . .ΓJ); the point rp corresponds to the point for the unknown value of f or h
in that row of the matrix equation; εratio is still the ratio of external to internal dielectric
constants, εext and εint respectively; I is the identity matrix.
Apt =
∫
4t
(Gpt − upt) dΓt (2.37)
Bpt =
∫
4t
(
1
εratio
∂Gpt
∂n
− ∂upt
∂n
)
dΓt (2.38)
Cpt =
∫
4t
(
∂Gpt
∂n0
− 1
εratio
∂upt
∂n0
)
dΓt (2.39)
Dpt =
∫
4t
1
εratio
(
∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
− ∂
2upt
∂n0∂n
)
dΓt (2.40)
This matrix representation is illustrated in Figure 2.3 (diagonal terms (12 +
1
2ε)I omitted
to avoid complicating the Figure).
The surface integrations of the Green's functions over each element is non-trivial: care
must be taken to avoid the singularities implied by the derivatives of the Green's functions
when the point rp is on or close to the element ∆t.
5for multiple proteins, this summation is over all charges in all proteins
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the BEM matrix terms
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In order to solve this system of equations where N is large, it is necessary to use an im-
plicit Krylov subspace method such as GMRES [126], which solves the system of equations
iteratively through successive evaluations of the matrix-vector product. The advantage of
this method is that the matrix need not actually be present as a block of data in memory,
as long as some function is available which returns the matrix-vector product; the disad-
vantage is if the matrix-vector product requires complicated numerical quadratures for each
element of the matrix, then the computational requirement can become as burdensome as
the memory overhead of storing the entire matrix!
The number of iterations required for a Krylov subspace method to converge on the
correct solution depends on the condition number of the matrix, which in this case directly
relates to how well conditioned the system of equations is.
At this point the BEM method appears to be O(N2), since the matrix-vector product
involves N2 surface integrations: from each surface element over each element. Much work
has been carried out in the last 10 years to accelerate the matrix-vector product by use of
a far-ﬁeld approximation such as the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) which is outlined in
Section 2.3.
2.3 The Fast Multipole Method (FMM)
Given a set of N ﬁxed charges in a weak ionic solution (Debye screening constant κ) which
have magnitude qi at points ri, Coulomb's Law with an exponential screening factor can be
used to calculate the net potential at any point r by the formula:
φ(r) =
N∑
i=1
qie
−κ‖r−ri‖
4piε0εr ‖r − ri‖ (2.41)
In order to solve the potential at each of the N points, the simplest method is to loop
over each of the N charges, and carry out the above summation N times, yielding an O(N2)
algorithm.
The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) described in this section was developed by Greengard
et al. [112, 127], and allows this to be achieved in O(N) operations, at the expense of
accuracy: the FMM is an approximate method and guarantees accuracy only to within a
speciﬁed error bound.
The FMM works by decomposing the volume using a tree structure (an octree) such
that it is possible to collect charges in regions and create multipole expansions for those
regions which approximate the net potential produced by those charges. These approximate
functions are passed and aggregated throughout the tree in a hierarchical manner, such that
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each region collects enough information to approximate the potential of the distant parts of
the tree, but the total amount of work remains bounded.
The maximum error (i.e. the accuracy of the method) is controlled directly by the
number of terms used in the multipole expansions.
The details are described in the following sections; these formulae are taken from the
work of Huang et al. [113] which provides a convenient summary of the previous publications
by Greengard et al. [112, 127, 128]. We begin by deﬁning the multipole and local expansions,
then introduce the octree, which gives a basis from which to explain the FMM algorithm;
sections 2.3.5 to 2.3.8 ﬁll in the details.
2.3.1 Notation
In order to avoid ambiguity the notation used in the following formulae mostly follows that of
Huang et al. in [113]. Speciﬁcally, we assume that charges in general are located at Cartesian
vector coordinates xi = (xi + yj + zk) which can be expressed in spherical coordinates as
xi = (ρi, αi, βi). An evaluation points for the potential is denoted x (no subscript) which
has spherical coordinates x = (r, θ, ψ). The constant factor 14piε0εr is omitted for simplicity.
The main diﬀerence between the following formulae and those found in [113] is the choice
of notation for the screening constant, which we choose to call κ (rather than λ) in order to
maintain consistency with the notation of the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation.
2.3.2 Multipole Expansions
The potential at a distance due to a collection of charges within a sphere of radius a centred
on the origin (given by the summation in Equation 2.41, and illustrated in Figure 2.4) can be
written as a multipole expansion as follows (where the evaluation point x is located outside
of the sphere, i.e. r ≥ a):
φ(x) =
N∑
i=1
qi
e−κ‖x−xi‖
‖x− xi‖ =
2κ
pi
N∑
i=1
qi · k0 (κ ‖x− xi‖)
=
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Mmn kn(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ) (2.42)
where the multipole coeﬃcients Mmn are given by:
Mmn = 8κ
N∑
i=1
qi · in (κρi) · Y −mn (αi, βi) (2.43)
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Figure 2.4: The multipole expansion: the potential arising from the set of charges q within
the spherical region of radius a can be represented as a multipole expansion via the coeﬃ-
cients {Mmn }. The expansion is valid for points outside the sphere, i.e. where r > a.
In the above formulae Y mn are spherical harmonic functions of degree n and order m,
deﬁned by:
Y mn (θ, ψ) =
√
2n+ 1
4pi
√
(n− |m|)!
(n+ |m|)! · P
|m|
n (cosθ)e
imψ (2.44)
where Pmn is the associated Legendre function, related to the Legendre polynomial Pn(x)
by:
Pmn (x) = (−1)m(1− x2)
m
2
dm
dxm
Pn(x) (2.45)
The functions in(r) and kn(r) are the modiﬁed spherical Bessel and modiﬁed spherical
Hankel functions respectively: they are related to the usual Bessel function Jv(z) via various
relationships which can be found in e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun [129]. For our purposes,
it is enough to note that these functions are available directly from (freely available, open
source) scientiﬁc library packages such as the GNU Scientiﬁc Library (GSL) [130] or within
the special functions section of the Boost C++ libraries6. It is also worth noting at this
point that these functions get very large or very small rapidly so in practice the multipole
coeﬃcients are scaled to avoid numerical overﬂow/underﬂow. These scaling coeﬃcients are
omitted from the mathematical treatment (as Greengard and Huang point out, the formulae
6at time of writing (2011), the Boost libraries can be found at http://www.boost.org. It is anticipated
that the special functions in question will shortly be incorporated into the C++ standard (C++0x).
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are complicated enough already [112]), but they must be used in the implementation of the
algorithm.
Although the expansion looks somewhat complicated, in practice it is not too diﬃcult
to calculate these terms in a computer program: the result is a set of complex multipole
coeﬃcientsMmn which encapsulate the eﬀect of the set of charges. Given an evaluation point
x = (r, θ, ψ) we can return the potential by summing the multipole coeﬃcients multiplied
by the functions kn(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ).
It is not practicable to carry out the sum to inﬁnite numbers of terms, therefore the
expansion is truncated at a number of terms p:
φ(x) ≈
p∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Mmn kn(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ) (2.46)
The accuracy of the approximation scales according to the Equation 2.47 [112]: the
accuracy depends on not only the number of terms (p) but also on the relative distance of
the evaluation point (r) to the size of the region covered by the expansion (a).∣∣∣∣∣φ(x)−
p∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Mmn kn(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ)
∣∣∣∣∣ = O (ar)p (2.47)
According to Huang et al., for an adaptive tree-based FMM, 21 terms is enough to yield
7 digit accuracy, or 42 terms for double precision accuracy [113].
2.3.3 Local Expansions
The truncated multipole expansion above approximates the potential due to a collection of
charges within some bounding sphere (centred on the origin) at any remote point outside
the sphere. A local expansion is a similar concept, representing the potential within some
spherical region, due to a set of external charges which are located outside of the sphere, as
illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Mathematically, this can be written as follows:
φ(x) ≈
p∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Lmn kj(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ) (2.48)
Lmn = 8κ
N∑
l=1
ql · im (κρl) · Y −mn (αl, βl) (2.49)
where φ(x) is the potential within the sphere, due to a set of N far-ﬁeld charges, and
Lmn are local expansion coeﬃcients. The number of terms p controls the accuracy of the
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Figure 2.5: The local expansion: the local expansion coeﬃcients {Lmn } represent the potential
due to the exterior charges, valid for any point within the sphere of radius a.
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approximation as for the multipole expansion (see Equation 2.47).
2.3.4 The octree based FMM
The FMM works by deﬁning local expansions at evaluation points to calculate the potential
due to far-ﬁeld charges. The near-ﬁeld must be added explicitly, since the local expansions
cannot include the potential due to charges within the volume of the local expansion. There-
fore, when it comes to evaluating the FMM there is always a set of explicit terms which
scale like C2 where C is the number of charges in the volume of the near-ﬁeld. The aim
of the tree-code FMM is to limit the size of the local neighbourhood such that the explicit
neighbourhood work per evaluation point (which is proportional to C2) is a constant factor,
independent of the total number of charges N .
Bearing this in mind, the octree is a hierarchical spatial decomposition: at the top level
is a cube encompassing everything, which is recursively subdivided into 8 cubic children
until no cube contains more than a certain number of charges, which we will denote by the
constant C. Some important terms associated with the octree are deﬁned as follows (and
illustrated in Figure 2.6):
 Level - the level of the tree at which the cube resides (level 0 contains the root cube,
it's children are on level 1, their children are level 2 etc.)
 Neighbourhood - the group of 3 × 3 × 3 block of 27 cubes surrounding a cube of the
tree7, including the cube itself which is in the centre.
 Interaction List - the 6 × 6 × 6 block of cubes which surround a cube of the tree,
not including the neighbourhood. (N.B. the 6 × 6 × 6 block of cubes correspond to
the neighbourhood of the parent cube). Since the interaction list is 6 × 6 × 6 with a
3× 3× 3 block removed from the interior, the number of cubes in the interaction list
of any given cube is: 216− 27 = 1898.
We can now describe the fast multipole method in general terms.
2.3.4.1 Upward pass
Multipole expansions for each cube are computed in an upward pass in which the bottom
level (childless) cubes pass their multipole expansions up to the parent cube (not quite as
trivial as it sounds: see Section 2.3.5), and so on up to the top of the octree.
7Edge cubes will have fewer than 27 neighbours.
8The interaction list of edge cubes will contain fewer than 189 cubes.
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(a) Parent to child subdivision of an octree cube
(b) The 3 × 3 × 3 neighbourhood (light blue) of a cube (dark blue) (in 2D and in
3D)
(c) The interaction list (pink) of a central cube (dark red) in 2D and in 3D. (The
neighbourhood in this case are the white squares/cubes.)
Figure 2.6: Spatial decomposition using an octree
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Note that the charges are placed within cubic boundaries deﬁned by the octree cubes,
but the multipole expansions are valid only outside a bounding sphere of the cube, rather
than the cube itself. Therefore the multipole expansions for a given cube X cannot be
used to compute the potential in the immediate 3× 3× 3 neighbourhood of X, because the
bounding sphere spills into those cubes, as illustrated in Figure 2.7.
2.3.4.2 Downward pass
Following the upward pass each cube on every level has a multipole expansion. The down-
ward pass transmits those expansions throughout the tree as follows.
Given a level of the tree, each cube X collects the multipole expansion from all remote
cubes on that level which fulﬁll the following conditions:
1. the cubes are well-separated - i.e. the spherical boundaries of the two cubes do not
overlap, so the multipole expansion of the remote cube is valid within cube X. In the
octree this means the cubes are not in the 3× 3× 3 neighbourhood of each other.
2. cube X has not already incorporated the multipole expansion of the remote cube, via
inheritance from the parent level (see below).
The multipole expansions of remote cubes are translated through space and converted to
local expansions through a somewhat complicated set of transformations, which are covered
in Section 2.3.6. Taking this for granted for the time being, once the multipole expansions
of remote cubes have been turned into a local expansion for cube X, cube X passes the local
expansion down to its 8 children (if they exist). The children now have a local expansion
which describes the potential due to everything in the tree except for the cubes which were
omitted due to rule 1 above: i.e. the 3× 3× 3 neighbourhood of X.
Once all the cubes on each level have completed this, the algorithm moves down to the
next level of the tree.
The interaction list At this point we can observe that the interaction list for cube X
(deﬁned earlier as the 6 × 6 × 6 region around that cube with a 3 × 3 × 3 block removed)
exactly corresponds to that region of cubes for which cube X did not receive multipole
expansions via inheritance from the parent level, minus the immediate neighbourhood of X.
The interaction list is the set of cubes which satisfy both conditions 1 and 2 above, hence
the name interaction list meant to imply that it is the set of cubes for which multipole
expansions must be translated and converted to local expansions. This is illustrated in 2
dimensions in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: How multipole and local expansions represent the charges within a hierarchical
tree
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Figure 2.8: Building a local expansion for the right hand corner cell (dark grey) (in 2D):
the blue region will already have been accounted for by the parent cube (local expansion
obtained by the downward pass), so the eﬀect of charges in that region are already taken care
of; the light grey region is the immediate neighbourhood, multipole expansions cannot be
taken from here as they are not well separated; this leaves the pink region (the interaction
list), whose multipole expansions must be translated and converted to a local expansion.
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2.3.4.3 Evaluation of local expansions and addition of explicit neighbour inter-
actions
At the end of the downward pass, all bottom-level cubes should have a local expansion which
approximates everything except the local neighbourhood. If the octree has been subdivided
correctly, the maximum size of the neighbourhood is 27C (27 cubes, each with maximum
C charges), so the maximum amount of work to explicitly evaluate the neighbourhood is
∝ 27C2.
2.3.5 Shifting Multipole/Local Expansions
This section and the following discuss in more detail the method by which the expansions
are shifted/converted in the upward and downward passes.
The multipole/local expansions which represent the potential due to regions of charge
can be combined by simple addition, as long as the coordinate frame of reference is the same
for each expansion; the above deﬁnitions assume that the coordinate system has the origin
at the centre of the octree cube, so expansions calculated for diﬀerent cubes within the tree
will not share the same origin. In order to combine, for example, 8 multipole expansions into
a single multipole expansion centred on the parent octree cube the origins must be shifted
to the new origin prior to adding the coeﬃcients together.
We can deﬁne a linear operator TMM for shifting multipole expansions, as illustrated
in Figure 2.9. Using the deﬁnition for multipole expansions given previously (Equation
2.46), we can deﬁne {Omn } as the multipole expansion to approximate the potential at x
(outside of region D) due to the set of charges in the spherical region D (radius a, centred
at x0 = (ρ, α, β)), as a function of the evaluation point expressed in terms of the relative
position from the centre of D, (x− x0) = (r′, θ′, ψ′):
φ(x) ≈
p∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Omn kn(κr
′) · Y mn (θ′, ψ′) (2.50)
This can be re-written as an expansion in terms of position relative to the origin (i.e.
into exactly the same form as Equation 2.46):
φ(x) ≈
p∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Mmn kn(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ)
where now the region of validity is r ≥ (ρ+ a). Although this looks like a simple change
of variable, in fact the coeﬃcients {Omn } are distinct from {Mmn }due to the change in region
of validity for the expansion. The mapping between the two sets of multipole expansions is
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Figure 2.9: Translating a multipole expansion: the multipole expansion {Omn } centred on x0
represents the potential at any point outside of the shaded region (sphere of radius a), where
the evaluation point is speciﬁed relative to x0. In order to represent the same potential in
terms of position relative to a diﬀerent origin, the multipole expansion must be shifted to a
new set of coeﬃcients {Mmn }. The potential evaluated via {Mmn } is now only valid outside of
a larger spherical region of radius a+ρ. In order to combine several multipole expansions to
aggregate the eﬀects of distinct groups of charge, it is necessary to deﬁne a common origin
for the aggregate expansion: each expansion must be shifted before adding the coeﬃcients
together in a linear fashion.
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achieved by the linear operator TMM ; unfortunately the explicit formula for this is extremely
complex [112] and its practical application would scale with p4. Fortunately it is possible
to devise a factored form of the translation operator, by noting that a shift purely in the
z-direction is slightly easier to manage (see [112] for the details); if the expansion for region
D in Figure 2.9 is centred on a point ρ units along the z-axis from the origin, then the shifted
multipole coeﬃcients can be expressed as:
Mmn =
p∑
n′=m
Cn,n
′
m ·Omn (2.51)
where:
Cn,n
′
m =
min(n,n′)∑
k=m
(
1
2
)k
(−1)n′+k(2n′ + 1)(n
′ −m)!(n+m)!(2k)!(κρ)−kin′+n−k(κρ)
(k +m)!(k −m)!(n′ − k)!(n− k)!k! (2.52)
Although this expression for the translation looks complicated, the terms can be pre-
computed and the computational cost of applying the translation to a set of multipole
coeﬃcients scales only with p3. The caveat is that the translation is only valid for shifts in
the z-direction, therefore for the general case in Figure 2.9 it is necessary to rotate the coor-
dinate system of the multipole expansion coeﬃcients Omn such that the z-direction within D
lies parallel to the spherical angle (α, β) i.e. the z-direction points to the origin. This can be
achieved by a rotation matrix R(α, β): the methods for rotating spherical harmonics using
rotation matrices are covered in several textbooks [131]. Thus the mapping coeﬃcient TMM
can be written as:
TMM = R
−1(α, β) · TZMM ·R(α, β) (2.53)
where TZMM is a translation operator equivalent to TMM , but rotated such that the
translation is purely in the z-coordinate of the local coordinate frame.
A similar set of expressions exist for translating a local expansion (Figure 2.10): given
a set of local expansion coeﬃcients Lmn which approximates the potential within a sphere
(radius a, centred at the origin) due to charges outside of the sphere, the frame of reference
can be shifted to a new origin within the sphere (Nmn deﬁned for points in the new coordinate
frame x = (r′, θ′, ψ′)) by converting the coeﬃcients with a linear translation operator, TLL
which maps {Lmn }to {Nmn }. Once again, the explicit formula for TLL is extremely compli-
cated, however the diagonalised form for translations along the z-axis (TZLL) uses the same
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Figure 2.10: Translating a local expansion: the local expansion at the parent level{Lmn }
centred on the origin (0, 0, 0) represents the potential due to the external charges q. In order
to express the local expansion in terms of location relative to a new origin, (e.g. that of the
child region shaded grey) x0 = (ρ, α, β), the local expansion coeﬃcients must be shifted
to {Nmn } . The region of validity for the shifted expansion is now a smaller sphere of radius
(a− ρ) centred on x0.
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relationship as Equation 2.51, mapping old to new local expansions via coeﬃcients Cn,n
′
m
which are almost the same as those given above for multipole expansions:
Cn,n
′
m =
min(n,n′)∑
k=m
(
1
2
)k
(2n′ + 1)
(n′ −m)!(n+m)!(2k)!(κρ)−kin′+n−k(κρ)
(k +m)!(k −m)!(n′ − k)!(n− k)!k! (2.54)
Thus the local translations are given by the transformation:
TLL = R
−1(α, β) · TZLL ·R(α, β) (2.55)
where a rotation of the coordinate system is necessary to allow the shift to be made
purely in the z-direction (represented by TZLL).
2.3.6 Converting Multipole to Local Expansions
In order to aggregate the multipoles of remote boxes during the downward pass it is necessary
to collect the multipole expansions for all remote boxes into a single local expansion. It is
possible to use the above shifting transformations to move the multipole expansions to the
coordinate frame of the local box, however we have not yet explained how to convert them
into a local expansion. It is possible to deﬁne a linear opeartor TML which carries out this
transformation, however like the translation operators it is very complicated in explicit form
[112] .
It turns out to be simpler to decompose the conversion into a set of equivalent steps.
Greengard et al. introduced the use of a plane wave expansion [128] as a method for rep-
resenting the multipole expansion in an alternative form which has particularly convenient
translation operators. The advantage of this method is vastly improved scaling with respect
to the number of multipole terms p. Although the entire FMM would still technically be
O(N) without using the following procedure, the dominant scaling of O(p4) would make it
break even with O(N2) methods only for comparatively large values of N (depending on the
choice of p (→accuracy) of course).
2.3.6.1 The plane wave expansion: multipole to plane-wave expansions
We begin the explanation of the plane wave expansion by noting that the modiﬁed spherical
Hankel function of degree zero k0(κr) (which appears in Equation 2.46 as the means by
which a multipole expansion Mmn is converted into a value for the potential
9) can be written
9The modiﬁed spherical Hankel function of degree zero is closely related to the Green's function for the
Poisson equation: k0(κr) = pi2
e−κr
κr
.
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as a double integral [112]:
k0(κr) =
1
4κ
∞∫
0
e−(u+κ)(z−z0)
2pi∫
0
ei
√
u2+2uκ·((x−x0)cosα+(y−y0)sinα)dαdu (2.56)
where the function is evaluated relative to a source point P = (x0, y0, z0), and a target
point Q(x, y, z) with z > z0 such that r = ‖P −Q‖ .
The inner integral in α can be evaluated by the trapezium rule, i.e. with the interval 0
to 2pi split into χ equal parts; the number χ controls the level of detail of this integration,
with increasing values of χ giving increasingly accurate approximations.
Yarvin and Rokhlin [132] derived a set of quadrature rules for integrating the outer
integral in u, which when substituted into Equation 2.46 leads to the following equation for
the potential at a point x:
φ(x) ≈ κ
s(ε)∑
k=1
χk∑
j=1
W (k, j) · e−(uk+κ)·z · ei
√
u2k+2ukκ·((xcos(αj,k)+ysin(αj,k)) (2.57)
where (x, y, z) are the Cartesian coordinates of x and the coeﬃcients W (k, j) are given
by:
W (k, j) =
piwk
2κχk
p∑
m=−p
i|m| · eimαj,k ·
p∑
n=|m|
Mmn
√
2n+ 1
4pi
√
(n− |m|)!
(n+ |m|)!P
|m|
n
(
κ+ uk
κ
)
(2.58)
in which uk and wk are the Yarvin/Rokhlin quadrature points and weights; the angular
terms αj,k are given by 2pijχk ; χk is the number of points used for the trapezium rule at the
kth quadrature point; all subject to the condition given in Equation 2.59:
1 ≤ z ≤ 4, 0 ≤
√
x2 + y2 ≤ 4
√
2 (2.59)
This condition corresponds to the geometric conditions required for the validity of the
Yarvin-Rokhlin quadrature. It may also be noted that these conditions correspond to the
geometric relationship between a cube and its interaction list.
This set of formulae represent the mapping of multipole coeﬃcients Mmn to plane wave
(exponential) coeﬃcients W (k, j), and is denoted TME.
The total number of plane wave (exponential) terms, Sexp =
s(ε)∑
k=1
χk can be chosen such
that the error bound of the potential as represented by the plane wave expansion is compa-
rable to that inherent in the multipole expansion [128].
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2.3.6.2 Translating plane wave expansions
One of the primary advantages of the plane wave expansion is that the translation operator
T zEE in the z-direction is particularly simple to implement, being a multiplication of the
existing plane wave expansion by terms in the form:
e−(uk+κ)·∆z · ei
√
u2k+2ukκ·((∆x·cos(αj,k)+∆y·sin(αj,k)) (2.60)
which can be pre-computed. Note that the translation must be in the z-direction and is
subject to the conditions of Equation 2.59 (with (∆x,∆y,∆z) in place of (x, y, z))
Once the multipole expansions are represented as plane waves, the shifting transforma-
tion is more eﬃcient than using the diagonalized operators TZMM and T
Z
LL. Within the FMM
there would be a large number of applications of these operators (up to 189 per cube of the
octree), so the cost of converting to plane waves is more than oﬀset by the saving made in
these translation operations.
2.3.6.3 Converting plane wave expansions to local expansions
Given the plane wave expansion of Equation 2.57 (i.e. approximation of the potential due to
a set of charges) , an equivalent local expansion can be formed using Equation 2.61, which
we denote as the transformation TEL:
Lmn = (−1)ni|m|
√
4pi
√
2n+ 1
√
(n− |m|)!
(n+ |m|)!
s(ε)∑
k=1
P |m|n
(
κ+ uk
κ
)
×
χk∑
j=1
W (k, j) · eimαj,k (2.61)
2.3.6.4 Direction lists: the interaction list split into 6
The above procedure of shifting and converting multipole expansions requires rotations
which depend on the geometric orientation between the two cubes. Within the interaction
list, we can deﬁne 6 smaller lists which correspond to the rotations required to ensure plane
wave translations meet the requirements of Equation 2.59. These sub-lists of the interaction
list are termed the direction lists: the Uplist, Downlist, Northlist, Southlist, Eastlist and
Westlist. In this context, 'Up' refers to the positive z-direction, 'Down' is the negative z-
direction. 'North' and 'South' are the postive and negative y-directions, respectively, and
'East' and 'West' the positive and negative x-directions.
Given any cube in the tree, the Uplist for that cube is the subset of the interaction
list for which interaction list cubes are located more Up than North/South/East/West.
Similarly the Downlist is those interaction list cubes which are located more units Down
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than they are North/South/East/West of the central cube. The other lists are deﬁned
similarly. Cubes which are an equal number of units in each direction (e.g. 2 cubes Upwards,
2 cubes Northwards, and 2 Cubes Westwards of the central cube) are allocated to the list
with the following precedence: ∆up/∆down > ∆north/∆south > ∆east/∆west. Each cube
of the interaction list belongs to exactly one of the direction lists. Figure 2.11 illustrates the
division of the interaction list into the direction lists.
The interaction-list part of the downward pass, summarising all of the above, is illustrated
in Figure 2.12.
2.3.7 Scaling of the FMM with number of charges
The total computational cost of the FMM depends on the number of boxes in the octree
which we will denote B, and on the number of terms included in the multipole expansion,
p. Assuming that the source charges are distributed fairly evenly, the number of boxes will
be linearly dependent on the number of charges, N (given a maximum number of charges
per box, C). If we assume that the number of boxes is large (i.e. the octree is not sparse)
then each box in general has a neighbourhood of 27 boxes, and an interaction list of 189
(neglecting edge eﬀects). Therefore the cost of the FMM algorithm is:
 Octree initialisation: O(B)
 Upward pass: O(p2) for each of B boxes
 Interaction lists: 6B conversions to/from plane waves ≈ 6B×O(p4) + 189 translations
≈ 189B ×O(p2)
 Downward pass: 8 O(p2) operations for each of B boxes
 Evaluation of local expansions: O(p2) for maximum of C charges per box
 Evaluation of explicit neighbourhood interactions: O(C2) operations
Since p and C are constants, and B is related (approximately) linearly to N , the total scaling
with respect to problem size N is also linear.
2.3.8 Higher Order Derivatives
The FMM as presented solves the potential arising from a distribution of charges. It is
possible to extract higher order spatial derivatives of the potential by using a well-known
recursive relationship for derivatives of spherical harmonic functions [103] which is given in
Appendix A.
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(a) Multipole expansions for each cube of the FMM octree are converted to a set of plane-
waves: one for each of the 6 directions (up/down, north/south, east/west). These plane waves
are then translated to the remote interaction list nodes. (The plane-wave translations must
be carried out in the local z-direction, so the multipole expansions are rotated appropriately
prior to conversion.)
(b) Plane waves for each of the 6 directions are collected at each cube of the octree and then
converted back to local expansions, which must be rotated back into the correct coordinate frame
before being added together, producing a single local expansion for that cube.
Figure 2.12: The downward pass of the FMM: converting multipole expansions to local
expansions, using plane waves
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2.4 Combining the BEM with the FMM
In Section 2.2.5 we suggested that the O(N2) BEM algorithm can be improved by using a
far-ﬁeld approximation within the matrix-vector product.
To explain how this can be achieved with the FMM described above, let us consider a
single row in the upper half of the matrix in Equation 2.36. The approximation of the BEM
integrals using the FMM is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.13.
The row-vector product for a row in the upper half requires a calculation of the surface
integral over all surface elements, with respect to the point rp, as deﬁned by the sub-
matrix kernels Bpt and Apt. The results of each integral are multiplied by the corresponding
value of f or h from the vector
 f
h
. The integrals Bpt and Apt are equivalent to the
calculation of a linear combination of potentials due to dipole density (Bpt), or charge density
(Apt); consequently, the multiplication of these surface integrals by the values of f and h
respectively makes the row-vector product the equivalent of calculating the total potential-
like-function at point rp due to the charge represented by the values ∆Stht (∆St being
the area of each element t) and the dipoles represented by ∆Stft. Expanding one of the
row-vector products we can write:
∑
t
Aptht =
∑
t
[(Gpt − upt)∆Stht] (2.62)
=
∑
t
[Gpt (∆Stht)− upt (∆Stht)]
∑
t
Bptft =
∑
t
[
(
1
εratio
∇Gpt +∇upt) ·∆Stftnt
]
(2.63)
=
∑
t
1
εratio


∂Gpt
∂x
∂Gpt
∂y
∂Gpt
∂z
 ·

∆Stftnx
∆Stftny
∆Stftnz
−

∂upt
∂x
∂upt
∂y
∂upt
∂z
 ·

∆Stftnx
∆Stftny
∆Stftnz


Written like this we can see that the right hand side of Equation 2.62 is 1εratio multiplied
by the Coulomb potential (Gpt) at rp arising from the set of eﬀective charges of magni-
tude ∆Stht at the positions of the elements ∆t, minus the screened Coulomb potential (upt)
arising from the same set of eﬀective charges. Equation 2.63 has a slightly more compli-
cated interpretation: the scalar product terms on the right hand side represent the sum of
Cartesian components of the electric ﬁeld at rp arising from the three diﬀerent sets of ef-
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Figure 2.13: Approximating BEM matrix-vector terms with the FMM: the matrix row-
vector products illustrated in Figure 2.3 are approximated by using several copies of the
FMM to evaluate sets of eﬀective potentials and higher derivatives which are equivalent to
the BEM kernel functions Apt, Bpt, Cpt, Dpt.
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fective charge quantities ∆Stftnx, ∆Stftny, ∆Stftnz, using either the unscreened Coulomb
potential (∂Gpt terms) or screened Coulomb potential (∂upt).
In order to calculate the far-ﬁeld Apt and Bpt components, it is suﬃcient to apply the
FMM to four diﬀerent sets of eﬀective charges: ∆Stht, ∆Stftnx, ∆Stftny, ∆Stftnz; two
diﬀerent FMM kernels are required: the screened Coulomb kernel for upt terms, and the
unscreened Coulomb (or Laplace) kernel for Gpt terms10. Thus we must invoke the FMM 8
times (independently of one another) in order to obtain all of the terms needed to evaluate
Aptht and Bptft.
Similarly the eﬀect of the row-vector product in the lower half of the matrix is the
application of the kernels Cpt and Dpt on
 f
h
, which extracts a linear combination of
normal-derivatives-of-potential due to the charges and dipoles ∆Sthtand ∆Stft:
∑
t
Cptht =
∑
t
[
(∇Gpt · n0 − 1
εratio
∇upt · n0) ·∆Stht
]
(2.64)
=
∑
t


∂Gpt
∂x
∂Gpt
∂y
∂Gpt
∂z
 ·

n0x
n0y
n0z
∆Stht − 1εratio

∂upt
∂x
∂upt
∂y
∂upt
∂z
 ·

n0x
n0y
n0z
∆Stht

∑
t
Dptft =
∑
t
[
1
εratio
(
n0 · ∇2Gpt · n− n0 · ∇2upt · n
)]
(2.65)
=
∑
t
1
εratio

n0x
n0y
n0z
 ·

∂2Gpt
∂x∂x
∂2Gpt
∂x∂y
∂2Gpt
∂x∂z
∂2Gpt
∂y∂x
∂2Gpt
∂y∂y
∂2Gpt
∂y∂z
∂2Gpt
∂z∂x
∂2Gpt
∂z∂y
∂2Gpt
∂z∂z
 ·

∆Stftnx
∆Stftny
∆Stftnz

−
∑
t
1
εratio

n0x
n0y
n0z
 ·

∂2upt
∂x∂x
∂2upt
∂x∂y
∂2upt
∂x∂z
∂2upt
∂y∂x
∂2upt
∂y∂y
∂2upt
∂y∂z
∂2upt
∂z∂x
∂2upt
∂z∂y
∂2upt
∂z∂z
 ·

∆Stftnx
∆Stftny
∆Stftnz
 (2.66)
The row-vector product involving Cpt is interpretted in Equation 2.64 as the electric ﬁeld
∂Gpt
∂x
∂Gpt
∂y
∂Gpt
∂z
 evaluated at rp arising from the set of eﬀective charges ∆Stht, dotted with the
10In practice we can use the Yukawa (screened Coulomb) FMM for the Gpt terms as well by simply setting
the screening parameter κ = 0, or more practically κ = 10−10 ≈ 0 since the implementation of the FMM
requires a non-zero value of κ for numerical stability.
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normal vector at rp, minus the same thing using the screened-Coulomb potential

∂upt
∂x
∂upt
∂y
∂upt
∂z

multiplied by 1εratio . Within the algorithm this can be achieved through two applications of
the FMM on the single set of charges ∆Stht (i.e. once with the screened kernel, onece with
the Laplace kernel). 11
The Dpt components in Equation 2.65 are slightly more complicated. Here the three
separate sets of charges used for the Bpt terms are again given the FMM treatment, this
time with the 3 × 3 second derivatives matrix being evaluated at each point. The matrix-
vector product:

∂2Gpt
∂x∂x
∂2Gpt
∂x∂y
∂2Gpt
∂x∂z
∂2Gpt
∂y∂x
∂2Gpt
∂y∂y
∂2Gpt
∂y∂z
∂2Gpt
∂z∂x
∂2Gpt
∂z∂y
∂2Gpt
∂z∂z
 ·

∆Stftnx
∆Stftny
∆Stftnz

within Equation 2.65 can be expanded to a column vector (3 components x,y,z) with the
x-component being composed of the sum of ∂
2Gpt
∂x∂x from the ∆Stftnx charge set, plus
∂2Gpt
∂x∂y
from the ∆Stftny charge set, plus
∂2Gpt
∂x∂z from the ∆Stftnz charge set; the other components
are found in a similar fashion. The resultant vector undergoes a scalar product with the
normal vector n0 at rp. The other matrix-vector term in Equation 2.65 represents the same
process using the screened Coulomb potential kernel in the FMM rather than the Laplace
kernel.
Finally we can see that the Cpt and Dpt components use the same set of eﬀective charges
as the Apt and Bpt terms, so the 8 independent FMM operations already deﬁned are suﬃcient,
provided we evaluate the results to high enough derivatives of potential to account for all of
the Dpt terms (up to second derivatives of potential are required).
At this point it is worth noting that the use of the FMM to evaluate the BEM integrals
has made some automatic assumptions about the nature of the BEM solution: the eﬀective
charge sets inserted into the FMM are necessarily point charges, so the solutions ft and ht
are in eﬀect their average values over each element at the centre of mass of the element (or
wherever the eﬀective point charges are chosen to lie). The FMM in eﬀect assumes that the
Gpt and upt kernel functions are constant over the extent of the element which is equivalent
to a crude 1-point numerical quadrature. This is likely to be an acceptable approximation
as long as the evaluation point p is a long way from the far-ﬁeld elements, and as long as
11Although Cpt looks similar in form to Bpt, it has a much simpler interpretation in the FMM because
the derivative with respect to n0 is at the evaluation point rp, so in the FMM the dot product is carried
out at the evaluation point; whereas the Bpt kernel has derivatives w.r.t the normal at each element, so the
charges must be split into their normal components prior to the FMM.
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the elements are not too large. Thus only the far-ﬁeld part of the FMM should be used
within the BEM; the near-ﬁeld integrations must be done by some over form of numerical
integration, with special care taken to avoid the singularities and near-singular functions
when rp and rt are on the same/neighbouring surface elements.
As a ﬁnal note the FMM is inherently an approximate method, so the accuracy of the
approximation is also limited by the number of terms chosen within the multipole expansions.
2.4.1 Diﬀerent dielectric constants for each macromolecule: 12 FMM
evaluations instead of 8
In order to allow diﬀerent macromolecules to adopt diﬀerent dielectric constants the 8 in-
dependent FMM evaluations described above must be increased to 12 sets: 4 additional
combinations comprise the eﬀective charges of each patch scaled by the ratio of dielectric
constants (εratio) across that patch. Since the ratio of dielectric constant depends on which
macromolecule the patch is a part of, the quantity εratio which was constant in the above
sections, becomes an attribute of each surface patch, εratio,t.
The additional charge sets are:
∆Stftnx/εratio,t
∆Stftny/εratio,t
∆Stftnz/εratio,t
∆Stht/εratio,t
Once all 12 FMM sets are completed, they are recombined almost as before, according
to the formulae Equations 2.62 to 2.65, except with the terms involving 1εratio,t replaced by
the extra eﬀective charge sets.
2.5 Summary
We have described in some detail the BEM as it applies to solving the linearized Poisson-
Boltzmann Equation. In order to produce a method which scales linearly with the number
of particles, it has been necessary to use a somewhat complicated variant of the FMM in
order to linearize the matrix-vector product within the BEM formulation.
The general principles of how the BEM operates (as represented by solving the linear
algebraic BEM matrix-vector equation), and an overview of the features of the FMM (struc-
ture of the octree hierarchically subdivision of space, the notions of upward and downward
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passes) will be useful for the following chapters of this thesis where we describe our im-
plementation of these algorithms. However the very ﬁne mathematical detail (for example,
how plane waves are obtained from multipole expansions) are not required to appreciate the
remainder of the thesis.
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Chapter 3
BEEP: Boundary Element
Electrostatics Program
3.1 Outline of this chapter
We have implemented a program which we call BEEP (an acronym for Boundary Element
Electrostatics Program) to solve the linearised PBE using the BEM/FMM algorithm. This
chapter and associated appendices discuss the technical aspects of how the mathematical
concepts of Chapter 2 are implemented in practice and shows that the program generates the
correct results for idealized cases, for which analytic solutions are available for comparison.
Although these test cases are much simpler than biological structures, the principles of
software operation and the results of this chapter underpin the application of BEEP to the
biological structures in Chapter 5.
3.2 How BEEP works
BEEP is designed to solve the linearised PBE for multiple proteins in solution, including the
eﬀects of salt, following the implicit solvation model for proteins outlined in Chapter 2. At
its simplest, BEEP takes user input describing the molecular system, solves the linearised
PBE, and returns the solution in terms of the electrical potential (f) and normal derivative
of electric ﬁeld (h) at the surface of the molecules. The exact details of the input vary a
little depending on what the user is trying to achieve, but for the sake of argument, here we
will assume that the user has a PDB structure of a protein and wants to know the solvation
energy of that protein, in isolation, given certain values for the optional parameters which
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in this case are the monovalent salt concentration (which we convert into an inverse Debye
screening length, κ), internal dielectric constant εint, and external dielectric constant εext.
The work ﬂow then resembles Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating the basic work ﬂow for ﬁnding the electrostatic solvation
energy of a PDB protein structure.
The pre-processing step takes a PDB ﬁle and converts it to a form compatible with BEEP
(by parameterising the atoms with partial charges and radii, and by building a surface mesh).
The resultant mtz ﬁle can be passed into BEEP, along with coordinates and orientations
in space of the protein, its dielectric constant, and the external solvent characteristics (i.e
dielectric constant, salt concentration). BEEP then solves the linearised PBE for the system,
and writes the output to a ﬁle. Post-processing scripts can be run on the output ﬁles to
calculate quantities of interest, e.g. energies or forces.
More complicated arrangements of multiple molecules interacting can be built up by
specifying combinations of meshed objects (i.e. mtz ﬁles) arranged in space as the input of
BEEP, in which case BEEP will solve the system in exactly the same way but will produce
multiple output ﬁles, each containing the surface solutions corresponding to one of the input
mesh ﬁles. These can then be processed by the post-processing scripts as before.
This chapter begins with a brief description of how BEEP works, but for more in-depth
details of input ﬁle formats for BEEP and a general discussion of practical issues, such as
meshing, please refer to Appendix B.
3.2.1 BEEP internal working: solving the linearised PBE using BEM/FMM
The general procedure should be familiar from the descriptions of Chapter 2, but a short
summary of the key ideas from that chapter are illustrated in Figure 3.2 for convenience.
Given the input ﬁles described in the previous section, BEEP solves the system according
to the work ﬂow illustrated in Figure 3.3.
The most time consuming part of algorithm is the computation of the matrix-vector
product, which is carried out using the FMM for far-ﬁeld integrations, and explicit numerical
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Figure 3.2: Solving the linearised PBE using BEM/FMM. This illustration summarises the
key ideas from the previous chapter: the discretization of the BEM equations leads to a
matrix-vector equation, the solution of which is the set of surface potentials and normal
electric ﬁeld components. The far-ﬁeld terms in each row of the the matrix-vector multi-
plication are handled by a set of FMM evaluations, resulting in an algorithm that scales
linearly with the number of surface points.
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Figure 3.3: Flow diagram illustrating how BEEP solves the linearised PBE
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integrations for the near-ﬁeld. We ported a version of the FMM described in Chapter
2 from Fortran (supplied by Jingfang Huang [112]) to C++ (for various reasons, including
performance considerations, but mostly to enable us to parallelise the algorithm more easily,
as described in Chapter 4). The explicit integrations were carried out by the methods
described in the following section.
3.2.2 Numerical Integration in BEEP
In the previous chapter we introduced the boundary element method as a way to solve the
boundary integral equations by carrying out integrations over a discretized surface. We
shall now clarify what exactly we mean by this, as these details are crucial to the validity
of BEEP results (and biomolecular BEM in general). The most important point to bear
in mind is that we are aiming to convert from a system of continuous integral equations
(Equations 2.34 and 2.35), deﬁned in terms of an inﬁnite number of inﬁnitely small surface
points p) into a discrete linear algebra matrix-vector equation (Equation 2.36, deﬁned in
terms of a ﬁnite number of surface elements Γt). The unknown continuous functions f and
h become discrete values deﬁned at speciﬁc points on the surface, which we must ﬁnd by
solving the linear system of equations.
3.2.2.1 Meshing, shape functions and basis functions
The task of creating a surface mesh to describe the dielectric boundary has been well ad-
dressed in the past, and numerous software packages1 are available which deﬁne a molecular
surface for a collection of spherical charges, and then decompose that surface into elements,
e.g. planar triangles or quadrilaterals.
The choice of element shape (or more generally of shape functions) and the number of
elements used controls the extent to which the surface mesh matches the true surface.
The element shapes are normally chosen to be simple for obvious reasons: ease of mesh
generation (without holes and without massive computational eﬀort); compact storage of the
surface elements; simplicity of programming algorithms to manipulate the surface elements;
existence of algorithms to numerically integrate arbitrary functions over the surface elements.
The simplest element shape is the planar triangle.
1e.g. MSMS, Meshlab, GAMER: see Appendix B for more details. In practice the task of obtaining
a surface mesh with high quality triangles without defects (such as holes, self-intersecting faces, isolated
triangles) is non-trivial, even using the advanced mesh generation tools in Meshlab, and a certain amount
of manual intervention is necessary. By high quality we mean triangles which are non-slender such that
their areas are non-tiny: very slender triangles tend to lead to unstable numerical integration in the BEM
as they will result in a bias towards integrating the near-singular parts of the BEM kernel functions.
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Once we have a surface mesh we require a way to map a continuous variable onto mesh
elements as a function of position: this is the role of basis functions. Commonly the contin-
uous variable is assumed to adopt a constant value across each element, or alternatively a
linear function of position within the element (e.g. through linear interpolation of the vertex
values). The discrete values of the continuous variable can therefore map to either values at
the centroids of the elements or at their vertices. In general, other possibilities exist (such
as deﬁning a combination of spherical harmonic functions to approximate a variable on a
spherical surface [115]), but these are not commonly found in BEM protein electrostatics
literature.
BEEP is based upon planar triangle elements with a constant basis function, with a
clever modiﬁcation introduced by Lu et al. which they call the node-patch.
3.2.2.2 The node-patch
Based on an initial mesh of planar triangles, Lu et al. [102] describe a node-patch scheme
whereby the solution values of f and h are deﬁned for each vertex of the surface. Each
node-patch is deﬁned as an umbrella shaped area around each vertex, created by dividing
the initial triangles into six smaller sub-triangles, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 and Figure
3.5. The node-patch element shape is almost as easy to handle computationally as planar
triangles, since each node-patch is simply a collection of planar sub-triangles: each triangle
on the original mesh which shares that vertex contributes two sub-triangles to the node-
patch, so a vertex on the surface which is shared by six triangles becomes a node-patch
composed of twelve sub-triangles.
Lu et al. have shown that the use of a composite element shape of this type gave
improved accuracy2 over simple planar triangles, and even comparable accuracy to a linear
basis function over planar triangles [99]. Apart from apparently improved accuracy the
method reduces the number of unknowns since there are always many fewer vertices on a
triangulated mesh than elements. This is possibly surprising because each solution point
(vertex of a node-patch) must represent a greater area than that obtained when using the
original planar triangle elements, so one would intuitively expect the overall error in the
solution to be greater. We will suggest some reasons for this in Section 3.2.2.8, once we have
introduced a few more relevant concepts. In Chapter 5 we will show how the node-patch
can be improved even further by basing the mesh on curved Bézier-triangle elements rather
than planar triangles.
2By accuracy we mean with regard to the calculation of solvation energy of simple spherical systems for
which an analytic solution exists
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Figure 3.4: Creating node-patches from a mesh of planar triangles: the number of sub-
triangles in a node-patch is double the number of triangles around the original vertex.
Figure 3.5: 642 vertex sphere (subdivided icosahedron) meshes as 1280 planar triangles and
as 642 node-patches.
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3.2.2.3 Numerical Integration by Quadrature
Quadrature is the numerical method used to approximate a continuous integral of a given
function g(x) by a discrete weighted sum of the function evaluated at a number (Q) of special
quadrature points (or abscissae):
∫
g(x).dx ≈
Q∑
i=1
wi.g(xi) (3.1)
where wi is the weight of the ith quadrature point, xi. Mathematically quadrature rules
work by assuming the integrand follows some polynomial function. If the integrand can be
well approximated by a polynomial, then the quadrature will give an accurate estimate of
the true value of the continuous integral. There are many diﬀerent families of quadrature
rules, most of which are deﬁned for 1-dimensional functions, and the choice of quadrature
family is closely related to the type of function being integrated. Within each family there
are increasing accuracies of quadrature rule: in general the order (corresponding to the
number of points, Q, in Equation 3.1) of a quadrature rule indicates the number of function
evaluations required by that rule, and the degree indicates the highest degree polynomial for
which the quadrature rule can provide an exact result. Higher degree rules have potentially
higher precision, but generally require more point (are higher order) than lower degree rules.
A caveat is that if the quadrature rule is not suitable for your function, then increasing the
number of points does not necessarily increase the accuracy of the numerical integration,
so care is needed when choosing quadrature rules. Quadrature rules are easily found in the
literature, within scientiﬁc computing software libraries (such as the GNU Scientiﬁc Library),
or by consulting Abramowitz and Stegun [129]. Within BEEP we use the symmetric Gauss-
Legendre rules of Dunavant [133].
For two-dimensional integrations, such as integrations over a triangular surface element,
two 1-dimensional quadrature rules could be used successively: in general such rules are
deﬁned over a unit parametric triangle, and the integration can be carried out ﬁrst over one
parameter then over the second parameter. In practice this tends to be somewhat excessive,
and more eﬃcient combinations of quadrature points can be found which give the desired
accuracy (for example those given by Lyness and Jesperson [134]).
The locations of quadrature points on the standard unit triangle for 4-point and 7-point
Gauss-Legendre quadrature are shown on Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: For the node-patch depicted (left, black outline of node-patch over original planar
triangle mesh), 4-point and 7-point symmetric Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules applied to
all sub-triangles comprising the mesh results in the distributions of abscissae shown in blue
(middle and right, respectively).
3.2.2.4 Discretization: Galerkin, Qualocation, Collocation
We have now described how we create a discrete surface over which to lay our continuous
integral equations (Equations 2.34 and 2.35). Here we introduce three methods for dis-
cretizing the equations onto a surface mesh: the Galerkin method; qualocation; centroid
collocation. These methods have recently been compared in the context of the BEM for
protein electrostatics by Bardhan et al. [109].
All three methods convert the continuous problem into a linear algebra matrix-vector
equation, with the node-patch values of f and h appearing as elements in a vector of un-
knowns, to be solved for against a right-hand-side vector of known values. The components
of the matrix are given by the BEM kernel functions Apt, Bpt, Cpt, Dpt.
The discretization methods all aim to convert the BEM integral equations from an ex-
pression in terms of an inﬁnitesimal source point p into an equivalent expression in terms
of a source node-patch Γp3. The next two paragraphs outline the diﬀerences between the
discretization schemes, which revolves around how the source node-patches (Γp, analogous
to the source-point p) and target node-patches Γt are treated in each case.
Source node-patches: low-order vs. high-order sampling The ﬁrst diﬀerence
between the methods is in the coercion of the point p into a node-patch: the simplest
method is to assume that the node-patch Γp can be represented by a single point, such as
the centroid of the node-patch or the central vertex, which results in the centroid collocation
discretization. Alternatively the node-patch can be represented by a collection of points,
such as the centroids of the individual sub-triangles or a set of standard quadrature points
3We use the term source node-patch (corresponding to integration over some part of the surface Γp) to
refer to the node-patch from which integrations are being carried out; the integrations are carried out over
the target node-patches, (parts of the surface, Γt).
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over each triangle: this is the case in both Galerkin and qualocation methods. In other
words, the three methods are diﬀerent choices of sampling methodology over node-patches,
to represent a node-patch by a single number.
The choice of sampling method has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on how the discretized system
corresponds to the continuous system of equations: low-order sampling (centroid colloca-
tion) means that each term in the right-hand-side vector and in the BEM matrix directly
represents the value at a single point from the continuous system. Higher-order sampling
(used in both qualocation and the Galerkin method) takes the values from multiple points
in the continuous system and averages them to form the single value in the discretized sys-
tem. This requires more computation, but could introduce some useful smoothing of sharp
features in the BEM functions4.
Looking at this in terms of the matrix-vector system of equations, the low-order centroid-
collocation method ensures that the solution vector solves the equations with minimum
residual error at the collocation points, without reference to any other points on the surface
(which may or may not be well satisﬁed by the solution). The high-order schemes ensure that
the solution vector solves the equations such that the average residual error over each total
node-patch is minimized: if the solution were tested against the continuous equations at some
arbitrary point on the surface, it still might not satisfy the continuous set of equations any
better than the solution obtained by centroid collocation method at that point. Nonetheless
the solution obtained by qualocation or Galerkin methods does use more information from
the continuous system of equations than the low-order scheme, so intuitively should be
better overall.
Target node-patches: numerical integration The BEM matrix entries are deﬁned
by a surface integration involving the values of f and h over the whole surface. It is simple
enough to replace the continuous surface integral with summation of separate integrations
taken over each surface node-patch (Γt for each node-patch t), with the corresponding values
of f and h on each node-patch.
However the Greens functions in the integrals are functions of two positions, rp and
rt. Once again we are presented with the problem of how to handle the conversion of the
source point p (located at rp) into a node-patch: however we solved that problem in the
previous paragraph, and can choose to either carry out the integrations once, from a single
4Here we are thinking primarily of beneﬁcial smoothing in the right-hand-side functions which might
be of use when a node-patch is particularly close to a charged atom, as could happen in an aggressively
optimized mesh (i.e. one with very few vertices). Taking a single point on the node-patch could result in a
very extreme value being taken of the potential/ﬁeld, whilst the average over the whole node-patch could
be more moderate, leading to a less extreme value emerging in the solution.
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representative point on the source node-patch, or take an average of repeated integrations
taken from multiple points on the source node-patch.
This leaves the question of how to carry out the integrations themselves over each node-
patch Γt, which are simply surface integrations over a set of sub-triangles: this can be
achieved through conventional numerical quadrature schemes, and the only choice is how
many quadrature points (or integration points) should be used to evaluate the integral
with acceptable numerical accuracy. This provides the second key diﬀerence between the
Galerkin, qualocation and centroid collocation methods.
The qualocation method asserts that the surface integrals can be adequately represented
by a single quadrature point on each target node-patch (e.g. at the centroid), but that we
must use multiple points on each source node-patch. This implies that the values of the
BEM integrals are more sensitive to the source-point p than the details of the target node-
patches over which the integration is carried out: this seems plausible for the Cpt kernel
functions which depend on the normal vectors at the source node-patch.
The centroid collocation method already assumes that source node-patches are repre-
sented by a single point, their centroid. The order of numerical quadrature for target
node-patches can be a single point, which results in a very cheap integration scheme as each
integration over a node-patch becomes a single evaluation of the BEM kernel functions, or
some higher order scheme, such as 1 point per sub-triangle, or 4 Gauss-Legendre points per
sub-triangle. This method implicitly asserts that the values of the BEM matrix are more
sensitive to the variation in integrand over target node-patches than to the choice of source-
points p, which seems a plausible proposition for the Bpt kernel functions which depend on
the normal vectors at target node-patches.
The Galerkin method is conceptually both of these methods combined: multiple points
on each source node-patch with high-order integration over each target-patch, i.e. multiple
quadrature points: this should suit all of the BEM kernel functions, particularly Apt and
Dpt. Whilst this method oﬀers maximum sampling with maximum accuracy in calculation
of each surface integral, the price is a very large number of evaluations of the BEM kernel
functions compared to the other two schemes: in practice the Galerkin method is too slow
to be practical for biomolecular simulation.
Summary The discretization methods are summarized in Table 3.1 and illustrated in
Figure 3.7, which also shows how these concepts relate to the incorporation of the FMM
into the BEM.
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Figure 3.7: illustration of the relationship between FMM cubes, the near-ﬁeld integrals, and
the diﬀerent possible discretization approaches, which correspond to the choices of how to go
about carrying out numerical integration from points on one discretized node-patch element
over another (see Section 3.2.2.2).
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Discretization
Method
Sampling points
on source
node-patches
Order of
quadrature rule
over target
node-patches
Comments
Galerkin
Multiple: e.g. 4
Gauss-Legendre
points per
sub-triangle
Multiple: e.g. 4
Gauss-Legendre
points per
sub-triangle
Best representation of the
continuous system within a
discrete framework, but
unfeasibly slow if more than a
few points used on either source
or target node-patches.
Qualocation Multiple
Single point
(centroid of
node-patch)
Solution to discrete system
minimizes residual error averaged
over node-patches. Faster than
Galerkin as only single-point
quadrature used in BEM
integrals, implying that variation
in source-point is more important
in the BEM kernel functions.
Almost as fast as centroid
collocation.
Centroid
collocation
Single point
(centroid of
node-patch)
Multiple
Solution to discrete system
minimizes residual error only at
single points (centroids).
Assumes BEM integrals are most
aﬀected by variation in position
over target node-patch. The
fastest option, since only single
samples of source node-patches
are needed to construct the
right-hand-side vector.
Table 3.1: Summary of discretization methodologies.
3.2.2.5 Fidelity
We deﬁne the ﬁdelity of the solution as the extent to which the solution (values of f and h,
found by solving the discretized system) resembles the inﬁnitely-reﬁned continuous solution,
which in general is unavailable to use, except for in a few rare analytical cases. The choice
of discretization method does not directly aﬀect the ﬁdelity of the ﬁnal solution: this is
controlled by the choice of basis function which deﬁnes f and h on each node-patch (we
assume a constant value over each node-patch), and the number of node-patches (i.e. the
spatial resolution of the mesh).
The discretization method can indirectly hamper the ﬁdelity of a given solution by pro-
viding discrete values within the matrix-vector system which do not map well to the contin-
uous system of equations. However we would expect that in the limit of a very large number
of node-patches the choice of discretization method would become irrelevant, because the
node-patches would start to resemble points and a single sampling point for each node-patch
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would accurately reﬂect the value across the whole node-patch (and single-point numerical
quadrature would give the same result as higher-order quadrature).
Conversely, deliberately choosing a low resolution mesh with very few node-patches al-
most certainly results in a solution with limited ﬁdelity. Using very high-order discretiza-
tion/integration schemes in this case may be a waste of eﬀort: the solution is doomed to be
a coarse approximation of the true solution which we could obtain with inﬁnite numbers
of node-patches, and a very precise solution to a coarse system of equations is not neces-
sarily of any more practical use than a more approximate solution to the same set of coarse
equations.
3.2.2.6 The Fast Multipole Method as numerical integration
Within the BEM/FMM we use the FMM to approximate the far-ﬁeld components in the
matrix-vector equation, which avoids the necessity to explicitly calculate and store each
element of the BEM matrix. The above discussion of numerical integration over target
node-patches is therefore only applicable to the near-ﬁeld node-patch interactions, whilst the
remainder are approximated by the FMM. This leads to a possible discontinuity between
the two methods: the FMM represents each node-patch by a single point in the FMM
octree, which is analogous to using a single sampling point on each source node-patch and
a single quadrature point on each target node-patch. The FMM carries out the numerical
integrations using, in eﬀect, the coarsest possible discretization/integration schemes, whilst
the near-ﬁeld may be calculated with much more care and attention. Altering the near-
ﬁeld horizon by altering the neighbourhood size in the FMM octree could conceivably
introduce artifacts into the solution caused by the sudden change in numerical method at
some distance from each node-patch. Fortunately we expect that the dominant terms in the
BEM matrix are located in the near-ﬁeld (since the BEM kernels decrease as 1r at least), so
this eﬀect should be minimal in practice for reasonable neighbourhood sizes.
Following this logic, we would expect that the total far-ﬁeld contribution to each line
of the BEM matrix-vector equations to be less important than the near-ﬁeld terms, which
suggests that we may be able to be a little more relaxed about the numerical accuracy of
the FMM far-ﬁeld: recall that the numerical accuracy of the FMM itself is controlled by the
number of terms in the multipole expansion, and lowering the number of terms results in
much faster performance of the FMM at the expense of numerical accuracy. We will return
to this point in Chapter 5.
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3.2.2.7 Singular integrals
One of the main problems with implementing the BEM is the presence of near-singular
integrals on the diagonals of the BEM matrix: the kernel functions Apt, Bpt, Cpt, Dpt all
exhibit singularities when the source point approaches the target evaluation point, as occurs
when the source node-patch is the same as the target node-patch. Some practitioners go
to signiﬁcant eﬀort to remove the singularities by analytical means [97, 135], whilst others
ﬁnd that adopting a reasonably high-order quadrature rule with a cutoﬀ region around the
singular points suﬃces to yield a stable numerical result [105].
BEEP uses Gauss-Legendre quadrature with 4 quadrature points per sub-triangle for
the integration of the kernel functions over self-patches, which we refer to generally as the
singular integrals. These are carried out as full Galerkin-like integrations, rather than
by qualocation or collocation, regardless of the discretization/integration method used else-
where. This methodology appears to give suﬃciently accurate and stable results (which
do not change signiﬁcantly when the order of quadrature is increased on the singular
node-patches).
3.2.2.8 Node-patches revisited: why do they improve accuracy?
We introduced the node-patch above and stated that Lu et al. found them to give better
accuracy in terms of solvation energy for spherical systems, but did not comment on why
that may be.
We suggest that one of the reasons for the apparent success of the node-patch shape
(compared to planar triangles) is the mesh-regularizing eﬀect of drawing umbrella-shaped
patches around each vertex: the impact of slender or unusually small triangles is ameliorated
because what would be an ill-conditioned point in the BEM matrix, with numerically large
coeﬃcients that would be diﬃcult to obtain with high accuracy using our chosen quadrature
rules, is replaced by one with more locally-averaged coeﬃcients. This dilutes the impact of
a slender triangle within a set of larger, more easily integrable triangles. In other words, the
node-patch succeeds because it allows simple quadrature rules to more accurately evaluate
the integral functions, and rare but serious errors produced by anomalous triangles are
avoided. At the same time the mesh still covers the entire surface (i.e. we haven't simply
deleted the error-prone triangles).
Additionally we suggest that the non-planar nature of the node-patches often results in
a better constant-element approximation to the true surface solutions. Intuitively it would
seem that a node-patch with an amount of eﬀective curvature would be more likely, in
physical reality, to exhibit an iso-value of potential or ﬁeld than a planar triangle, since
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the atomic point charges (which are the primary determinant of the surface solutions) have
radial potential functions5.
3.2.3 Output and post-processing: solvation energy and forces
The outputs of BEEP are the surface potential/ﬁeld solutions, which can be used for visual-
ization purposes. Alternatively energies and/or forces on the meshed objects can be found
by running post-processing scripts over the results.
3.2.3.1 Solvation Energy
As described in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2, the surface solutions (f and h) of the BEM
equations is mathematically equivalent to a surface charge and dielectric layer which, from
the point of view of internal points in the protein, represent the total eﬀect of the external
electrostatic environment (i.e. other proteins, the induced reaction ﬁeld of the solvent, and
the eﬀect of mobile ions in the solvent). Mathematically, the electrostatic solvation energy
is equal to the total energy of those surface charge distributions interacting with the original
point charges representing atoms.
The potential at a point in the interior of a closed mesh is given by Equation 2.11. This
expression includes the Coulomb potential due to internal charges. Since the electrostatic
solvation energy is the change in energy produced by a transition from uniform to discon-
tinuous dielectric environment, the internal Coulomb terms cancel out, so we can write
the electrostatic solvation energy as Equation 3.2. Note that since we earlier deﬁned h to
be the external surface normal ﬁeld component, we must multiply by the dielectric ratio
(εratio = εextεint ) to obtain the internal quantity
∂φint
∂n .
4Esolv = 1
2
∑
k
qkφint(rk) (3.2)
=
1
2
∑
k
qk
∮
Γ
(
φint(rt)
∂Gkt
∂n
−Gkt ∂φint(rt)
∂n
)
dΓt
 (3.3)
=
1
2
∑
qk
∮
Γ
(
∂Gkt
∂n
f −Gktεratioh
)
dΓt
 (3.4)
5Admittedly this is only true for convex node-patches, and the situation would be relatively worse for
a concavity in the surface heading towards a point charge: however protein surfaces are necessarily more
convex than concave.
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For the discretized surface, BEEP implements this summation via a combination of
numerical quadrature and application of a high-accuracy FMM. The total energetic contri-
bution of each surface element (t) per unit value of f or h can be calculated in the absence of
the actual values for f and h, i.e. we can precalculate energy coeﬃcients fcoeff and hcoeff ,
according to Equations 3.5-3.7:
4Esolv = 1
2
∑
t=elements
(ft.fcoeff (t)− εratio.ht.hcoeff (t)) (3.5)
fcoeff (element : St) =
∑
qk ·
∮
Γt
∂Gkt
∂n
dγ
 = ∮
Γt
(∑
qk
∂Gkt
∂n
)
dγ (3.6)
hcoeff (element : St) =
∑
qk ·
∮
Γt
Gktdγ
 = ∮
Γt
(∑
qkGkt
)
dγ (3.7)
The functions
∑
qkGkt and
∑
qk
∂Gkt
∂n on each element Γt are simply the potential and
normal component of ﬁeld produced by the atomic point charges at the boundary element:
these can be found by use of the FMM. By using quadrature, the integrals of these functions
over each node-patch can be calculated by a weighted sum of the FMM results at quadrature
points on each node-patch.
The post-processing script can then evaluate the energy rapidly by simply summing the
ﬁnal values of f and h by the pre-calculated coeﬃcients (after scaling the h terms by the
correct dielectric ratio) (Equation 3.5).
3.2.3.2 Forces
Gilson et al. [136] provide a useful expression for the volumetric force density acting on a
molecule under the Poisson-Boltzmann model, by applying the calculus of variations to a
free-energy functional for the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation. The result is:
force(density) = ρE − 1
2
E2∇ε− 1
2
εκ2φ2∇λ (3.8)
where λ is the exclusion function for ions, and all other symbols have their usual meaning.
In order to ﬁnd the total electrostatic force on a molecule, this expression must be integrated
over the volume (Ω). We will describe each of these force components in turn.
qE force & the patch-charge method Taking the ﬁrst term of Equation 3.8, we have
an expression for the volumetric force density resulting from the interaction of the total
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electric ﬁeld acting on the ﬁxed charge density ρ. The total Coulomb force between all
charges within any surface mesh must sum to zero, so the Coulombic components of the
total electric ﬁeld E acting on the charge density ρ is zero over the volume of a molecule.
The remaining contribution to ρE comprises the interaction between the reaction ﬁeld
and the k source charges qk. Since the source charges are point charges, the volume integral
can be replaced by a summation:
forceqE =
∫
Ω
ρE.dΩ =
∑
k
qkErf (rk)
Where Erf (rk) is the electric ﬁeld at charges due to the reaction ﬁeld, at rk. We will
henceforth refer to this total force as the qE force.
In calculating solvation energy, we made use of the potential due to the reaction ﬁeld at
each point charge, φrf . Erf is simply the negative gradient of this function, so we can deﬁne
the qE force in similar terms to the solvation energy, using the surface solutions f and h. Pre-
computation of coeﬃcients for the summation of E(rk) (similar to the energy coeﬃcients)
can also be carried out for the qE force components, giving a fast way to calculate the forces
as a post-processing step (at the cost of some pre-processing).
We will refer to this method of ﬁnding the qE force component the patch-charge
method.
The dielectric boundary force (dbf) The term −12E2∇ε in Equation 3.8 describes a
dielectric boundary force. The physical meaning of this force is not immediately obvious,
but we can deduce that such a force must indeed exist by envisaging a Born ion in which
the charge has been placed oﬀ-centre. The lack of spherical symmetry means that there is
a non-zero qE force acting on the charge (as we will see later in this chapter) which acts
towards the boundary, in the direction of the eccentricity of the oﬀ-centre charge. In order
for the total force on the system to be zero, there must be some balancing force: this is the
dielectric boundary force.
The dielectric boundary force depends on the gradient of the dielectric permittivity
(∇ε) throughout the volume, which has non-zero value only over the dielectric boundary of
the molecule. Unfortunately the gradient of the dielectric permittivity is inﬁnite over the
inﬁnitesimal thickness of the dielectric boundary. Nonetheless we can ﬁnd the value of this
integral to give a boundary force in terms of a normally-directed surface stress (pressure)
over the surface, which can be integrated over the dielectric boundary (see Appendix A) to
give the total dielectric boundary force.
The dielectric boundary force has the value [91, 137]:
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forcedbf =
∫
Γ
− 1
2
n (εext − εint) (Eext · Eint) dΓ
where Eext and Eint are the external and internal values for electric ﬁeld on the dielectric
boundary. From our BEM boundary conditions we know that the normal components of
Eext and Eint are related by the ratio of dielectric constants, whilst the planar (tangential)
components of Eext and Eint are equal.
The ionic boundary force The ﬁnal term in Equation 3.8 is an ionic pressure (−12εextκ2φ2∇λ).
The ionic pressure is a consequence of ions being attracted by the electric ﬁeld within the
meshed object, but being unable to penetrate the surface, producing a pressure force. This
force term is controlled by the function ∇λ, which is the gradient of the exclusion function
for ions, and corresponds to zero everywhere except the dielectric boundary where ∇λ = n,
that is, the surface normal vector. The net ionic force is quite easy to calculate as a sum
over surface triangles (t):
forceionic = −1
2
κ2εext
∑
t
f2t .areat.nt (3.9)
in which ft is the mean value of the potential at the vertices of the triangle.
An alternative method for calculating forces: the Maxwell Stress Tensor It is
well known that the volumetric force density represented by ρE can be converted into the
divergence of a stress tensor, such that [138]:
forceρE =
∫
Ω
ρE.dΩ =
∫
Γ
(∇ · T )dΓ
where T is the Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST), given by Equation 3.10.
T = ε

(
ExEx − 12E2
)
ExEy ExEz
EyEx
(
EyEy − 12E2
)
EyEz
EzEx EzEy
(
EzEz − 12E2
)
 (3.10)
Tij = ε
(
EiEj − 1
2
E2δij
)
(3.11)
The derivation for this relationship is given in Appendix A. The MST provides us with
a mathematical system by which the total force on a bounded volume of charge density can
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be represented as an integral of surface stresses: we can integrate the MST over any surface
we choose to give the net force acting on the volume enclosed by the surface6. However
it is of some importance to note that the stress calculated for each surface element is not
real, in that the system of stresses described by the MST are not compatible with real
materials. The MST is mathematically equivalent to the volumetric force density, but it is
the volumetric body force which corresponds to physical reality, not the Maxwellian stress
system (see Appendix A for details).
If we choose to apply the MST to a surface just inside the dielectric boundary, we can
ﬁnd the total force acting on the enclosed charges. That is, the MST on the interior of
a molecule gives the qE force. We previously found we could calculate this by using the
patch-charge method; the MST provides an alternative.
If we apply the MST to a surface just outside the dielectric boundary, the BEM literature
commonly states that we obtain the total force on the molecule7 (apart from the ionic
boundary pressure) [105]. If we take the diﬀerence in terms between the MST applied to the
inside and outside of the boundary, we ﬁnd that the diﬀerence in MST terms is exactly the
same as the expression for dbf (the dielectric boundary force).
To summarise, the resultant force for the MST taken internally on the boundary is the
qE force on the molecule, which should give the same result as the patch-charge method.
The resultant force for the MST taken externally on the boundary is the sum of the qE force
and the dbf. The total force on the molecule is the sum of qE force, dbf and ionic pressure.
3.2.3.3 Electric Field
In order to calculate the total force on a macromolecule described by the PBE using the
expressions given above, we require the electric ﬁeld vector E. The output of BEEP gives
the variation in the scalar potential (φ ≡ f) over the surface of the molecule and the normal
component of electric ﬁeld (E.n ≡ h), which is not quite enough information to give us E
directly. We have the normal component of E, but the two remaining planar components
tangential to the dielectric boundary must be found from values of φ. This presents us with
6provided that the core assumptions of the MST remain true: i.e. the volume is an isotropic and uniform
dielectric medium.
7The BEM literature commonly argues [99] that the total force is obtained because the MST represents
the total force acting on the volume which it encloses. We suggest this is somewhat misleading, though
(fortunately) it is also correct in this case. The MST derivation assumes a uniform dielectric constant. By
applying the MST to the exterior side of the dielectric boundary, where ε = ε0εext, we are no longer dealing
with a homogeneous dielectric constant, because the dielectric constant of the enclosed volume is ε0εint. In
fact this does not matter here because the underlying assumption of uniformity relates to the appearance
of the dielectric constant in the derivative form of Gauss' Law (see derivation of MST in Appendix A).
The change in dielectric in this case (the boundary) does not coincide with any charge density, so the MST
remains valid.
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the problem of numerically diﬀerentiating the surface potential over the surface. Inaccuracy
in our calculation of the planar components of E will lead to inaccuracy in the forces based
on E.
Lu et al. [99] describe a method for interpolating the electric ﬁeld from the surface
solutions which operates as follows:
 any point on the surface where an electric ﬁeld is required is located within a planar
triangle element, and can be mapped into that triangle in local barycentric coordinates,
r(u, v, w) where u+ v + w = 1.0.
 the normal component of the electric ﬁeld vector is taken as the weighted sum of
the vector quantity hn at the vertices of the triangle (hn at each vertex is the vector
representation of the normal component of E, as solved by the BEM).
 the planar (tangential) components of the electric ﬁeld are calculated from changes
in values of f at the vertices. Since we have a ﬂat surface with three scalar values,
the value of the gradient of f over the triangle is constant8. We can ﬁnd two vectors
describing the electric ﬁeld by the vector quantities: (v2−v1)(f2−f1) and (v3−v1)(f3−
f1) where vi is the Cartesian coordinates of the ith vertex, and fi is the corresponding
value of potential at that vertex.
 These three vectors describe the electric ﬁeld, but are not necessarily mutually orthog-
onal. In order to arrive at a value for electric ﬁeld vector in Cartesian coordinates, Lu
et al. solve a 3×3 linear set of equations in which the directions of the non-diagonalized
component ﬁeld vectors are matrix elements, the magnitudes of the ﬁeld vectors are
compiled into a right-hand side vector, and then the unknown Cartesian components
of E are found by inversion of the matrix (e.g. using singular value decomposition):
8In fact the assumption of a constant-element basis function over the surface within the BEM means that
the potential has been modelled as taking three constant values on the triangle (one for each node-patch to
which the triangle contributed), and is not a smoothly varying linear function over the surface: however if we
follow that reasoning to its conclusion, then that would imply that the tangential component of electric ﬁeld
in each third of the triangle is zero (because f is constant), so the ﬁeld is entirely described by the normal
component. This is in fact the condition for a conducting surface. The only place with planar-components of
electric ﬁeld would be the boundaries between node-patches where the planar components would be inﬁnite.
In short, we must assume a linear change in f across the triangles or we get very poor results, despite the
assumption to the contrary which we make in discretizing the BEM functions.
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[Ξ]

Ex
Ey
Ez
 =

(wh1 + uh2 + vh3)
f2 − f1
f3 − f1

Ξ =

(wn1x + un2x + vn3x) (wn1y + un2y + vn3y) (wn1z + un2z + vn3z)
(v2 − v1)x (v2 − v1)y (v2 − v1)z
(v3 − v1)x (v3 − v1)y (v3 − v1)z
 (3.12)
3.3 Comparison between BEEP and analytic test cases
There are very few systems for which analytic solutions to the linearized PBE exist, and
therefore only a limited number of analytic test cases against which to verify BEEP. However
even the relatively simple test-cases can give useful insight into the strengths and weaknesses
of the boundary element method, and these appear frequently in the literature [72, 91]. Here
we use the Born ion, Coulomb's Law, and the oﬀ-centre charge within a Born ion to explore
the validity of results calculated by BEEP.
3.3.1 The Born Ion
A description of the Born Ion and a formula for its electrostatic solvation energy is given
in Section 1.4.4.2 of Chapter 1. The analytic result for the solvation energy was given by
Equation 1.25:
∆GBorn = − q
2
8piaε0
(
1
εint
− 1
εext
)
where a is the radius of a spherical cavity containing a charge q.
In BEEP the discretized Born ion is represented by a 642 vertex sphere, as illustrated
in Figure 3.5, which was created by repeated subdivision of an icosahedron followed by
normalization of the vertex coordinates, giving a reasonably good approximation to a spher-
ical surface. We calculated the Born solvation energy using a variety of the discretiza-
tion/integration methods discussed above, in order to ascertain the accuracy of BEEP results
for the various possible options of numerical method.
Table 3.2 shows the results given by BEEP for this simple system, starting with the
analytic solution and a high-detail result using the best numerical methods (Galerkin
discretization, 16 symmetric Gauss-Legendre integration points per sub-triangle of each
node-patch) and then using progressively more approximate methods. In most cases all BEM
kernel integrations are carried out explicitly, and the FMM is not used at all (the number
of vertices is so small that the O(N2) algorithm can be carried out in a short amount of
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time (i.e. seconds/minutes), even when using the compute-intensive 16pt Galerkin method,
without resorting to the FMM). FMM-equivalent is a centroid-collocation discretization
with single-point quadrature (per node-patch), and should give results equivalent to the
FMM, if the FMM had a very large number of multipole terms. In FMM cases, only
the singular node-patch integrations are carried out by Galerkin-method Gauss-Legendre
quadrature, all other node-patch integrals are approximated by multipole expansions with
the stated number of terms.
Table 3.2: The solvation energy and total force on a Born ion (εint = 1.0, εext = 80.0, a = 1A˚,
q = +1e) computed by BEEP using a variety of discretization/integration methods (using a
642 vertex subdivided icosahedron to model a sphere).
BEEP gives accurate results for the Born Ion system for all Galerkin discretization meth-
ods. Centroid collocation and qualocation methods perform less well when no special care
is taken for the singular self-patch integrals (i.e. when they are treated by the same qualo-
cation/collocation/quadrature rules as other node-patch integrals). The results of centroid
collocation and qualocation are both much improved when the singular self-patch integrals
are computed using the Galerkin method. Qualocation does indeed appear to give better
results than centroid collocation, as found by Bardhan et al. [109].
In summary, BEEP gives results with less than 1% error for the solvation energy of the
Born ion system for all Galerkin discretization methods. Centroid collocation and qualo-
cation methods perform less well when no special care is taken for the singular self-patch
integrals (i.e. when they are treated by the same qualocation/collocation/quadrature rules
as every other node-patch integral), and only give acceptable accuracy when those singular
patch integrals are carried out using the Galerkin method. Qualocation gives more accurate
results than centroid collocation, as found previously by Bardhan et al. [109].
Somewhat surprisingly coarser approximations using a single-point quadrature rule, and
the corresponding FMM tests, give results as accurate or better than higher-order quadra-
ture using either centroid collocation or qualocation. The explanation appears to be that
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Table 3.3: Solvation energies and residual force results for unit sphere (642 vertices), with
varying ionic strength, calculated using the Galerkin method (4pts per sub-triangle).
the qualocation method under-estimates the magnitude of the energy, and the centroid-
collocation method over-estimates it: using a balanced approach of either method (i.e. any
Galerkin method, including using a single-point per node-patch) gives a virtuous cancellation
of these two errors, resulting in a value very close to the analytic solution.
The FMM cases (with 9 terms or more in the multipole expansions) does not appear
to hamper the accuracy of the overall BEM producing a very good approximation to the
analytic result with very similar accuracy to the FMM equivalent case. Here the 3 digits
of accuracy yielded by the 9 term multipole expansions are suﬃcient to approximate the
far ﬁeld integrals as well as any other method. Using fewer terms in the FMM gives an
increased error (2% for 4 terms) but using more terms does not reduce the error.
The residual force is very small in all cases, except for the 4-term FMM case. The lowest
forces are for those cases where the self-patch singular integrals are not calculated. While
these coeﬃcients are required for the highest accuracy of solvation energy, they appear to
contribute the most to the error in total force when integrated over the surface. The high-
accuracy (18 term multipole-expansion) FMM is somewhat anomalous in that it gives a
smaller force than any of the explicit integration methods.
3.3.1.1 Born solvation energy in the presence of salt
The solvation energy for a Born ion when the exterior solvent includes mobile ions (i.e.
κ 6= 0) can also be used to test BEEP. The analytical function is less simple to obtain
than that for the canonical Born ion and here we use the formulae derived by Kirkwood
[139] (see Section A.3 in Appendix A). For all reasonable values of salt concentration BEEP
gives a solvation energy very close to the analytic value. The residual forces are of similar
magnitude to those for the non-ionic test case.
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Figure 3.8: Coulomb's Law: analytic vs. BEEP (MST and patch-charge qE methods).
The results for forces overlap within the resolution of the plot. The accuracy of the force
calculated by BEEP (either MST or patch-charge method) is within a few percent, with
relative error generally increasing as the absolute magnitude of the interaction becomes
smaller.
3.3.2 Coulomb's Law
We can model two point charges in a uniform dielectric using two Born ions with very
small radii (e.g. 0.1Å radius, 642 vertex approximate-sphere) and setting both internal
and external dielectric constants to the same value. Figure 3.8 shows the magnitude of
the repulsive force between the two point charges separated along the z-axis, calculated
analytically and also by BEEP (using both the MST and the patch-charge method to ﬁnd
the qE force). This veriﬁes that BEEP gives results consistent with Coulomb's Law. In
general BEEP reproduces the analytic solution to an accuracy within a few percent, with
the relative error increasing as the magnitude of the force gets smaller9.
The BEEP results plotted in Figure 3.8 are for just the z-component of the force for one
of the two charges in the system (the x- and y- components being theoretically zero).
Table 3.4 gives more detail of results at two separations, 5Å and 24Å (corresponding to
points on Figure 3.8 which have large force and low relative error, and small force and high
relative error respectively). The table also shows the eﬀect of using a slightly irregular mesh
to describe the sphere rather than a perfectly regular subdivision of an icosahedron.
9Note that since the dielectric boundary does not represent a change in dielectric constant, the dielectric
boundary force is zero, so the qE force is the only term required to calculate the total force.
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On-axis forces vs. oﬀ-axis forces Firstly we note that the oﬀ-axis force components
are very close to zero when using the regular mesh (at either separation) and the error in
the on-axis force is also small in magnitude (though at large separation the analytic force is
very small so the relative error is a few percent, rather than a fraction of a percent). The
total net force for the pair of charges should be zero (i.e. equal and opposite forces): for
the regular meshes, the total force appears close to zero, and the error is entirely in the
on-axis components. The net force error is also the same for both patch-charge and MST
methods which suggests that the error is in the solution itself, rather than in the numerical
method used to obtain the forces. At larger separations this inherent BEM error (arising
from the constant element basis functions, the use of the approximate FMM for the far-ﬁeld,
and the total error in near-ﬁeld numerical integrals) is less than 2% of the maximum force
component on either object 10. If non-zero net force is considered a major problem from a
practical point of view then this relatively small error could be removed by subtracting half
of the net force from that calculated for each charge (which would worsen the maximum
individual force error, but only by a small amount).
Irregular spherical mesh Most test-cases in the literature are carried out on a subdi-
vided icosahedron, which apart from resulting in a mesh which looks quite spherical, gives
a high degree of symmetry in the vertex coordinates. Meshes that describe proteins are
much less regular. We created a less-regular spherical mesh to investigate possible masking
of errors by the highly regular meshes.
We randomly perturbed the coordinates of each vertex by taking three random num-
bers (per vertex) from a Gaussian distribution chosen to give small deviations relative to
the vertex spacing (δ∼ N (0, 18
√
4pi
642)), after which vertices were renormalized to lie on the
spherical surface. The diﬀerence between the original regular mesh and the noisy mesh is
not visible by eye (both meshes appear identical to Figure 3.5).
For the patch-charge method the oﬀ-axis force errors increase dramatically from eﬀec-
tively zero to a magnitude comparable to the error in on-axis force (Table 3.4). The net
system force also increases with the oﬀ-axis forces now similar to the on-axis values. The
increased errors are produced by the un-cancelling of noise in the numerical method as
a whole: errors produced by the surface integrals and their discretization which previously
10from Figure 3.8 the individual forces on each charge are not the same for the patch-charge method
and the MST: for them to give nearly exactly the same net force means that the error using each method
cancels out over both charges, except for the on-axis error: either this remaining small force is the result of
cumulative error in the underlying BEM/FMM method (used to arrive at the solutions for f and h), or the
two force-calculation methods (patch-charge and MST) are error prone along the z-axis to the exact same
degree (not related to underlying inaccuracies in f and h). Given the regularity of the mesh (which as we
shall see causes beneﬁcial cancellation of errors) the latter cannot be ruled out. This distinction is largely
irrelevant: the important thing is that the net force is very close to zero.
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cancelled out serendipitously (or, rather, due to the high symmetry present in the uniformly
subdivided mesh) no longer cancel. Interestingly, the maximum individual force error can
be seen to reduce when using a slightly noisy mesh, however this is most likely coincidental.
Errors due to asymmetry conveniently happen to be similar in magnitude and opposite to
the inherent BEM/discretization errors (i.e. those sources of error which produced the small
net force even when using the regular symmetric mesh), but there is no obvious reason why
this should always be the case, so the apparent improvement is not likely to be generally
applicable.
Self-force error in the MST with irregular meshes The qE forces determined by
the Maxwell Stress Tensor method become rather inaccurate, and are at least an order of
magnitude worse than the forces calculated by the patch-charge method: the forces no longer
look close to being equal and opposite, and the net force on the whole system is a signiﬁcant
fraction of the force on each charge. The errors in the on- and oﬀ-axis forces are roughly
independent of separation between the charges, and consequently at large separation the
proportional error in the net force is very large (135% of individual forces).
These constant errors suggest that there is a numerical problem in solving the MST on
the mesh. Indeed if we calculate the MST force for a single Born ion (noisy mesh, matching
internal and external dielectrics of 80), we ﬁnd that the force calculated using the MST
is non-zero. This artiﬁcial self-force can be used as a constant-oﬀset or zero-correction
in the MST calculations for the two-component system. The change in force, relative to
the isolated case, is included in Table 3.4 as the corrected MST and we can see that the
accuracy again becomes comparable to that achieved by the patch-charge method.
The apparent failure of the MST method for such a simple system is ominous, as it
makes clear that the numerical diﬀerentiation to obtain the electric ﬁeld (E), described in
Section 3.2.3.3 leads to a signiﬁcant amount of cumulative error, at least when using it to
calculate qE forces. Fortunately it seems we can characterise the error for the trivial case
of an isolated mesh (which should give zero net force) and use that to cancel some of the
error from processing of a more complicated conﬁguration. This does, however, require an
additional computation of each isolated meshed object.
For the qE force we can avoid this error in the MST by using the patch-charge method
instead of the MST. No such alternative exists for the dielectric boundary forces or ionic
pressure, which are not present in this uniform dielectric test case. These terms will con-
tribute additional error, especially since the dielectric boundary force is based upon surface
integration of E. Consequently this apparently simple example leads us to predict that some
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Figure 3.9: Oﬀ-centre charge in spherical cavity with unit radius (1Å) (eccentricity denoted
Rc).
correction of the dielectric force may be required for realistic models of proteins. This will
be discussed further in Chapter 5.
Note that it is not our solution of f or h, or BEM/FMM and numerical integration
methods that is at fault in this simple test case using the MST, but the means by which
we turn the surface results into useful quantities like intermolecular forces. These problems
exist even in the case of simple spherical meshes, however we are unable to see them when
using perfectly regular subdivided icosahedra. We recommend that when testing a numerical
method for solving the PBE against analytic results, irregular meshes should be used to gain
a more realistic view of the limitations of the method.
3.3.3 Oﬀ-centre charge in cavity (asymmetric Born Ion) with ionic screen-
ing
We have seen that the spherical Born Ion model does not challenge the numerical accuracy
of the BEM, and the Coulomb Law is reproduced accurately by the patch-charge method
of calculating the qE force. The oﬀ-centre charge within a spherical cavity (Figure 3.9) is
a much more interesting problem, and introduces us to the eﬀect of charges approaching a
dielectric boundary. The formula for calculating the solvation energy of a non-central charge
within a spherical cavity with external ion eﬀects is given by Hill [140] and builds on earlier
work by Kirkwood [139]: the formulae are reproduced in Appendix A.
The oﬀ-centre charge brings us slightly closer to representing the type of charge-boundary
interaction which we might expect for real proteins, where boundaries are certainly not
perfect spheres and charges approach the surface rather than being located at the geometric
centre of the volume.
Figure 3.10 is a plot of the electrostatic solvation energy for an oﬀ-centre unit electronic
charge in a cavity of radius 1Å (using the same spherical mesh as used for the Born Ion),
with an inverse ionic screening length of 3.0. The dielectric constant within the cavity and
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Figure 3.10: Oﬀ-centre Born Ion results for BEEP
solution were set to 1.0 and 80.0 respectively. There is a decrease in energy as the charge
approaches the boundary due to the increased polarization induced by the charge: the charge
is attracted to the dielectric boundary, and the attraction becomes stronger as the charge
gets closer.
Comparing the analytic curve to that produced by BEEP, we can see that BEEP gives
results accurate to within 2% until the charge is within approximately 0.1Å of the boundary,
after which the magnitude of the energy steeply drops and the relative error also increases.
It is instructive to look at the forces acting within the system, i.e. the qE reaction
ﬁeld force, the dielectric boundary force (dbf) and the ionic boundary pressure (described in
Section 3.2.3.2). The qE force should be exactly counterbalanced by the dbf and ionic forces,
giving zero total force for the whole system. Figure 3.11 shows the analytic solution for the
qE force component along the centre-charge axis (i.e. radial force component) with the
corresponding value calculated by BEEP, using the Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST) (applied
on the inside of the dielectric boundary) and using the patch-charge summation. The dbf
and the ionic force component are also plotted on Figure 3.11. Note that the ionic force is
small compared to the other force terms, but of a comparable magnitude to the overall net
force (both of these quantities have been plotted on the right-hand axis for greater clarity).
Looking at Figure 3.11, clearly the two estimates for qE force are not equal, and neither
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coincides perfectly with the analytic value for even quite mild charge oﬀsets. Of the two
methods for calculating qE forces, the patch-charge method is closer to the analytic value.
However, the value for dielectric boundary force is almost exactly equal and opposite to the
value for qE force calculated via the MST. This suggests that the dielectric boundary force
contains approximately the same magnitude of error as the qE force calculated by the MST.
The net force calculated by combining the MST qE force, the dbf and the ionic force is much
closer to zero than that calculated using the patch-charge qE forces11.
The error in MST qE force and the dielectric boundary force arise from the same source:
uncertainty in the calculation of the electric ﬁeld vector E, which must be obtained from the
BEM results by numerical diﬀerentiation. Although the Coulomb's Law test above showed
that this estimation of E is not very accurate, it appears that the inaccuracy tends to largely
cancel out when taking the combination of internal MST and dbf components. We conclude
that the net force found in this way is somewhat suspicious: neither the qE force found using
the MST or the dbf are anything close to truly accurate for charge eccentricities beyond about
0.5Å, and the relative accuracy of the net force is due to convenient cancellation of errors
over the entire surface. In less regular meshes, we might suspect that the errors inherent
in the estimates for electric ﬁeld vector may not cancel so conveniently: indeed in Chapter
5 we will ﬁnd that for real protein surfaces the cancellation of net force is somewhat less
fortuitous than that illustrated here for a sphere.
Scaling the spherical results to put them in biological context These results can
be scaled to put them into a more biological context: assuming that the closest and largest
charge to any dielectric boundary will be a hydrogen atom of radius 1Å carrying a net charge
of +1 proton, let us scale the cavity up to 10Å radius, and the charge location 9Å from the
centre. The inverse screening length of 3.0A˚−1 then scales to 0.3A˚−1 (i.e. a screening length
of approx. 3.33Å, which corresponds to about 1M NaCl solution: admittedly somewhat
extreme for our hypothetical protein, but this gives us a worst-case accuracy for the ionic
forces. If dimensions are increased by a factor of 10, then the energies and forces on the
above graphs decrease by a factor of 10 and 100 respectively: therefore the error in energy
would be around 2% (an absolute error of approx. 6 kJ/mol), and the error in force would
be around 1.0 kJ/mol.Å, which (referring back to the Coulomb Law plot in Figure 3.8)
corresponds to the force between elementary point charges separated by approximately 4Å
of high dielectric medium (εr = 80.0).
11As we noted previously, the combination of qE force calculated by the MST on the inside of the dielectric
boundary, plus the dbf, is exactly the same as calculating the force according to the MST outside of the
dielectric boundary.
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This level of error seems quite high for a single charge in a protein and the total error
for many charges would be expected to be larger still. However on the positive side this
magnitude of error assumes that the total number of mesh points for the protein corresponds
to that used here for the unit sphere: i.e. 642 vertices for the whole surface, whereas in
practice a real protein may have a denser mesh than this in order to capture the detail of
the molecular surface. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 5.
3.4 Conclusions
We have implemented a working BEM/FMM linear PBE solver called BEEP. In the process
of creating BEEP we ported an FMM implementation into C++ to allow simpler paralleli-
sation (which we will discuss in the next chapter), and which is of some use to the scientiﬁc
community as a stand-alone piece of work (our port includes a number of minor enhance-
ments over the original Fortran code, such as additional accuracy options which were absent
in the original code). BEEP extends the capabilities of existing BEM solvers by allowing
variable dielectric constant between proteins (this was previously suggested by Lu et al.
[103] however to our knowledge has never actually been implemented in code, presumably
due to the extra 50% cost in computational eﬀort this entails).
BEEP solves the analytic test cases correctly and for the simple spherical models here
produces quite accurate values for energies, though it is clear that the solutions become less
precise as charges approach the dielectric boundary (for a given mesh density). We have
shown that the extraction of force components from the BEM surface solutions can be carried
out using either a patch-charge or by use of the Maxwell Stress Tensor, but that the latter
is less accurate unless some simple error-cancelling is applied. In the case of an oﬀ-centre
charge in a low dielectric cavity, it seems that the error in the dielectric boundary force
conveniently cancels a large degree of the error in the qE force as calculated using the MST.
We conclude that this is due to both of these force components being calculated from the
electric ﬁeld vector, which is apparently not obtained with suﬃcient accuracy (or perhaps
suﬃcient resolution) by the numerical diﬀerentiation method described in this chapter to
give a perfect zero-sum force over a spherical surface. The implications of this conclusion, in
the context of working with irregular protein surfaces rather than the simple spheres tested
here, will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
As a ﬁnal comment to conclude this chapter, we note that BEEP is rather slow at solv-
ing systems even with moderate numbers of vertices, and as presented is not suitable for
large-scale simulations of multi-protein systems where the electrostatic energies and/or in-
termolecular forces are needed at each time step. It was obvious very early in the conception
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of BEEP that some parallelisation would be vital: our eﬀorts to improve the performance
of BEEP are the subject of the next Chapter.
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Chapter 4
Parallel BEEP: multi-CPU and GPU
acceleration
4.1 Outline of this chapter
Parallelisation is the process of converting a program which runs on a single processor to
carry out a speciﬁc task into a program which runs on multiple processors, with the aim of
carrying out the same task in reduced time.
This chapter describes the methods we have used to improve the performance of BEEP
through two approaches to parallelisation. Firstly we have parallelised BEEP to run on mul-
tiple compute-nodes (as found in the now widespread high performance compute clusters),
which results in the program BEEPp (i.e. BEEP parallel). We have also parallelised
BEEP to exploit the recent advances in general purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU)
programming, in which the ﬂoating-point calculation capabilities of the GPUs is harnessed
as a parallel co-processor. The GPU accelerations apply to both BEEP and BEEPp, so
the program can give maximum performance for whatever computer hardware is available:
multiple hosts or a single desktop, with or without GPU acceleration.
We begin by investigating the performance of the non-parallel BEEP which will give an
indication of where the program can be improved. Then we give a short overview of parallel
programming methodologies in general, before describing the parallelisation of BEEPp in a
little more detail.
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4.1.1 Terminology
Hardware In order to avoid confusion, throughout this chapter we refer to each address-
able processor core of a computer as a processor. Several processors (cores) may reside
on the silicon inside a single CPU chip in a modern computer (which may have multiple
CPU chips in separate sockets on the motherboard). Each physical machine (motherboard,
CPUs, RAM, associated peripheral hardware and network interface) we will refer to as a
compute-node and these are assumed to be the basic building block of a networked cluster
of computers. Unless otherwise stated, processors within a compute-node are assumed to
be operating in symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) mode in which all processors share the
memory space on that compute-node (i.e. processes or threads running on processors can
all access the same memory, which is located on the compute-node).
Processes & Threads Processes are used to refer generally to programs running on a
compute-node; threads are, in general, a sub-component of a process which are spawned to
carry out a speciﬁc task (or set of tasks) concurrently (possibly exploiting multiple proces-
sors). However, a process always has at least one thread, which is the main thread. It is
the task of the operating system to map the large number of processes and their constituent
threads which are running on a compute node at any time onto the physical processors avail-
able (this includes the operating system itself), and we do not concern ourselves with the
details of that here. We will use the term thread to refer to a thread of execution (i.e. lines
of code being executed) running on a processor, in the context of a larger parallel program.
Single-threaded code refers to a process with a single thread, whilst multi-threaded means
more than one thread with some consequential requirement on the part of the programmer
to manage the potential concurrent execution of those threads.
FMM Flavours There are two distinct types of FMM at work in this chapter:
 the vanilla FMM, which is the general-purpose type of FMM as described in Section
2.3 of Chapter 2, for solving potentials due to collections of point charges.
 the 12-fold hybrid BEM/FMM which is in essence the same thing but adapted such
that it carries out the FMM on 12 separate sets of equivalent charges simultaneously,
as this is what is required to incorporate the FMM into the BEM (as described in
Section 2.4 of Chapter 2).
BEEP and BEEPp make use of both of these FMM variants: vanilla for calculating
the right-hand-side vector of the BEM matrix-vector equations, and the 12-fold hybrid
BEM/FMM within the GMRES iterative loop to solve that matrix-vector equation. In
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each case the process of solving the FMM involves an upward and downward pass, fol-
lowed by evaluation of the local expansions, plus a summation over the near-ﬁeld, to yield
results. (The details of what happens in the upward and downward pass is given in Sections
2.3.4.1 and 2.3.4.2 of Chapter 2.)
In the context of the FMM (both ﬂavours), the space is hierarchically organised into
cubes using an octree.
4.2 Experimental Methods
Here we describe the methods and hardware used for the test cases throughout this chapter.
Since these will appear to be somewhat out of context without knowledge of the later parts
of the chapter, the reader may prefer to skip this section and return to it for reference later.
4.2.1 Hardware
We used a variety of computer hardware to evaluate the parallel scaling of BEEP and
BEEPp.
In our oﬃce
 A current-generation GPU workstation: Intel Core i7 950 @ 3.0 GHz (quad-core), with
12GB RAM and dual NVIDIA GTX580 graphics cards.
At the Distributed Computing Group, STFC Daresbury Laboratory
 Cluster of 32 standard (or non-GPU) compute nodes: Intel Xeon E5472 @ 3.0 GHz
dual-socket, quad-core (i.e. 8 CPU cores per compute-node), 16GB RAM per node,
connected by Inﬁniband network (Mellanox ConnectX DDR IB HBA MHGH29-XTC
Inﬁniband adapters).
 Cluster of 8 GPU-accelerated compute nodes: Intel Xeon E5540 @ 2.53 GHz dual-
socket, quad-core (i.e. 8 CPU cores per compute-node), 24 GB RAM per node, con-
nected by Voltaire HCA410-4EX Inﬁniband network adapters, with a NVIDIA Tesla
S1070 server containing 4 GPUs connected to each compute-node.
 AMD-based GPU workstation: AMD Opteron 2376 @ 2.3 GHz, dual socket, quad-core
(i.e. 8 CPU cores), with 16GB RAM. The compute-node has three AMD FireStream
9270 cards two of which are inside an external server attached to the compute-node.
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4.2.2 Measurements
The systems tested vary according to what feature of the code we are trying to demonstrate.
In all cases for measurements of BEEP on a single compute-node, timings were taken by our
manually modifying code and adding instrumentation to count the number of clock cycles
which elapse around certain large functions of the code. Considering the long execution
times of the pieces of code being measured, this method was deemed suﬃciently accurate to
capture the level of detail we are interested in.
For timing/proﬁling of parallel code (BEEPp), the projections module within Charm++
was used, which internally records very detailed information about which parallel objects
are executing entry methods at any given time. The Charm++ projections program then
oﬀers visualisation tools to examine the collected data.
4.2.3 Test systems of charges/spheres/proteins
Unless otherwise stated, in all cases the dielectric constant for meshes representing proteins
was set to 2.0, the solvent dielectric was set to 80.0 and the screening parameter κ was set to
0.127, corresponding to 150mM monovalent salt concentration. The number of qualocation
points was set to 1 per sub-triangle of each node-patch, and the singular self-patch integrals
were carried out by the Galerkin method using symmetric Gauss-Legendre (with 4 quadra-
ture points per sub-triangle) integration. 9 terms were used in the multipole expansions for
the BEM/FMM.
Linear scaling and proﬁling For measurements of BEEP performance vs. numbers of
meshed objects in Section 4.3, we devised a system of meshed objects intended to mimic
real proteins: i.e. realistic numbers of atomic charges contained within surfaces meshed
to a reasonable level detail: we chose spherically meshed objects 15Å in radius with 2562
vertices (approx. 0.9 vertices/A˚2) containing a random distribution of 250 charges, of mag-
nitude randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between -1 and +1.
The spherically meshed proteins where added to the layout within BEEP one by one,
the system was solved from scratch at each iteration, and timing statistics recorded. Since
the results of the BEM calculations themselves were of no interest we terminated BEEP
after 2 GMRES iterations. Measurements were taken of execution time for the whole pro-
gram, and the timing relating to the GMRES iterations were multiplied by 20. The FMM
neighbourhood size for the BEM/FMM octree was set to 500.
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Parallel vanilla FMM The test system for FMM tests in Section 4.6 was a set of
randomly placed point charges lying on the surface of a unit sphere, for which the potential
and its ﬁrst derivative at each charge location due to all other charges was calculated using
the 18-term FMM (6 digit accuracy), with a screening parameter of κ = 1.0. The number of
charges was 100,000 or 1 million depending on the experiment. The larger problem gives a
better view of the scaling properties as the problem induces a greater number of subdivisions
in the FMM octree, and the time taken for FMM functions becomes the dominant feature
of the timing proﬁles (rather than problem set-up and compute-node initialisation).
Large BEM problem: 275,000 node patches In Section 4.7 and Section 4.8.3 of
this chapter, we use a large system of approximately 275,000 node-patches to examine the
scaling of the parallelised BEEP when applied to a substantial problem. The node patches
are a 4 × 4 × 4 grid of acetylcholinesterase molecules (taken from PDB structure 1MAH),
each meshed with 4297 node-patches, and a separation between molecules roughly equal
to the double the maximum radius of the protein (2×40Å). The resulting grid of meshes
gives 275,008 node-patches in total. The purpose of the test is to provide a large number
of node-patches in a geometry relevant for biomolecular purposes, rather than to determine
any particular property of the proteins themselves. (In Chapter 5 we show that 4297 node-
patches is actually insuﬃcient to adequately represent such a large and highly charged
protein). There is no particular reason why we chose to use a real protein in this case rather
than the mimic sphere used for the measurements of BEEP linearity. As before, to avoid
excessive computation, the results for 20 iterations were extrapolated from the results of 2
GMRES iterations.
BEEP and the FMM neighbourhood size: 51,228 node-patches In Section 4.7.1,
Section 4.8.2 and Section 4.8.3 we use a smaller BEM test system of 51,228 node-patches,
composed of 2 copies of acetylcholinesterase meshed at higher detail than the previous
case, with 25,614 node-patches for each mesh. The proteins were placed in space with
their centres separated by 100Å along the z-axis. The results for 20 GMRES iterations
are extrapolated from the results of two GMRES iterations. Furthermore in the ﬁgures
relating neighbourhood size to BEEP execution time, the time taken for explicit integrations
and FMM evaluations at higher neighbourhood sizes (the linear regimes of each graph) is
extrapolated from data collected at lower neighbourhood sizes and was veriﬁed to be correct
to within 3% at the neighbourhood size of 3000.
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4.3 BEEP performance & the need for parallelisation
Timings throughout this section were measured on the Intel Core i7 workstation in our oﬃce
(running on a single CPU core) described in Section 4.2.1.
4.3.1 Linear Scaling
The execution time for running BEEP on a system of interacting Born ion objects scales
linearly with the number of surface vertices (or, equivalently, node-patches), as illustrated
in Figure 4.1. The advantage of the BEM/FMM linear algorithm compared to a naïve
O(N2) implementation1 is clear even for very small systems with a break-even point of
around 3,500 node-patches. The exact cross-over point depends on the number of iterations
to convergence, the accuracy of numerical integration chosen and (to a lesser extent) the
FMM neighbourhood size and the shape of the surface. Nonetheless it is clear that for
systems of more than a few thousand vertices the linear method is far superior.
However the time taken to solve a system of several thousand node-patches (which, from
the simple results for spherical systems discussed in the previous chapter, is an optimistic
estimate for the number of node-patches a real protein will require) is still quite large: on
the order of minutes, not seconds, which makes BEEP unsuitable for large scale molecular
simulation. In order to allow comparison over system size we have chosen to assume that
in each case 20 GMRES iterations results in convergence, whereas in reality we ﬁnd that
the number of iterations appears to depend on some geometric property of the system
(e.g. spherical objects reach convergence in fewer iterations than highly irregular objects).
However from our experience of the meshes for a test-set of proteins (see Table 5.2 in Chapter
5), we chose 20 iterations as a relatively pessimistic estimate for comparison purposes.2
4.3.2 Proﬁling
Figure 4.2 (which is the same as Figure 4.1, except that the area under the curve is shaded
to illustrate which tasks contribute to the execution time) shows that the execution of BEEP
is dominated by three tasks: calculation of the right-hand-side BEM vector, pre-calculation
of the near-ﬁeld numerical integrals, and the 20 iterations of the GMRES algorithm. Other
program tasks such as reading data ﬁles and building data structures to represent the meshed
1The naïve implementation would involve direct integration of all BEM matrix terms in Equation 2.36.
2Furthermore we have assumed that (apart from singular integrals from one patch over itself) it is neces-
sary to carry out numerical integrations using one qualocation point per sub-triangle of a source node-patch
and a single quadrature point per target node-patch. If we resort to single-point qualocation/quadrature
(i.e. 1pt Galerkin per node-patch) then execution time decreases; correspondingly if we increase the number
of integration points the apparent performance increases.
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Figure 4.1: The run time of BEEP is approximately linear with respect to the total number
of vertices in the system. The inset graph shows the performance of the naive BEM vs.
the linear BEM-FMM method (extrapolated backwards from the larger graph) for small
numbers of node patches.
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Figure 4.2: Tasks contributing to the execution time of BEEP as a function of system size.
The coloured areas under the curve indicate the proportions of execution time taken by each
task. The time taken for reading input ﬁles and building mesh data structures (yellow) is
so small as to be invisible on the graph.
objects take negligible amounts of time in comparison (their contribution is so small as to
be invisible on Figure 4.2).
Terms from the numerical integration of the near-ﬁeld can be precalculated, or computed
at each iteration (which would be wasteful in terms of computation, but would save on
storage requirements of those terms). In general we choose to pre-calculate the near-ﬁeld
integrals. This process occupies a signiﬁcant portion of Figure 4.2, with the beneﬁt being
that the cost of their usage in each GMRES iteration is approximately zero. The near-
ﬁeld integrations are expected to be readily parallelisable, since they are independent and
compute-intensive, requiring little data manipulation or communication.
The calculation of the right-hand-side vector involves use of the vanilla FMM (i.e. the
canonical FMM used for calculating the potential due to a set of point charges), which from
the algorithm description given in Chapter 2 is a little more challenging to break into parallel
components. The greatest proportion of time is spent solving the BEM matrix-vector equa-
tion through repeated iterations of the GMRES algorithm. Within the GMRES algorithm,
we would expect that most computational time is occupied by the 12-fold BEM/FMM pro-
cedure, which compute the matrix-vector products required by GMRES. Figure 4.3 shows
that this is indeed the case, with the GMRES algorithm itself taking negligible time (a few
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Figure 4.3: Each GMRES iteration can be broken down into a set of constituent FMM
operations: the GMRES linear algebra functions (generating new guesses for the unknown
solution vector and calculating residuals) are negligible in comparison to the much larger
FMM tasks. The upward pass takes approximately 10% of the time, the downward pass
approximately 30%, and evaluations take the remaining 60% of the time per iteration.
milliseconds).
The 12-fold BEM/FMM algorithm is a more complicated form of the vanilla FMM,
however the basic processes are the same: an upward pass in which multipoles are formed
and passed up the tree; a downward pass involving spatial translation of the multipoles
to local expansions (by way of plane-waves) and downward inheritance through the tree;
evaluation of the potential and its derivatives at points throughout the tree from the local
expansions.
From Figure 4.3 we can see that the majority of the upward pass (which totals about
10% of the work) is in creating the multipole expansions (8%); the most dominant part of
the downward pass (total 30%) is in carrying out spatial translations of the plane waves
according to the interaction list of each node of the tree (14%), though the combined work
of converting to and from plane wave representation (including carrying out the necessary
rotations) accounts for almost the same proportion of the work (13%). The remainder of the
time spent on each GMRES iteration is the evaluation of local expansions into potentials
and higher derivatives (60%).
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4.3.3 Amdahl's Law
The well-known relationship Amdahl's law states that if we can speedup some fractional
part of the program P by a factor S then the overall speedup of the program (that is, the
ratio of execution time before and after the improvement) will be [141]:
runtimeold
runtimenew
=
1
(1− P ) + PS
(4.1)
In the limit that S is a very large number, we are limited to the speedup 11−P . In our case
several separate pieces of the algorithm each occupy large chunks of the work, and P for any
one piece is not close to 1. Even with a large S the net speedup will be limited following
parallelisation of any single task. Thus it would appear that any eﬀort to parallelise BEEP
will (unfortunately) involve the entire BEM/FMM process.
4.4 A short introduction to parallel computing
4.4.1 The aim of parallelisation
The aim in parallelising a program is to ﬁnd a way to break down the computational tasks
so as to reduce the execution time linearly according to the number of processors being
used. In practice a perfectly linear speedup with respect to number of processors is not
achieved for various practical reasons: the program is not entirely composed of parts which
can be evenly spread over many processors (i.e. atomicity of program components, for ex-
ample reading in the conﬁguration ﬁles is done by a single thread, and cannot easily be
split amongst multiple processors); those tasks which can be subdivided may not happen to
balance the computational workload evenly across the processors (load balancing overhead);
also there is communication overhead between compute-nodes handling diﬀerent parts of the
program; synchronization overheads where parts of the program need to accumulate some
critical result before moving forwards; parallel environment initialisation overheads at the
start of the program, and so on. This can be thought of as another manifestation of Am-
dahl's law: the parts of the program which can be parallelised easily gain a linear speedup,
but other parts of the program may take more time due to the increased communication
and synchronization overheads: the proportional contribution of non-parallel tasks to the
total runtime will increase as processors are added, leading to poor scaling of the overall
computation.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between computing architectures over the past decade: as little as
10 years ago the parallel computing landscape was relatively simple, with very expensive
supercomputers oﬀering tightly coupled shared memory resources (favouring thread-based
parallelism) vs. networked clusters of cheaper individual desktop-like computers (favouring
message-passing parallelism). Parallel computing on the desktop did not exist. Today
the situation is far more heterogeneous, with desktop users having processing resources
that resemble small shared-memory supercomputers, and supercomputers oﬀering mixed
CPU/GPU architectures.
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4.4.2 Parallel Architectures
There have been several methods developed to parallelise programs across multiple compute-
nodes, and to a large extent these are architecture-dependent. The choice of parallelisation
paradigm often depends strongly on the parallel architecture on which the program will
be run, and particularly the bandwidth and latency of the communications link between
processors and between banks of memory. For example on a large shared memory computer
(e.g. the Cray supercomputers of the past, or their current successors in the SGI Altix range)
in which all processors can communicate with each other and memory at high speed/low
latency (through highly specialised network links/topologies), a thread-based parallelisation
paradigm implemented using OpenMP [142] can allow the programmer to most eﬀectively
exploit the parallel resources. However shared memory computers of this type are generally
very expensive, so a more common (cost-eﬀective) parallel architecture is the networked
cluster of independent compute-nodes, each of which has the same computing power as the
average desktop computer. The total number of processors and RAM can be comparable to
that of the shared memory supercomputer, but each processor can only access its local RAM
and any inter-processor communication must be done via the relatively slow network. Under
this scenario a message-passing parallelisation paradigm such as MPI makes more sense, and
the algorithm must be carefully designed to take into account the latency of inter-processor
communications (i.e. avoid communications at all cost and/or ensure that the messages can
be passed in the background whilst each processor continues to do useful work).
Historically desktop computers have comprised only a single processor and a limited
amount of RAM so parallel programming for the desktop has not been a major concern.
However modern computers have multi-core CPUs containing as many as 10 processors: they
are beginning to resemble small shared-memory supercomputers, so software aimed at desk-
top users may require parallelisation to maximise use of resources and increase throughput,
using similar methods to those originally designed for supercomputers. Further complicating
the situation is the emergence of General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit programming
(GPGPU programming), in which graphics cards can be used as an additional processing
resource. Graphics cards contain a very large number of simple ﬂoating point processing
units3, whose existence is largely due to the graphics card market being driven by consumers'
desire to play games animated in real-time. These graphics-processors can be harnessed by
the programmer, and also resembles a shared-memory supercomputer residing on the graph-
ics card within the desktop computer (with certain limitations on the type of program which
3simple in this case meaning: a reduction in data or instruction caching compared to the multi-level
caching typical in CPU architectures; clocked relatively slowly; highly optimized for single-precision arith-
metic, rather than double precision.
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Figure 4.5: Performance vs. power consumption for supercomputers in the TOP500 list:
GPU-equipped supercomputers in general exhibit lower power consumption per ﬂop (falling
within the the green-shaded envelope on the graph) than CPU-only supercomputers (red
shaded region). However at the time of writing the fastest supercomputer does not follow
this trend.
can be run).
The increased parallel power of desktop computers has a knock-on eﬀect on the su-
percomputing landscape: since many supercomputer clusters are built from desktop-like
compute-nodes, each node of a cluster is now generally a multi-core node, perhaps with one
of more GPU cards, leading to a heterogeneous computing environment in which a combina-
tion of thread-based parallelism and message-passing may be the optimal parallel strategy.
The uncertainty of computer architecture makes it diﬃcult to write parallel programs which
work well on all computer architectures which users might employ. The shift in the parallel
computing landscape is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Attempting to predict future trends in computing has always been a diﬃcult task, how-
ever it is possible to make certain general observations with some conﬁdence. Figure 4.5
plots the performance of the most powerful supercomputers (in quadrillions of ﬂoating-point
operations per second (petaﬂop/s), vs. power consumption in kilowatts) and we can see that
increases in performance comes with a corresponding increase in power consumption. This
is not a sustainable trend: already the most powerful supercomputers consume an amount
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of power comparable to a small town4. It can be argued (generally by graphics card man-
ufacturers) that GPUs are able to deliver higher performance per Watt than CPU-only
architectures: the green shaded region on the graph, highlighting the general trend of GPU
clusters, is less steep than the corresponding region for CPU clusters (shaded pink). From
this we can conclude that the future of supercomputing is likely to be heterogeneous, so
writing programs which can exploit the GPU resources as well as CPU resources is likely to
be a good strategy in the long term5.
4.5 Charm++: A parallel programming framework in C++
For this project we have chosen to use the parallel programming framework Charm++,
developed and maintained by the Parallel Programming Laboratory at the University of
Illinois [143, 144]. The research aims of Charm++ are stated to be:
 improve performance, while improving programmer productivity
 allow complex, irregular and dynamic applications to be developed quickly and to
perform scalably on machines with thousands of processors.
In essence Charm++ provides a set of C++ classes which allow the programmer to imple-
ment parallel objects in a familiar object-oriented way. Charm++ provides an abstraction
for parallel objects called chares. The business of running the parallel program across mul-
tiple computational nodes is handled by the framework, with the chares being distributed
over the computational nodes and dynamically load-balanced according to any of various
pre-deﬁned strategies which are provided by Charm++. The fact that Charm++ abstracts
the nature of the parallel computer from the programmer allows a degree of freedom in im-
plementing a parallel program: code written and compiled using Charm++ can be run on
any platform which is supported by Charm++, and that includes all of the major parallel
computer architectures which the user is likely to encounter. Using Charm++ the program-
mer can worry slightly less about the speciﬁcs of the heterogeneous computer architectures
described above, since Charm++ hides the details from the programmer, allowing them to
concentrate on breaking the parallel program into chunks which are mapped onto the actual
hardware by Charm++. For parts of the algorithm where the programmer knows that data
4Assuming a household consumes on average 1kW of power, 10MW power consumption is equivalent to
about 10,000 houses.
5On the other hand the latest data point on Figure 4.5 (the K computer at AICS, Japan, with maximum
performance of around 8 petaﬂop/s) breaks this general trend, suggesting that future CPU-only architectures
may become more eﬃcient which would reduce the beneﬁt of GPUs.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of how Charm++ chares (which are analagous to C++ objects)
map onto processors/nodes. Within a parallel program chares communicate by calling entry
methods (C++ functions) on each other. Communication between chares is carried out by
the Charm++ framework, which serialises function parameters and transmits them across
the network as messages. The exact means by which data is transferred over the network
depends on how Charm++ has been compiled on the system: MPI versions of Charm++
will use the system MPI library to pass the data (which may have been optimized for a
specialised network interconnect), or alternatively TCP/UDP packets can be sent directly
over the network. Nodegroup chares are one-per-node, group chares are one-per-processor;
all other chares (including those which are part of a chare array) reside on one processor at
any given time, but can be freely migrated to any processor (by the Charm++ framework,
transparently to the programmer) on any node to achieve load balancing.
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packing and communication could be a bottleneck, the framework makes it possible for the
programmer to exert slightly more ﬁne-grained control, but this becomes diﬃcult, rapidly.
In general individual chares are directly equivalent to C++ objects (i.e. instances of
C++ classes). At the start of the program a mainchare object is created which spawns
everything else in the program, then entry methods (these can be thought of as just C++
functions) are invoked on the chare objects which are executed asynchronously (rather than
synchronously as in a normal C++ program). Charm++ manages function calls as a
queue of entry methods to be called on chares. Chares are allocated to a single processor,
and stay there unless migrated to a diﬀerent processor by the load balancer. Since chares
are allocated to a single processor, only one entry method can be executed on a chare at a
time, so the programmer doesn't generally have to consider the problems of thread-safety
as only a single thread will be accessing the data on a chare at a time.
The communication of data between chare objects is achieved in the usual C++ way,
that is by passing data as parameters to functions: Charm++ automatically carries out
any necessary serialization for the default C++ types (including STL containers), and for
any other C++ classes the programmer provides a simple Pack-Unpack (or PUP) function
which tells Charm++ what member data of a class needs to be packed. Since function calls
are asynchronous, return values from functions need to be communicated using Callback
functions which pass data back to the original calling chare by invoking an appropriate
entry function.
The basis of most parallel algorithms is the decomposition of the problem into an array
of identical chares, each chare representing one part of the total computation. Operations on
chare arrays can include invoking the same function on each chare in the array, broadcasting
data between chares in the array, or carrying out a parallel reduction in which some quantity
is summed over all chares in the array yielding a single result.
Common data which is needed by all computational nodes is abstracted in Charm++
by the group chares, which are chares in the same sense as those described above (i.e.
they are C++ objects, with asynchronous entry methods). Group chares behave like a
global read-only variable: there is one copy of the chare on each processor: any entry
method on any chare can access the local copy of the group chare object and access the
contained data or normal C++ functions (as opposed to those designated as Charm++
entry methods) by obtaining a direct memory pointer and treating the object like any other
C++ object. Data can be synchronised or reduced across group chare objects by calling
entry methods on all group chares simultaneously. The idea of a group chare is important
both for providing global read-access for data, and for collating intermediate results to avoid
unnecessary communication overheads: each chare on a processor can deposit intermediate
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results with a group chare object (writing to the group chare memory directly, rather than by
passing a message), then when all chares have done this the group-level chares can perform
a reduction by communicating data across processors.
The ﬁnal variety of chare is the nodegroup which is almost the same as a group chare
except that there is one such object per compute-node rather than per processor: on a
multi-core computer the processors can all access the same physical memory, so nodegroup
chare objects can be common across processors (though steps must be taken to provide
synchronization in order to avoid two processors trying to write to a piece of data in memory
at the same time). In a single-CPU system the concept of a nodegroup chare is identical to
a group chare.
The relationship between Charm++ chares and the underlying hardware are illustrated
in Figure 4.6.
4.6 Parallelising the Fast Multipole Method
Splitting the functions of BEEP into Charm++ chare objects at the top level is relatively
simple: one parallel object controls each major task, as shown in Figure 4.7. However, it is
clear from the proﬁling data in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 that in order to parallelise BEEP, the
underlying FMM algorithm must be parallelised, since it is responsible for two of the three
main tasks of the program (calculating the right-hand-side vector (using vanilla FMM) and
the 12-fold BEM-FMM iterations of the GMRES loop). The remaining parts of the program
are either negligible (reading in data, writing output) or more trivially parallelisable (pre-
calculating the near-ﬁeld BEM integrals, which are simply a large number of independent
calculations: relatively easy to split across processors).
Here we present two approaches we developed for parallelising the vanilla FMM algo-
rithm (the methods and results also apply with appropriate scaling to the 12-fold BEM/FMM
version), and give results for how these performed when tested over a number of processors.
4.6.1 Approach 1: Fully distributed octree cubes
Our ﬁrst attempt is illustrated conceptually in Figure 4.8: we split the FMM octree into
cubes, and distributed the cubes across processors (as part of a larger chare array). Each
FMM Worker chare is responsible for computing the multipole expansion within it's vol-
ume, converting the multipole expansion to plane-waves and passing them to other cubes
(i.e. FMM worker chares) in the interaction list, then converting the aggregate waves col-
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Figure 4.7: BEEPp components as Charm++ chares: the mainchare initialises and instan-
tiates all of the other chares. The locations of node-patches and charges are stored in octree
structures which are common across all processors (they are nodegroup chares). The main
task of carrying out a BEM/FMM iteration is controlled by the GMRES chare and Iteration
Handler chare, which spawn an array of FMM Worker chares, which are responsible for
the actual work carried out and are by far the most numerous types of chare created by
BEEPp.
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lected within that cube to a local expansion6. Finally evaluation of the local expansions (i.e.
calculating the resulting potentials and ﬁelds at each location) is carried out by whichever
chare corresponds to the appropriate leaf-node of the FMM octree, as that is where the local
expansion ﬁnally ends up. The same chare is responsible for the near-ﬁeld summation. In
order to avoid data redundancy a master FMM-octree exists on each compute-node as a
nodegroup object.
This distributed design was intended to maximise the opportunity for load-balancing
across processors. The communication between workers on the same compute-node should
be very fast since local memory pointers to the data can be used (assuming an SMP memory
model on each compute-node in which separate threads running on a multi-core CPU can
access the same memory); on the other hand communication between chares on separate
compute-nodes is expected to be slow since messages must travel across the network. In
order to minimize this communication overhead the worker chares were grouped such that
each compute-node was allocated a spatially contiguous set of worker chares, and messages to
remote chares were aggregated on each compute-node prior to sending, minimizing the total
number of messages and improving the latency-per-communication. It was intended that for
suﬃciently substantial problems (i.e. when the worker chares are numerous) the latencies
in communicating data would be hidden in the background while chares were doing other
useful computation. The useful work in our case would be the near-ﬁeld summations (or
near-ﬁeld BEM integrations, in the context of the BEM/FMM).
Figure 4.9 shows the results for a test of the parallelised vanilla FMM, calculating the
potential and ﬁeld at each of 100,000 point charges. Although the method does become faster
with increasing numbers of compute-nodes, the scaling is obviously sub-linear and gives
diminishing returns for additional investment of compute-nodes. Examining the network
activity as a function of time (Figure 4.10b) for the 32-processor test (run on the non-
GPU cluster at Daresbury, with 8 processor cores per compute-node) it is clear that a large
quantity of data is communicated during the interaction-list phase (red peaks, at around 4.5
seconds on the x-axis). Figure 4.10a, which illustrates what entry methods each processor
is executing at any given time, shows that the construction of the plane-wave expansions
(purple bars) and their transmission between FMM worker chares (the region occupied by
red bars) is by far the dominant activity on most processors7. A similar pattern is evident in
6In addition each chare must interact hierarchically to pass multipoles upwards, and local expansions
downwards, at the appropriate point in the FMM algorithm. However this is considerably less work than
the plane-wave interactions.
7The time axis starts at about 2.35 seconds as this is the point at which the parallel program starts to do
actual work in the main chare of the program: the previous 2.35 seconds is the time taken for the Charm++
to instantiate and synchronise 32 processes across 4 compute-nodes and so is not relevant for the purposes
of evaluating the parallel performance. In all reported results we have subtracted this Charm++ startup
overhead.
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Figure 4.9: Fully distributed parallel FMM algorithm: time taken for evaluation of po-
tential and ﬁeld (to 6-digit accuracy) for 100,000 point charges on a spherical surface (ap-
proximating the geometry of problem relevant for the BEM/FMM in BEEP) as a function
of number of processors (8 processors per compute-node). The algorithm scales somewhat
sub-linearly for a relatively small number of processors, and with diminishing rates of return
when adding successive compute-nodes. Compounding this poor performance is the fact that
8 processors on a single compute-node barely outperform the original single-threaded C++
code (red circle). (These measurements were taken on the non-GPU cluster at Daresbury;
see Section 4.2.1)
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the timelines for the 16 processor (2 compute-node) case (Figure 4.11a). The construction
of the plane-waves is a purely local activity involving manipulation of data in local memory,
so the limiting factor here is either internal memory bandwidth or cache performance (or
both). The transmission and receipt of aggregated plane-waves is limited by the available
network bandwidth, and the time taken to process each inbound message.
In this case we are using an Inﬁniband network with a theoretical throughput of about
4GB/s, and the total size of the plane-wave data is a little over 0.6GB which is concentrated
by Charm++ into relatively large 1MB chunks before transmission. Since the time taken
to receive all incoming plane waves (red bars; spanning about 0.85 seconds) is considerably
longer than the expected time to transmit this quantity of data (around 0.15 seconds),
this would suggest that the messages are experiencing some bottleneck eﬀect (at least a
few tenths of a second, corresponding to the white idle gaps between the red bars). The
bottleneck is less severe in the case of 16 processors (Figure 4.11b).
Unfortunately without lower-level proﬁling information than Charm++ oﬀers it is not
possible to say whether the bottleneck is due to the network hardware/software layers or
occurs within Charm++ itself, for example where Charm++ breaks the incoming messages
out of the large 1MB chunks into individual messages for each chare, and enqueues them for
processing). In either case no simple remedy exists since we have already gone to considerable
lengths to minimise the communications overhead.
Comparing the two timelines, for 32 processors and 16 processors, it seems clear that the
time spent in the downward pass (including communication of plane wave data) is roughly
proportional to the number of compute nodes being used, so regardless of communication
bottlenecks, the sublinearity in performance must be arising elsewhere. In contrast the
construction of the plane waves (purple bars on the timelines) does not appear to scale
at all linearly between 16 and 32 processors, indicating that this process is not so well
parallelised as we had hoped.
It is disappointing that this parallel method requires at least 8 processors to outperform
the original single-threaded C++ code, denoted by the red circle on Figure 4.9 (i.e. the
C++ FMM used in the non-parallel BEEP). Using the cache-simulating tool cachegrind
(part of the Valgrind set of software development tools [145]) we can show that the number
of memory accesses carried out by the parallel program running on a single processor is
signiﬁcantly greater than that for the single-threaded code (see Figure 4.12). This is due to
the overhead incurred by aggregating the plane-wave data in thread-local memory, rather
than being able to directly write the plane-wave results into the relevant shared memory.
This performance penalty is unavoidable in the fully distributed scheme because the ﬁnal
memory address may not reside on the same compute-node as the processor generating the
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Figure 4.12: Cache statistics for single-threaded FMM vs. fully distributed FMM each
running on a single processor core (but having substantially diﬀerent code paths and memory
access patterns). The total number of instructions fetched is much greater for the fully
distributed code, and the total number of data fetches (L1 cache refs) is also increased.
Although the number of L1 cache misses is approximately equal, the number of L2 cache
misses (which result in a fetch from main memory, which is comparatively slow) is almost
doubled for the fully-distributed code.
plane-wave data8. The absolute number of level 2 cache misses is also more than doubled
in the fully distributed code, suggesting that overall cache-usage is slightly worse compared
to the single-threaded code.
4.6.2 Approach 2: OpenMP & Redundant octrees
In order to achieve a parallel algorithm which scales across processors yet maintaining the
relatively cache-friendly nature of the single-threaded code, we implemented an alternative
parallel strategy which uses a more tightly thread-based parallelism (implemented through
OpenMP9) in combination with the distributed parallelism oﬀered by Charm++. Since
8Even if the processor does happen to reside on the same physical machine as the ﬁnal memory address,
it is not straightforward to write directly to that memory as other parallel processors may be attempting to
do the same thing. We tred to improve the fully-distributed algorithm in this way, using mutexes/locks to
ensure only one thread writes to memory at a time, but the overhead of the mutexes/locks was substantial
(threads ended up waiting for each other a lot), and the resultant performance was actually worse.
9Note on confusing nomenclature: OpenMP should not be confused with MPI or the open-source imple-
mentation of MPI called OpenMPI. MPI is a message passing protocol for communication between processes
on separate machines across a network; OpenMP is an open-source thread-model which allows programmers
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Charm++ on our clusters use MPI for communication, this is eﬀectively a hybrid OpenMP
/ MPI strategy: some processors on each node are allocated to control the parallel process
at a process level, whilst the remaining processors on each node are dedicated to running
parallel threads within each process.
Firstly we added OpenMP directives to our single-threaded FMM code in order that
certain critical loops in the code exploit multiple CPUs (on a single compute-node)10. The
addition of OpenMP directives immediately make those parts of the program multi-threaded
and gave an immediate speed-up by a factor of 2 (for the quad-core oﬃce workstation
described in Section 4.2.1). However OpenMP alone cannot extend the parallelism across
multiple compute-nodes: in order to span multiple compute-nodes we replicated the FMM
octree on each compute-node, and then solved each FMM octree independently. If each
compute-node solves the entire problem using the OpenMP threaded code then clearly this
is of no beneﬁt as every processor does exactly the same work simultaneously. However,
suppose we cull the FMM octree on each compute-node, such that the compute-node only
concerns itself with a single cube X of the tree, and all of the child cubes of that cube.
Then that compute-node can discard a large chunk of the remainder of the tree since it only
needs to retain the data extending to the neighbourhood of the cube X (which by inheritance
includes the neighbourhoods of all the children of X). Taken over all compute-nodes, all of
the cubes X and their children account for the whole tree, but each compute-node only has
a part of the total problem.
On the positive side this strategy minimises the communication between processes, so
there should be no communications bottleneck. The actual performance is illustrated in
Figure 4.13: the algorithm outperforms the original single-threaded code, and can scale
across processors. The scaling is not perfect, and the overhead of initializing the octree on
each processor rapidly becomes a limiting factor, but it is a signiﬁcant advance over the fully
distributed approach.
There are several negative features of this strategy: ﬁrstly there is no load balancing,
and if one compute-node is responsible for signiﬁcantly more of the tree than the rest,
the total execution time will be limited by that heavily loaded processor. Secondly the
strategy is inherently ineﬃcient in respect of ﬂoating point instructions: each processor
must hold not just the data for cube 'X' but for the whole neighbourhood of 'X'. Since we
to easily exploit multi-core processors in their code, simply by adding lines like: #pragma omp parallel for
(which will parallelise a for-loop in C/C++).
10Assuming your compiler supports OpenMP (which most modern compilers do), adding OpenMP direc-
tives is simply a matter of adding an extra line or so of code around certain loops, so is in some cases very
simple to carry out. However it is unfortunately quite easy to actually slow down the code rather than speed
it up, and the programmer must understand the code very well in order to avoid various multi-threading
pitfalls such as race conditions and multiple threads overwriting the same piece of data.
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Figure 4.13: Scaling of the redundant octree parallel FMM for the same 100,000 point
test as above, and also for a larger 1,000,000 point-charge problem, with results for the fully
distributed method included for comparison. The larger problem size makes it easier to
see the diﬀerence in performance between the two parallel methods, because the amount
of time spent doing computation work is large compared to the overheads of the parallel
program. These measurements were made using the non-GPU cluster at Daresbury: each
compute-node has 8 processors, so for the redundant octrees method one FMM octree is
created and solved on each node, using 8 OpenMP threads on each compute-node.
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do not communicate across processors the multipole expansions and plane waves for those
neighbour cubes (and all their children!) are calculated on each processor that requires that
data: this is signiﬁcant over-computation.
From Figure 4.13 we can see that there is very little beneﬁt in using 16 compute-nodes
rather than 8 compute-nodes (128 processors vs. 64 processors, since these compute-nodes
each contain 2 quad-core CPUs). The reason for this is the non-balanced nature of this
parallel strategy, illustrated in the timelines of Figure 4.14.
In summary, using OpenMP for ﬁnely-grained multi-threading of the FMM code al-
lowed us to achieve a reasonable CPU-usage on each compute-node without ruining the
cache-friendliness of the code. Using Charm++ to distribute copies of the FMM octree
across multiple nodes gave us a simple method for higher-level coarse-grained parallelism
of the overall BEM/FMM problem. Despite inherent ineﬃciencies this strategy, somewhat
surprisingly, gives the best performance.
4.7 BEEPp
The previous section discussed our eﬀorts to parallelise the FMM algorithm which forms the
computational heart of the combined BEM/FMM electrostatics algorithm. Here we show
how the above results translate into performance gains for the parallel program BEEPp.
Using the redundant octree parallel-FMM method within the BEM/FMM we tested the
performance of BEEPp for a large problem (275,000 node-patches, as described in Section
4.2.3; the neighbourhood size for the BEM/FMM octree was 1000), over moderate numbers
of processors (up to 64). The results are plotted in Figure 4.15. The time taken on a single
processor was 1800 seconds, compared to 170 seconds on 64 processors. The scaling relative
to the absolute number of processors is admittedly sub-linear, but if we are interested in the
actual time taken to solve a given problem rather than the eﬃciency with which we achieve
that task, then BEEPp has clear advantages over it's single-threaded counterpart BEEP.
It is worth noting that running the original BEEP code with the OpenMP enhance-
ments (which converts the single-threaded code into a multi-threaded code able to take
advantage of multi-core CPUs) gives an immediate speedup of nearly 3x on the 8-processor
machine used here. Therefore the code which will be used by the average desktop user (that
is, BEEP rather than BEEPp) also beneﬁts from this very simple parallel enhancement.
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Figure 4.15: Scaling of BEEPp for a 275,000 node-patch problem (20 GMRES iterations),
using up to 8 compute-nodes with 8 processors each (data collected using the non-GPU
cluster at Daresbury; see Section 4.2.1).
4.7.1 The eﬀect of parallelisation on the FMM neighbourhood size
Figure 4.16a shows how the time taken to solve a system containing 51,228 node patches
depends on the size of the FMM octree neighbourhood (i.e. the parameter which directly
controls the number of BEM near-ﬁeld integrals), and demonstrates that there is an optimum
neighbourhood size, somewhere around 500, though there is not a large diﬀerence in total
execution time for values between 500 and 1000. This optimum, which is controlled on
one side by the level of reﬁnement in the FMM octree, and on the other by the cost of
pre-calculating near-ﬁeld integrals, depends on how many GMRES iterations are expected
to be required: a large number of GMRES iterations makes it worth spending extra time
at the start pre-calculating near-ﬁeld terms. From experience we have found that perfect
spherical meshes tend to converge in fewer than 10 iterations, whilst more irregular meshes
(e.g. proteins) generally require more iterations to solve the BEM (some examples of the
number of GMRES iterations required for real proteins is given in Table 5.2 of Chapter 5).
When we use OpenMP to parallelise BEEP running on a workstation equipped with a
quad-core Intel i7 CPU (described in Section 4.2.1) we measured a decrease in time taken
to compute the near-ﬁeld integrals by a factor of 3.8. The decrease in execution time for
the FMM parts was somewhat less, approximately a factor of 2.0 which corresponds to our
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(a) BEEP execution time for single processor core. There is an optimum neighbourhood size in this
case (single-threaded BEEP, no GPU) of around 500.
(b) BEEP execution time using OpenMP and 4 CPU cores. The near-ﬁeld explicit integrations are
accelerated by a factor nearly equal to the number of CPU cores, whilst the FMM is accelerated by
a factor of approximately 2.0. The optimum neighbourhood in this case becomes ﬂatter: we suggest
a neighbourhood size of 1000 is appropriate for multi-core systems.
Figure 4.16: Total BEEP execution time (colours indicating time spent on each task) for a
realistic system of 51,228 node patches, as a function of neighbourhood size. The meshed
system is outlined in Section 4.2.3; the measurements were taken on a workstation equipped
with a quad-core Intel i7 950 CPU (see Section 4.2.1).
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previous experience for the vanilla FMM. Both speedups decrease the execution time of
BEEP markedly, giving an overall speedup of around 3x. (Figure 4.16b).
The diﬀerence in relative speedup also makes precalculations a little cheaper compared
to FMM operations. The result is to lower the slope of the dark blue triangular region
in Figure 4.16a, which corresponds to pre-calculations of near-ﬁeld integrals, shifting the
optimum neighbourhood size to the right.
For multi-core systems (which are the norm) we recommend a neighbourhood size of
anywhere between 1000 and 1500: the optimum of Figure 4.16b is actually quite ﬂat, the
performance is not greatly aﬀected by slightly non-optimal neighbourhood sizes.
4.8 GPU acceleration
As we mentioned in the short introduction to parallel computing (Section 4.4), current su-
percomputers (and the general-purpose HPC clusters more readily-accessible to the average
researcher) are beginning to exhibit a degree of heterogeneity in hardware, featuring multi-
core CPUs and compute-nodes with one or more GPU cards oﬀering additional computing
power. The recent development of GPGPU paradigms (e.g. CUDA from NVIDIA [146], the
Stream SDK from AMD/ATI [147], and the open-source standard OpenCL [148]) has led to
a growing community of GPU programming enthusiasts, and much money is being invested
by the manufacturers to promote the use of GPU programming techniques. Whether the
current trend for GPU acceleration continues in the medium to long term future is uncertain,
but since at the time of writing GPU hardware is likely to be available to users of BEEP we
found it worthwhile examining the possible beneﬁts of GPUs on the BEM/FMM algorithm.
In order to make our code as portable as possible, we used the OpenCL standard which
allows our code to run on either AMD or NVIDIA GPU hardware.
4.8.1 Accelerating the BEM near-ﬁeld integrations using GPGPU pro-
gramming
Due to the diﬃculty of implementing complex number arithmetic on the GPU (and the
factors of 2-10 slower double precision compared to single precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic
on current GPUs), we did not implement any of the FMM itself on the GPU, but instead
focused on the near-ﬁeld numerical integrations, since that part of the algorithm features
many independent calculations (integrations between source and target node-patches) which
should be highly parallelisable, and can usefully be carried out in single precision.
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Figure 4.17: The decomposition of near-ﬁeld integrations into GPU threads: each GPU
thread calculates the BEM kernels for a pairwise node-patch interaction (between a node-
patch in one cube of the FMM octree, and another node-patch in the neighbourhood of that
cube).
The near-ﬁeld integrations between node-patches were illustrated schematically in the
previous chapter (Section 3.2.2.4): Figure 4.17 shows how each set of integrations (between
the qualocation points on a source-patch and the quadrature points on a target-patch) are
each handled by a single GPU thread. The 2-dimensional arrangement of threads in the
picture correlates to the 2-dimensional set of thread-blocks which are created on the GPU:
the aim is to have as many threads concurrently running on the GPU as possible, in order
to maximise usage of the GPU ﬂoating-point processors, but also to mask the latency in
memory accesses. The limiting factor in the number of threads which can ﬁt within a GPU
thread-block is the number of registers required by each thread to hold local data: in our
case the BEM kernels are quite complicated, so require a relatively large number of registers
per thread, limiting us to 4x8 threads in each block. Therefore the total set of near-ﬁeld
source/target node-patch interactions is divided into a number of 32-thread chunks.
The speedup of the naive O(N2) BEM algorithm using the NVIDIA GTX580 GPU
is substantial, as shown in Figure 4.18. The GPU is at least 15 times faster than the
same calculations carried out on the CPU (using all available cores with OpenMP). This
speedup shifts the point on Figure 4.1 at which the O(N2) algorithm breaks even with the
O(N) BEM-FMM algorithm, making it faster to evaluate small meshes (a coarsely meshed
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protein, perhaps) on a single desktop machine with a GPU.
The speedup produced by the GPU depends very much on the order of numerical in-
tegration scheme chosen in the near-ﬁeld integrals, i.e. the number of quadrature points
chosen on the source and target node-patches, as illustrated in Figure 4.17 of the previous
Chapter. If we use the more detailed Galerkin integration scheme, we can show that the
GPU produces a very large speedup relative to the CPU (Figure 4.18b).
The GPU will also speed up the integrations of the near-ﬁeld within the linear BEM/FMM.
In fact we have two types of integrations taking place: near-ﬁeld integrations between node-
patches, and singular self-patch integrations. The former will beneﬁt from the 15x speedup,
whilst the latter will beneﬁt even more from the 100x relative speedup.
Figure 4.18a suggests that for the less computationally intensive integration method
(qualocation, corresponding to near-ﬁeld integrations) we are in fact not making full use of
the GPUs, as the addition of a second GPU does not produce any speedup: we are limited
by the rate at which we can load data (node-patches and their quadrature points) on and
oﬀ of the GPU.
4.8.2 The eﬀect of GPU on FMM neighbourhood size
The GPU brings a further beneﬁt to BEEP besides simply speeding up the numerical inte-
grations. Using a GPU to evaluate the near-ﬁeld integrals, the cost of the pre-calculations
is further reduced relative to the FMM procedures (Figure 4.19), which shifts the optimum
neighbourhood size to an even higher value than that obtained using OpenMP. This new
optimum depends on many factors:
 The speed and quantity of GPUs available, relative to the speed and number of CPU
cores, taking into account possible communication bottlenecks in transferring data
to/from the GPU.
 The heaviness of the numerical integration / discretization method (i.e. Galerkin /
qualocation / centroid collocation and the number of quadrature points chosen in each
case).
 The number of terms in the FMM: the time taken by the FMM in Figure 4.16a are
for 9-term multipole expansions, which yields 3-digit accuracy. Fewer FMM terms
would reduce the time taken for all FMM-related parts of the algorithm, at the cost
of accuracy.
 Memory available to store precalculations (discussed further in Section 4.8.4)
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(a) Speedup of qualocation numerical integrations: approx 12 integrations carried
out per pairwise node-patch interaction.
(b) Speedup of Galerkin numerical integrations: approx 2300 integrations carried
out per pairwise node-patch interaction.
Figure 4.18: Speedup of BEM numerical integrations using OpenCL (on our current-
generation GPU workstation: Intel Core i7 950 @ 3.0 GHz (quad-core), with 12GB RAM
and dual NVIDIA GTX580 graphics cards). These graphs show the time taken for a sin-
gle GMRES iteration using the naive (non-FMM) O(N2) BEM algorithm for increasing
problem size (in number of node-patches). The upper ﬁgure shows (at least) a ﬁfteen-fold
performance increase for numerical integration based on qualocation (multiple integration
points on source node-patch, single integration point on target node-patch). The lower ﬁgure
shows a much more detailed integration scheme in which almost 200 times more numerical
integration operations take place: the relative speedup in this case is even more impressive.
All speedup values are relative to the same integrations carried out on the CPU (using all
available cores with OpenMP).
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Figure 4.19: The optimum BEM/FMM neighbourhood size for shortest execution time of
BEEP on a system of 51,228 node-patches.
The eﬀect is much less pronounced when using older GPU hardware (such as the previous
generation graphics cards on the Daresbury compute-nodes), where we found that there was
only a very minor speedup relative to the CPUs, so anything other than the latest generation
of GPUs we do not recommend altering the neighbourhood size beyond the optimum used for
OpenMP (Figure 4.16b). For newer GPUs we recommend a neighbourhood size of around
2000, as settings much beyond this can lead to excessive memory usage (see Section 4.8.4).
4.8.3 The overall speedup of the BEM/FMM produced by GPU acceler-
ation
Despite the impressive speedup of the numerical integrations illustrated in Figure 4.18, the
overall eﬀect of the use of GPUs on the linear BEM/FMM algorithm is not so dramatic
because the precalculated numerical integrations do not account for more than about one
quarter of the execution time. To make maximum use of the GPU, we have also accelerated
the near-ﬁeld terms of the vanilla FMM, so the calculation of the right-hand-side vector is
also reduced signiﬁcantly, giving a further small speedup to the overall program.
Figure 4.20 shows how GPU acceleration aﬀects the time taken to run 20 GMRES
iterations of a 51,228 node-patch system, using BEEP (with OpenMP), on a variety of
computational resources, and also shows the performance of the larger 275,000 node-patch
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system on a small number of compute-nodes, each equipped with 4 NVIDIA Tesla GPUs.
AMD vs. NVIDIA The AMD Opteron 2376 and Intel Xeon E5540 compute-nodes at
Daresbury (see Section 4.2.1) are equipped with 3x AMD Firestream 9270 and 4x NVIDIA
Tesla s1070 GPUs respectively. Both of these machines are roughly comparable in terms of
numbers of CPU cores, except that the AMD Opteron has much smaller CPU cache than
the Intel processors. We found that the performance of our code on the GPUs was limited
by the data transfer to and from the cards, so in fact these results reﬂect more on the
internal hardware of the compute-nodes than the GPUs themselves, which appeared from
our results to be roughly comparable. The relative speedup produced by the (multiple)
GPUs was small, and probably not worth the additional cost in power consumption.
Newer hardware beats previous generation The newer-generation Intel Core i7 950
CPU was slightly faster than either the AMD Opteron or the Intel Xeon, despite having only
4 CPU cores rather than 8. Most of the diﬀerence in speed is in the FMM code, which is
accelerated on a single compute-node using OpenMP. It seems likely that this parallelisation
strategy is unable to make full use of all available CPU cores, and is limited by memory
bandwidth: this, combined with the 20% greater clock-speed, would explain the superior
performance of the Intel Core i7 950 CPU over the Intel Xeon.
Our OpenCL code performs faster on the newer GTX580 card than on the Tesla, as
shown by the greater relative speedup of precalculated integrals, illustrated in blue on the
Figure. We have already seen in Figure 4.18a that more than one GPU does not necessarily
result in additional performance gains if the problem is not compute bound: we would
speculate that there is a communication bottleneck occurring between the compute-node
and the externally attached server which holds the GPU cards. This is partly due to the
nature of our code in which the near-ﬁeld integrations are not suﬃciently compute-heavy
to fully occupy the GPUs whilst data transfers take place. The most important diﬀerence
between the Tesla s1070 cards and the GTX580 is that the latter is one generation more
advanced. The newer GPUs are superior for several reasons: increased memory bandwidth;
increased number of registers; more relaxed memory addressing constraints; faster clocks
speeds. All of these appear to make our code run very much faster on the newer hardware
than the old.
Larger-scale problem gives better The relative GPU speedup of the larger 275,000
node-patch problem run on 4 compute-nodes is greater than that for a single compute-node
(using the same hardware). The increase in optimum neighbourhood size leads to much
reduced time spent in the FMM, but the total time spent calculating near-ﬁeld integrals
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remains the same (there are more of them in total to be carried out). The GPU has more
eﬀect in this case than for a single compute-node because the optimum neighbourhood size
is larger than for the single compute-node: the increased number of nodes gives in total an
increased communication bandwidth between CPUs and GPUs.
4.8.4 Maximum problem size is constrained by RAM
BEEPp should, in principle, allow almost any problem size across multiple nodes11, though
we have seen that the time taken to solve the problem may not scale very favourably with
the number of nodes. On a single compute-node (e.g. a desktop compute or workstation)
the maximum problem size which BEEP can tackle is limited by the RAM required to hold
the pre-calculated near-ﬁeld integrals, and to carry out the 12-fold BEM/FMM iterations,
the most costly part of which (in terms of memory) is converting the multipole expansions
to plane-waves for each level of the octree. The former memory requirement is easily pre-
dictable: it is (24 × nbsize ×N) bytes, where nbsize is the neighbourhood size and N is the
number of node-patches. The latter memory requirement depends on the number of octree
cubes in the system, which is strongly on the geometry of the problem and is therefore less
easily predictable.
In the context of our 51,228 node-patch system (representing two molecules of acetyl-
cholinesterase adjacent in space), the increase in neighbourhood size permitted by the GPU
results in a proportionate increase in memory for precalculated integrals. With neighbour-
hood size of 2,000 instead of 1,000 this means the total memory used for pre-calculations goes
from 1144 MB to 2288 MB. On the other hand the amount of memory required by the FMM
should decrease slightly, as there are fewer FMM octree cubes, so fewer multipoles/plane-
waves to be stored at any time. The peak memory usage for the test above (Section 4.8.3)
actually changed from 1750 MB to 2700 MB: this is an increase of 950 MB, which means
we saved about 200 MB in the FMM.
These results suggest that the maximum size of problem which can be handled by a GPU
workstation with 12GB of RAM is around 220,000 node-patches (using optimal neighbour-
hood size of 2000), whereas without GPU acceleration the maximum problem size is around
11Since a global octree of all node-patches in the problem is stored on every compute-node at initialization,
the actual limit is controlled by the number of node-patches which ﬁt in the memory of the compute-node
with least RAM. However since node-patch objects are relatively small (about 512 Bytes), this limit is likely
to be at least a few million node-patches. If it is really necessary to solve a system with very large numbers
of node-patches, regardless of time taken, then the fully-distributed parallel method discussed earlier in the
chapter (as opposed to the redundant octree method) avoids the memory constraint, at the cost of worse
overall performance.
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340,000 node-patches (the latter allowing 7.8GB of memory for the precalculated near-ﬁeld
integrations and the remainder for the FMM, with a neighbourhood size of 1000) 12.
There is a way to reduce this memory constraint further: the GPU is fast enough at
evaluating the near-ﬁeld integrals to dispense with the pre-calculations altogether, and to
carry out these integrations at each GMRES iteration, running concurrently with the CPU
whilst the latter handles the BEM/FMM part. The optimum neighbourhood size now
becomes the size at which the GPU and the CPU both take exactly the same time to
complete the near-ﬁeld integrations and the BEM/FMM respectively (otherwise either the
CPU must wait for the GPU or vice-versa). Since the amount of data being transferred oﬀ
of the GPU is much reduced, this strategy actually results in relatively faster operation of
the GPU part of the code13.
By removing the memory burden of precalculated near-ﬁeld integrals, the maximum
problem size on a GPU-equipped workstation with 12GB of RAM increases to around 1.5
million node-patches. However this is achieved at the expense of much reduced algorithmic
eﬃciency in terms of the total number of ﬂoating-point operations executed.
4.9 Conclusions
We began this chapter by showing that although the BEM/FMM algorithm is linear, it is
too slow for simulation of large biomolecular systems. We have demonstrated two methods
for parallelising the underlying FMM algorithm: neither method scales very well across
multiple compute-nodes, but they both allow larger simulations to be attempted than would
be possible on a single workstation. OpenMP was found to be highly eﬀective for exploiting
multi-core CPUs on a single compute-node, whilst the overall eﬀectiveness of Charm++ was
limited by the communication latencies of messages between parallel objects, despite running
across one of the fastest network interconnects currently available (Inﬁniband). Nonetheless
our implementation of BEEPp can solve a protein electrostatics problem in reduced time
by running on multiple compute-nodes, with 32 processors being a good trade-oﬀ between
scaling and relative performance.
12Since we cannot exactly predict the peak memory-usage of the FMM for the general case these are
estimates of the size of system we can accommodate without resorting to swapping data from RAM to
virtual memory (i.e. the hard disk of the computer), based on the actual memory usage for the 50,000
node-patch system. Other processes running on the compute-node (such as operating system, GUI) will also
consume some of the available memory, so the actual maximum system may be slightly more or less than
these ﬁgures.
13The GPU code for calculating integrals on-the-ﬂy is also slightly more eﬃcient (in terms of number of
hardware registers required) than that for calculating the near-ﬁeld matrix terms individually, so the GPU
kernel runs a little faster, in addition to the saving in memory transfers across the (relatively slow) PCIe
bus.
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GPU acceleration is shown to give dramatic speedups to certain parts of the BEM/FMM
algorithm, however (as could be predicted by Amdahl's Law) the ﬁnal speedup of the total
program is more modest (1.5x speedup when using current-generation hardware), as there
are signiﬁcant portions of the program which cannot, at present, beneﬁt from GPU acceler-
ation. The presence of the GPU shifts the optimum FMM neighbourhood size, which aside
from improving the relative speedup slightly, results in signiﬁcantly increased memory usage
which unfortunately lowers the maximum problem size possible on a single GPU-equipped
workstation compared to the same machine without the GPU.
Optionally, the GPU also allows larger problem sizes to be tackled on a single workstation
by removing the need for precalculated near-ﬁeld integration results to be stored in memory:
they can be evaluated on-the-ﬂy at each iteration and discarded. This mode of operation is
inherently ineﬃcient with regards to ﬂoating point instructions, but comes with no actual
performance penalty thanks to the concurrency of CPU and GPU operation, and allows for
very large problem sizes to be tackled: 1.5 million node-patches on a 12GB GPU workstation
(this would take approximately half an hour to complete 20 GMRES iterations).
The execution time remains limited by the amount of time spent carrying out FMM
evaluations. We conclude that the best way to further improve BEEP to exploit GPU ac-
celeration would be to move parts of the FMM algorithm onto the GPU (starting with the
ﬁnal-stage FMM step in which local expansions are evaluated into potentials and higher
derivatives, since this is the rate-limiting step in the algorithm at this time). Our imple-
mentation of the BEM near-ﬁeld integration in OpenCL runs on both AMD and NVIDIA
hardware with similar performance on each. However the development of the OpenCL stan-
dard appears to be taking place at a slower rate than the advances in NVIDIA's proprietary
CUDA GPGPU framework: consequently it may be simpler and easier to implement the
FMM algorithm using CUDA rather than OpenCL, at the cost of portability.
The parallel version of BEEP is, to our knowledge, the only fully parallel implementation
of the Boundary Element Method for protein electrostatics which takes into account salt
eﬀects and allows diﬀerent dielectric constants within each meshed protein, and represents
a signiﬁcant advance forward in the ﬁeld of protein electrostatics. We have made signiﬁcant
progress in enabling large-scale systems to be solved in parallel, however the compute time
required to solve such systems is substantial. We suggest that for large systems of proteins
minimising the number of node-patches in the problem, by meshing proteins only as much
as is strictly necessary, is the only practicable approach toward simulation in the near-
term. A discussion of the minimum meshing requirements for proteins is included in the
next chapter, which discusses the application of BEEP to protein electrostatics and protein-
protein interactions.
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The underlying parallel implementation of the Fast Multipole Method (described by
Greengard and Huang [112]and implemented originally in non-parallel Fortran) is also to
our knowledge the only parallel implementation of that algorithm currently available. The
FMM code is available as a stand-alone modular piece of standard C++ code (for operation
on a single compute-node or workstation) or as a stand-alone Charm++ application, both
with and without OpenMP enhancement for multi-core CPUs.
Our source code is included on the CD attached to this thesis.
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Chapter 5
Protein Electrostatics and
Protein-Protein interactions
5.1 Outline of this chapter
The previous chapters have introduced the implicit solvation model and the boundary el-
ement method (BEM) (combined with the fast multipole method (FMM)) for solving the
linearised Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (PBE). Chapters 3 and 4 gave details of our imple-
mentation (BEEP) and its parallelisation using multiple CPUs and GPU acceleration. Here
we use BEEP to model the electrostatics of proteins.
Firstly, we compare BEEP to other implicit solvent electrostatics programs and show
that BEEP gives results which are consistent with other methods, giving us conﬁdence that
BEEP works correctly beyond the spherical test cases we used in Chapter 3.
Secondly, we explore the relationship between the nature of the mesh deﬁning the protein
surface and the electrostatic solvation energies calculated by BEEP. We show that using an
alternative curved PNG1 triangle representation of the original planar-triangle surface
appears to improve the accuracy of BEM results (i.e. degree of correspondence in the
value of solvation energy between the high and low detail meshes).
Thirdly, we demonstrate that we can obtain converged values for the total solvation
energy of systems of proteins, accurate direct evaluation of the electrostatic forces (as sug-
gested in the literature, and generally advertised as an advantage of the BEM for proteins)
is not possible even using very detailed meshing of a protein surface. This conclusion means
that dynamical simulation incorporating BEM electrostatics is impracticable. However, we
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show that the change in energy as two molecules move relative to one another can be found
with reasonable stability, and could be used as the basis for a Monte-Carlo simulation.
5.2 BEEP: solving the linearised PBE for proteins
We ran BEEP on 51 PDB protein structures, previously used as a test set by Tjong and
Zhou [81]1. The aim was to demonstrate that BEEP could reproduce the trend in solvation
energies as found by other implicit solvent electrostatics programs for more complicated sys-
tems than those discussed in Chapter 3 (i.e. for proteins, not simple spheres). No particular
biological point is being made here in our choice of protein structures, we simply wanted to
show that BEEP solves the linearised PBE for non-analytic systems. The programs used
in this Section are listed and described in Table 5.1. Tables of data used to generate the
following ﬁgures are given in Appendix C.
Program Description
BEEP(p) Boundary Element Electrostatics Program (parallelised): Our implementation of the
BEM/FMM algorithm, as described in Chapters 2-4.
APBS Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (by Baker et al. [90]): A ﬁnite-diﬀerence PBE
solver, can solve either the linearised or non-linearised PBE. Convergence of results
depends on the grid parameters used, and values depend on the smoothing
functions applied to both the dielectric boundary and protein charges. There are
several other ﬁnite-diﬀerence PBE solvers available, such as UHBD or Delphi, but
we chose APBS as it is more recently developed, free and easy to use.
AFMPB Adaptive Fast-Multipole Poisson Boltzmann solver: another implementation of the
BEM/FMM algorithm, originally written and described prior to this project by Lu et
al . [103, 105], but not released publicly until 2010 (by which time we had mostly
written BEEP, using the descriptions in the literature). AFMPB is single-threaded
Fortran code, and the underlying FMM code is that supplied by Jingfang Huang
[112]. Following the public release of AFMPB (under GNU Public License), we
adapted the AFMPB code for evaluating the BEM kernel functions (Apt, Bpt, Cpt,
Dpt) into BEEP since these routines were faster. Otherwise BEEP is an
independent implementation of the same algorithms, with improvements (multiple
dielectric constants; OpenMP/Charm++/GPU parallelisation; improved numerical
integration; curved surface representation (described in Section 5.3.2)).
GB Our implementation of a canonical Generalised Born method as described by Still et
al. [79], with modiﬁcations for curved surfaces following the method described by
Zhao et al. [84]. We have not attempted to apply any additional ﬁtting to the GB
energies in order to match Poisson-Boltzmann results, or to include salt eﬀects
(such as described by Tjong and Zhou [81, 82]). The GB method is suitable only
for evaluating the solvation energy of single molecules.
Table 5.1: Programs for calculating implicit solvent electrostatic solvation energies.
1Tjong and Zhou were comparing linearised PBE solvation energies at various salt concentrations to their
Generalised Born implementation, and so had a useful list of 55 PDB proteins to use as a test-set. The
proteins are a non-redundant set of PDB structures with less than 10% sequence identity, a resolution of
1.0Å or better, and less than 250 residues long. We discarded 4 structures which had gaps in the main
protein chain (which PDB2PQR was unable to handle), leaving 51 structures.
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5.2.1 Experimental Method
The PDB codes for the 51 test proteins are given in Table 5.2. For all calculations in this
section the internal dielectric of the proteins was set to 2.0, the solvent dielectric was 80.0,
solvent radius (for deﬁning the dielectric boundary) was 1.5Å, and atomic charges/radii were
taken from the PARSE forceﬁeld (using PDB2PQR). The monovalent salt concentrations
were zero, 150mM or 300mM (κ = 0, κ = 0.127, κ = 0.180). Initially the ionic radii for
APBS were set to 1.5Å (rather than the more usual 0.95Å and 1.81Å for Na+ and Cl−
respectively), in order that the ionic boundary match the dielectric boundary (as is the
case for BEEP/AFMPB). (As discussed in Section 5.2.3 a better match between APBS and
BEEP is obtained using an ionic radius of 0.8Å.)
For BEEP, AFMPB, and the GB calculations, surface meshes were created using MSMS
then cleaned, reﬁned and decimated using Meshlab, following the method described in Ap-
pendix B. The number of vertices (node-patches) was set to approximately 2.5 vertices per
A˚2, though after the mesh processing steps the actual value varied between 1.73 and 3.5
vertices per A˚2). Apart from the parameters already mentioned (probe radii and dielectric
constants) the APBS parameters were the default values produced by the PDB2PQR script
(i.e. automatic values for reasonable grid spacings and dimensions; smoothed molecular
surface; second order spline-smoothing of charges).
The beta-version of AFMPB as described by Lu et al. [105] is available from the
website of the journal Computer Physics Communications (http://cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/
summaries/AEGB_v1_0.html). The code was compiled from source using gfortran and run
as per the example scripts in the distribution. The mesh-type was set to MSMS, which
internally causes a number of integration cut-oﬀs to be applied.
BEEP was set to use a high level of detail in calculating numerical integrals: a Galerkin
scheme was adopted for near-ﬁeld integrals, and 4 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points were
used per sub-triangle of each node-patch: assuming an average of 6 triangles per vertex of
the original mesh, this gives 12 sub-triangles per node-patch, totalling 48 integration points
on each source and target node-patch. Self-patch integrals (which are near singular) were
evaluated in the same way but with 16 Gauss-Legendre points per sub-triangle.
We used BEEP with GPU acceleration and OpenMP parallelisation, using the 3-digit
FMM (i.e. 9 terms in each multipole expansion), with a neighbourhood size of 2000.
GMRES iterations to solve system The PDB proteins and the number of iterations
they required for the GMRES algorithm to solve the linear system of equations to a tolerance
of 10−6 (magnitude of residual relative to that of the right-hand-side vector) are given in
Table 5.2. The mean number of iterations for the whole test-set was 15. The number
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of iterations required is reasonably consistent with no obvious correlation to the size of
the mesh. The more-or-less consistent number of iterations to reach convergence suggests
that the BEM system of equations is well conditioned (this was the original aim of the more
complicated derivative BEM formulation over the simpler non-derivative BEM formulation).
Table 5.2: PDB codes for the test set of 51 proteins, with the surface area of the meshed
molecule and the number of GMRES iterations required for BEEP to solve the BEM system
of equations to tolerance of 10−6 . The number of iterations does not appear to correlate
very strongly with the size of the protein.
5.2.2 Comparison between BEEP and APBS, AFMPB, GB
Figure 5.1 shows that the solvation energies produced by BEEP are comparable to those
produced by APBS. Our results are not absolutely identical to APBS, the maximum dif-
ference being 7.9%, and an average diﬀerence of 5.0%. AFMPB also gives results slightly
diﬀering from APBS, with an average deviation lower than that produced by BEEP (2.0%)
but a maximum diﬀerence of 8.9%. It turns out that the AFMPB solvation energies are gen-
erally smaller in magnitude than the APBS values, whereas BEEP energies are consistently
greater in magnitude.
The primary diﬀerence between AFMPB and BEEP here is the detail of numerical
integration: AFMPB does not calculate the near-singular integrals over the self patch and
uses single quadrature-point integration with a centroid collocation discretization, which is
the crudest method possible. BEEP should have superior accuracy in calculating the BEM
integrals, so the BEEP results should be more reliable estimates of the correct solvation
energy for these implicit-solvent systems2.
2The extent to which these values actually match the corresponding physical quantity in reality is un-
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Although AFMPB gives results which are generally closer to APBS, it appears that it
may be been to some extent tuned to do this, by use of cut-oﬀs applied to the numerical
integrations over node-patches. When the mesh type is set to MSMS in the AFMPB input
ﬁle, integrations over nearby patches are set to zero within a 0.4Å radius, and outside of
this radius the integrals are calculated by single-point quadrature. The cutoﬀs are present,
presumably, to improve stability when using meshes directly taken from MSMS (which, as we
have previously noted, can contain very slender triangles which cause diﬃculties for surface
integration). When the mesh type is set to OFF (the default mesh format produced by
the GAMER mesh program, which gives much cleaner meshes than MSMS) the cutoﬀ is
set to a value of 0.3Å, within which range integrations are carried out by a higher order
quadrature rule, and outside of which range the integrations are carried out by single-point
quadrature, as before. We have found that altering the cutoﬀ for MSMS-type meshes gives
signiﬁcant variation in the resultant value for solvation energy. The arbitrary nature of the
cutoﬀs in AFMPB (and their necessity for stability of the results) is clear when we convert
our clean MSMS meshes to OFF format, and re-run them in AFMPB: the results are up
to an order of magnitude greater in some cases.
The Generalised Born implementation gives substantially smaller and more variable val-
ues for solvation energy. This is broadly consistent with the ﬁndings of Feig et al. [83] who
compared energies computed using a variety of GB methods with corresponding Poisson-
Boltzmann results. The diﬀerence in results can vary enormously depending on choice of
parameter set (for charges/radii) used for each method, and especially on the choice of sur-
face (solvent accessible vs. van der Waals) since this directly aﬀects the extent of burial
of each atom (which is the quantity which the Born radius is approximating). In general,
practitioners use an empirically derived scalings in the GB formulation to calibrate the en-
ergies against equivalent Poisson-Boltzmann results (such as described by Tjong and Zhou
[81]). We have not attempted any such calibration since it would necessarily depend on the
choice of parameters used for the atomic partial charges and radii, and we feel is therefore
not particularly useful in the general case. Nonetheless we concede it is likely that more
complicated formulations of the GB method, using variants of the canonical GB formula in-
tended to match the molecular surface used by PB solvers, would be capable of achieving
better correspondence with our results.
known because it is not possible to directly measure the electrostatic solvation energies: we are trying to
gauge how well each program solves the mathematical system of equations describing the implicit solvent
model for each protein, not reproduce any speciﬁc experimental result.
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Figure 5.2: The eﬀect of integration cutoﬀs on numerical stability of AFMPB: results of
solvation energy for 51 PDB proteins using the MSMS mode (cutoﬀs apply within a 0.4Å
radius, single-point quadrature employed beyond cutoﬀ) and OFF mode (more detailed
integration between 0 and 0.3Å radius, single-point quadrature thereafter). Both sets of
results correspond to the same meshes so results should lie on the 1:1 diagonal line.
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Figure 5.3: Variation in solvation energies of 51 PDB protein structures as program param-
eters are changed (each symbol on the plot corresponds to one of the 51 proteins). The
magnitude of the percentage change is relative to the APBS or BEEP value plotted in Fig-
ure 5.1. Negative % changes are decreases in solvation energy (i.e. closer to zero), whereas
positive % changes are increases in solvation energy (i.e. values become more negative).
5.2.2.1 Convergence
Figure 5.1 suggests that BEEP gives results in broad (though imprecise) agreement with
APBS using default behaviour of both programs, but does not give any indication of the
convergence (or lack thereof) in the calculated values. By increasing the number of grid
points in APBS, and the number of mesh points in BEEP, we can measure how much the
values of solvation energy change with an increase in the detail of the representation of
the integration volume (APBS) or surface (BEEP). Figure 5.3 shows that simply increasing
detail in the APBS grid can reduce the solvation energy by between 1% and 5.4%. This
makes the APBS results further from the BEEP results. Additionally, the values calculated
by BEEP are increased (by up to 5.2%) with increased mesh detail. The average change
in energy for increased detail in APBS is -3.2%, and +2.0% for BEEP, which suggests that
while BEEP values are in general slightly more well converged than the APBS results, the
true disagreement between them is even greater than that suggested by Figure 5.1.
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5.2.2.2 Surface and charge representations
APBS and BEEP diﬀer in their representation of the protein surface (i.e. the dielectric
interface) and the atomic charges, which may better explain the diﬀerence between APBS
and BEEP results in Figure 5.1. The APBS solution depends quite strongly on the smoothing
applied to the solvent excluded surface, which can be set to one of four values (using the
srfm keyword in the APBS input script):
1. mol: all grid points of the total volume where a solvent molecule can be placed without
overlapping a solute atom are assigned as exterior dielectric; the complement of this
volume is the internal dielectric. (This is the usual way to deﬁne the solvent excluded
volume). If the solvent radius is set to zero this would produce the volume outside of
the van der Waals surface of the protein. No smoothing is applied.
2. smol: the dielectric regions are deﬁned as for mol but the resultant assignment of
interior/exterior dielectric constant is smoothed over neighbouring grid points by a
harmonic function.
3. spl2 or spl4: a spline-based surface which, according to APBS documentation, should
only be used with a parameter set of atomic radii/charges intended for spline-based
surfaces of (i.e. not PARSE).
As well as surface smoothing, APBS also smooths the atomic charges whereas BEEP treats
them as point charges. The placement of the charge distribution in APBS can be speciﬁed by
using the chgm keyword, with spl0, spl2 and spl4 giving increasing degrees of spline-
based smoothing of the atomic point charges over sets of nearest-neighbour grid points.
Figure 5.3 shows the change in absolute solvation energy which results from changing
from smoothed smol to unsmoothed mol surfaces and from a change in charge distribution
from spl2 to spl0. The magnitude of the change in solvation energy is up to 4% for the
surface parameter (in the direction of the BEEP results, i.e. more negative) and a less
signiﬁcant change of less than 1% for the reduction in charge smoothing.
Also of importance is the solvent probe radius used to deﬁne the dielectric boundary.
Although we have used a value of 1.5Å radius in both cases, our post-processing of the low-
quality MSMS surface may have produced a surface which has slightly diﬀerent location3. If
we allow the value in APBS to vary slightly, for example a 0.1Å reduction in solvent radius
3Obviously the mesh cleaning and reﬁnement/decimation steps aim to minimise the total change in the
surface deﬁnition, however it is not possible to simultaneously improve the mesh without changing the
surface to some extent, especially in regions with high curvature or sharp geometric features. Unfortunately
such regions are likely to be highly surface-exposed atoms, which have a large contribution to the solvation
energy.
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to 1.4Å, the solvation energy becomes more negative by up to 4% (a comparable eﬀect to
that produced by lowering the surface smoothing).
Taken together, it seems plausible that these diﬀerent representations of the dielectric
boundary account for a large proportion of the discrepancy between APBS and BEEP in
determining the solvation of a charge distribution representing a protein in solution.
5.2.2.3 BEEP discretization/integration method
BEEP results also vary somewhat according to the numerical discretization/integration
method employed (i.e. Galerkin, qualocation or centroid collocation methods, as described
in Chapter 3). Figure 5.1 shows that the centroid collocation results in solutions with slightly
larger magnitude solvation energy, whilst qualocation gives results which are closer to the
Galerkin method, but which are generally less negative (you may recall that we saw a similar
trend for the solvation energy of the Born ion in Chapter 3). These results suggest that the
numerical methods of qualocation and centroid collocation provide similar precision but sys-
tematically inaccurate energies compared to the Galerkin method for real protein structures.
Qualocation oﬀers the better compromise between accuracy and performance.
5.2.2.4 BEEP solves the Poisson Equation
Taken together, Figures 5.1 to 5.3 allow us to conclude that BEEP successfully solves the
Poisson equation (i.e. the PBE without salt eﬀects) for realistic protein structures as well as
for the idealised spherical systems examined in Chapter 3. The details of how APBS treats
the dielectric boundary and the atomic charges has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the output, which
makes direct comparison between APBS and BEEP an unfair test: strictly speaking they
are not solving exactly the same problem. We suggest that the major algorithmic diﬀerences
between the ﬁnite-diﬀerence and BEM methods is suﬃcient to account for the disagreement
in absolute value between APBS and BEEP. For the proteins tested here, using the default
APBS parameters and protein meshes produced as described in Appendix B, BEEP and
APBS exhibit similar levels of convergence.
5.2.3 Changes in Solvation Energy with Salt Concentration
The absolute values of solvation energy are not in themselves particularly useful. Of more
interest is the change in solvation energy which occurs when we perturb the system in some
way, for example by changing the structure of the protein or by changing its environment.
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The linearised PBE enables the changes in energy to be computed as a function of salt
concentration. Ideally we would like the change in solvation energy for diﬀerent salt con-
centrations to be consistent even when the numerical integration regime is reduced from
Galerkin to qualocation or centroid collocation, because the full Galerkin treatment is com-
putationally expensive.
Adding salt allows us to test how well BEEP solves the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann
equation, compared to the same calculations by APBS.
Figure 5.4 shows the change in solvation energy for the 51 PDB proteins in our test
panel as we add 150mM of monovalent salt (e.g. NaCl) to the implicit solvent model, as
calculated by APBS, AFMPB and BEEP.
The correlation between APBS and BEEP is very strong (with regards to which proteins
result in large changes in energy, and which do not). However, as with the zero-salt systems,
BEEP results are consistently greater in magnitude than the APBS values, by 41.5% on
average. The AFMPB results are generally closer to the APBS results, but have a much
larger diﬀerence for some of the more highly charged systems.
In some ways it is disappointing that APBS and BEEP do not agree more closely on the
change in solvation energy due to the addition of 150mM salt. Both programs are solving the
same model under the same set of assumptions (linearised Poisson-Boltzmann equation) so
it would be comforting if they gave more similar results. On the other hand, we have already
stated in Section 5.2.2.2 that the diﬀerence in surface treatment has signiﬁcant impact on
the absolute solvation energy. Although we have found that changing the dielectric surface
representation (from smoothed to unsmoothed) in APBS does not bring the diﬀerence in
energy any closer to the BEEP value (unlike the no salt case), we have found that the ionic
boundary deﬁnition does have an eﬀect.
APBS implements a separate ionic exclusion region around the protein from the dielec-
tric boundary, whereas in BEEP the two boundaries are necessarily identical. The default
behaviour of APBS is to use an ionic probe radius equal to the maximum ion radius speciﬁed
by the user: in the case of NaCl, this would be 1.81Å4, resulting in an ionic boundary out-
side of the dielectric boundary. We have tried to eliminate this technical diﬀerence between
APBS and BEEP by assigning ionic radii equal to the probe water radius (1.5Å). However
we can coerce APBS into giving results which are much closer to BEEP by reducing the
ionic radii to 0.8Å (which is somewhat below the 0.95Å ionic radius for sodium, and very
much smaller than the 1.81Å radius of a chloride ion). This allows ions to approach more
closely to the atomic charges (as they are represented in APBS) and thus adopt positions
4The choice of correct ionic radius is somewhat debatable, since ions are likely to be solvated: it could
be argued that the ionic radius should be increased by the radius or diameter of a water molecule to account
for this.
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with lower overall energy (i.e. the solvation energy for the ionic case becomes more negative
relative to the zero salt case).
Figure 5.5 illustrates the the changes in solvation energies between zero salt and 150mM,
300mM and 450mM monovalent salt, using both BEEP and APBS, with the latter using
the 0.8Å ionic radius. Under these conditions BEEP gives results that are consistent with
APBS. The outliers on the graph (where the points do not lie along the 1:1 diagonal line)
are where APBS gives anomalously high values for the energy (i.e. vastly in excess of the
values produced when using a larger ionic radius). Presumably in these cases, the smaller
ionic radius allows ions to approach highly charged parts of the protein, which a larger ionic
radius in APBS would not allow, and which the solvent-excluded surface in BEEP prohibits,
leading to the diﬀerence in results. From these results it seems likely that the coincident
dielectric and ionic boundary within the BEM somewhat overestimates the eﬀect of ions in
the continuum solvent model.
The results of Figures 5.4 and 5.5 also show that the diﬀerence in energies obtained using
each discretization scheme is almost exactly the same: the results are converged with respect
to integration method, which was not the case for isolated solvation energies. It would appear
that any lack in ﬁdelity inherent in the diﬀerent discretization schemes beneﬁcially cancel
out when taking the diﬀerence between two calculations, producing the same ﬁnal result.
5.3 Critical Mesh Density
We have seen in previous chapters that the execution time for BEEP increases linearly with
the number of node-patches. The simplest way to reduce the execution time for BEEP on
a given protein or group of proteins is to reduce the number of node-patches. However,
the BEM literature contains little discussion on the subject of how many mesh points are
required to obtain reliable results. Here we use BEEP to explore the relationship between
electrostatic solvation energy and mesh density. Throughout this section we use BEEP
with the qualocation discretization scheme (using 4 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points per
sub-triangle of each node-patch).
5.3.1 Meshing the Born Ion
We have already seen that the simplest electrostatic system is the Born Ion. Therefore
we start our discussion of critical mesh density with a plot of the Born solvation energy
for a single spherical ion as we decrease the number of mesh points used to describe the
spherical surface. The graph of solvation energy is given in Figure 5.6a (along with a picture
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Figure 5.5: Correlation between BEEP and APBS for the change in electrostatic solvation
energy (relative to zero salt) for increasing concentrations of monovalent salt for 51 PDB
proteins. The APBS ion-exclusion region is deﬁned by an ionic radius of 0.8Å. The re-
sults for all integration regimes in BEEP (Galerkin, qualocation, centroid collocation) give
comparable results, suggesting that any errors or lack of ﬁdelity inherent in each type of
discretization cancel out when taking the diﬀerences between two calculations, to yield the
same ﬁnal result.
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of the highest and lowest resolution meshes), which shows that we can obtain surprisingly
good values for the solvation energy even when the mesh departs substantially from the
true spherical shape. However below around 100 node-patches the solvation energy becomes
sharply more negative, due to parts of the surface more closely approaching the central point
charge as the mesh becomes very coarse.
The decimation method used here aims to preserve the position of the vertices on the
boundary. Alternative decimations are possible which better preserve the volume and surface
area by allowing greater freedom in relocating vertices, but these will result in a surface which
in places exceeds the original radius and occupies space outside of the boundary of the
original mesh. Although this can improve the relative error in solvation energy (compared
to that plotted in Figure 5.6a), the change in boundary position for real proteins may be
undesirable.
5.3.2 Improved geometric accuracy using curved triangles
The loss of accuracy in solvation energy is due to the very poor correspondence of the
low-resolution meshes to the actual geometric surface it is intended to represent. Since we
expect protein surfaces to also contain regions of relatively high curvature, we thought it
would be worthwhile implementing an improved triangle description to better represent the
geometry of the surface for fewest numbers of elements: curved elements are the obvious
answer. Indeed Bardhan et al. [107] have previously shown that BEM electrostatic solutions
(for spheres and proteins) appeared to be improved when integrations were carried out in
a coarse manner over a curved surface, as opposed to a more exact method over a planar
surface .
To this end, we extended the planar node-patch method described in Chapter 3 to
use a type of parametric curved triangles, called PNG1 triangles. PNG1 is an acronym
for point-normal G1-continuous5, and the triangles are based on Bézier-patches. Bézier-
patches represent a curved surface by interpolation of a cubic function over a set of 10
control points, which are ﬁxed locations in space used to deﬁne the surface. Points on
a Bézier-patch are described by parametric coordinates (u, v, w) which can adopt values
between 0 and 1, (with the constraint that u + v + w = 1.0). The parametric coordinates
map to 3D points in space using Equation 5.1.
5Continuity of parametric surfaces can be geometric (G0, G1, G2...) or parametric (C0, C1, C2...).
The numerical index refers to the highest derivative of the curve which is guaranteed continuous over the
surface; parametric continuity means that the value of the derivatives are numerically equal so the surface
is perfectly continuous, whilst geometric continuity guarantees only that the derivatives are proportional,
i.e. that tangent vectors are in the same direction but not necessarily equal in magnitude. Creating surfaces
with high-order continuity (either geometric or parametric) is non-trivial. The unit-normal vector of a
G1-continuous surface is continuous.
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(a) Electrostatic solvation energy compared to analytic value as function of mesh density:
low values on the x-axis are few vertices per unit area, and are the lowest resolution
meshes. The solution can be seen to converge well for higher mesh resolutions, though it
does not actually match the analytic value.
(b) The high and low resolution meshes (642 vertices vs. 22 vertices)
showing the original planar triangles, and the corresponding node-
patches (black outlines): the low resolution mesh does not appear
very spherical, so it is not surprising that the corresponding value for
solvation energy is very inaccurate compared to the analytic value.
Figure 5.6: The Born Ion for various mesh resolutions
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p(u, v, w) = b300 × w3 + b030 × u3 + b003 × v3
+ b210 × 3w2u+ b120 × 3wu2 + b201 × 3w2v
+ b021 × 3u2v + b102 × 3wv2 + b0123× uv2
+ b111 × 6wuv (5.1)
where babc represent the control points. The gradient at any point with respect to each
parametric coordinate can be used to deﬁne a normal vector at that point. The control
points b300, b030, b003 generally coincide with the vertices of the planar triangle on which the
curved surface is based, whilst the placement of the remaining points controls the variation
in curvature over the surface. In PNG1 triangles some of the control points are in fact not
ﬁxed but are themselves dependent on the values of u and v and blend together information
from neighbouring triangles to ensure that the resultant surface is G1-continuous.
PNG1 triangles are described fully by Fünfzig et al. [149]; the full details of the method
are not particularly relevant here, so we merely state that we implemented PNG1 triangles
in BEEP, in an attempt to create a surface mesh with better continuity of normal vector
than planar triangles oﬀer 6.
The PNG1 triangles can be easily built from the original planar triangle mesh, and
any point on the new curved surface can be found by parametric interpolation into the
corresponding PNG1 triangle. Curved node-patches can then be built in exactly the same
way as with planar triangles but using PNG1 triangles instead: quadrature points on node-
patches which were previously deﬁned for a collection of planar sub-triangles can be mapped
directly onto the curved triangles, with an appropriate change in quadrature weight to reﬂect
the aﬃne transformation in changing from planar triangle to curved PNG1 triangle 7.
PNG1 triangles introduce a small overhead into BEEP in that they must be created
from the planar triangles at the start of the program, and calculating the quadrature points
from parametric coordinates is more costly in terms of ﬂoating point operations than the
same procedure on planar triangles, because each parametric point is found by evaluating
a set of cubic equations involving multiple control points rather than simple linear interpo-
lation. However, in the larger context of the entire BEM/FMM algorithm this increase in
computation is negligible.
6Our original motivation was to improve estimation of electric ﬁeld vector from our surface solutions, but
as we will see shortly that did not work out as intended.
7multiplication by the determinant of the Jacobian matrix, which corresponds to the combination of
partial derivatives of position w.r.t the coordinates u,v given by:
√
EG− F 2|p(u,v,w) where E =
(
∂x
∂u
)2
+(
∂y
∂u
)2
+
(
∂z
∂u
)2
,F =
(
∂x
∂u
∂x
∂v
)
+
(
∂y
∂u
∂y
∂v
)
+
(
∂z
∂u
∂z
∂v
)
, G =
(
∂x
∂v
)2
+
(
∂y
∂v
)2
+
(
∂z
∂v
)2
. (See also Zhao et al. [84]).
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The advantages of PNG1 triangles are expected to be two-fold:
1. Curved triangles allow us to represent a surface with fewer node-patches than would
be possible with planar triangles. We would expect that this would lead to reduced
surface error when lowering the mesh density of a given protein surface.
2. PNG1 triangles give a continuous surface-normal vector instead of piecewise constant
normal. We suggest that this should improve the correspondence between the dis-
cretized system of equations and the continuous system of boundary integral equa-
tions, meaning that BEM solutions for a given level of discretization should have
slightly higher ﬁdelity with respect to the true continuous solutions. In particular
the BEM kernel functions Bpt and Cpt (which are derivatives of Green's functions
with respect to surface normal vectors) evaluate to zero when taken over a single pla-
nar triangle (as occurs when carrying out the near-singular self-patch integrations).
Consequently, under a planar geometry, the self-patch integrals contain a numerical
component which evaluates to zero but which for the real curved surface should be
non-zero. Through using curved triangles, these kernel functions will be evaluated
with higher ﬁdelity. The numbers we are referring to appear as part of the dominant
diagonal coeﬃcients in the BEM matrix. A small change in these values could lead to
a proportionate change in the ﬁnal solution, which would not be the case for the less
critical oﬀ-diagonal matrix components.
Figure 5.7 shows the improvement in solvation energy produced by using PNG1 triangles
to represent a spherical surface. Not only is the limiting behaviour now equal to the analyt-
ical results, even for the very coarse 22 vertex sphere the solvation energy is within ∼ 1%
of the analytic value. Intuitively, we would also expect curved elements to have a similarly
beneﬁcial eﬀect on the representation of highly curved protein surfaces, with consequential
improvement in representation of the surface within the BEM (and therefore, hopefully,
higher ﬁdelity in our solutions).
5.3.3 Critical meshing of acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin
5.3.3.1 Acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin
To demonstrate the eﬀect of mesh density on solvation energy we choose the proteins acetyl-
cholinesterase (ACHE) and fasciculin (FAS). Acetylcholinesterase is an enzyme which is
secreted between synapses and ordinarily breaks down the neurotransmitter acetylcholine.
Certain snake venoms contain a small neurotoxic protein called fasciculin which binds very
strongly to, and inhibits the enzymatic activity of, acetylcholinesterase. Both fasciculin and
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acetylcholinesterase are relatively highly charged proteins and their interaction is strongly
driven by electrostatic complementarity, as discussed by Elcock et al. [54]. Consequently, the
acetylcholinesterase/fasciculin system is well studied in the protein electrostatics literature
(particularly by the McCammon group [150153]), and we will be using it as a convenient
test system for bi-molecular electrostatic interactions.
Our structures for (mouse) acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin are taken from the PDB
structure 1MAH, in which the two proteins are bound in a complex. HETATOM entries were
removed, and the two structures separated into two individual PDB-format ﬁles. Charges
and radii were then assigned using PDB2PQR and the PARSE forceﬁeld (as for the other
51 test proteins earlier in this chapter). Dielectric constants were set to 2.0 for proteins and
80.0 for the solvent, and salt concentration was set to zero. Surface meshes were built using
MSMS (solvent probe radius of 1.5Å) followed by Meshlab rebuilding and reﬁnement, as
outlined in Appendix B.
5.3.3.2 Solvation energies
Figure 5.8 plots the total solvation energy as a function of mesh detail for the acetyl-
cholinesterase and fasciculin, using both planar and PNG1 triangles. These results are less
impressive than the improvement obtained for the Born Ion. There is no consistent beneﬁt
to using the PNG1 triangles. The minimum mesh density to obtain agreement within 5%
of the converged value of solvation energy are 0.6 vertices/A˚2 (PNG1 triangles) vs. 0.75
vertices/A˚2 (planar) for acetylcholinesterase. For fasciculin the minimum mesh density for
the same level of accuracy is 0.65 vertices/A˚2 for PNG1 triangles, and 0.45 vertices/A˚2for
planar,
At ﬁrst this lack of improvement from the curved surface representation seems strange.
However, if we consider the various sources of error in the calculation of solvation energy
(relative to some hypothetical perfect solution) we can demonstrate what is happening in
this case.
5.3.3.3 Fidelity vs. the change in dielectric boundary
The eﬀect of reducing mesh density is two-fold:
1. Reducing the number of mesh points lowers maximum ﬁdelity of the solution, by which
we mean that as mesh resolution decreases the solution looks increasingly blocky and
its correspondence to the true continuous solution (i..e that which could be found by
an arbitrarily ﬁnely divided mesh) is reduced. We refer to this eﬀect as the ﬁdelity
error.
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Figure 5.8: The solvation energy of acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin, for varying mesh
densities
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2. Reducing the number of mesh points generally results in a change in the deﬁnition of
the surface, such that the dielectric/ionic boundaries lie in a diﬀerent place and surface
elements may cut through space closer to atomic charges. This results in a change in
the model being solved, in addition to the reduction in points at which the numerical
solution is found. We will refer to the change in solvation energy due to the alteration
of dielectric boundary deﬁnition as surface error.
The eﬀect of ﬁdelity error can be seen visually in Figure 5.9, which gives the surface solution
for fasciculin for three mesh resolutions: the degradation in solution detail for low mesh
resolution can be seen by eye. The error in solvation energy for the lowest resolution mesh
in Figure 5.9 is only 8%, despite the apparently quite coarse representation of the surface
solution.
In general when reducing the mesh density we will observe a change in solvation energy
which is due to the combination of these two errors. In our trivial example of the Born
Ion, the surface solutions are (analytically, on a perfect sphere) constant values over the
surface, which is very simple to match in terms of ﬁdelity using constant-value elements.
The breakdown in the solvation energy in that example was purely geometric surface error,
which was remedied by using PNG1 triangles. In our example for fasciculin, perfect ﬁdelity
of the solution is not so simple to achieve: as we can see from the visualisations of the
surface potential and normal ﬁeld component, the surface distributions are complicated and
in certain places the solution varies rapidly over the surface.
We have attempted to quantify the extent to which the change in solvation energy plotted
in Figure 5.8 is due to these ﬁdelity error and surface error components, by recalculating
solvation energies for the lower resolution meshes, with additional vertices derived from a
higher resolution mesh. By projecting vertices from a high-resolution mesh onto the poor
low resolution surfaces (for example, using the vertices from the 2 vertices/A˚2 mesh, which
Figure 5.8 suggests should contain less than 1% total error compared to the converged
value). we can calculate the solvation energy of the low resolution surfaces without incurring
any ﬁdelity error8.
Once we have a solvation energy for a mesh with zero ﬁdelity error, we calculate the
diﬀerence between this and the point on Figure 5.8 corresponding to the same surface; the
diﬀerence will be an estimate for the ﬁdelity error. We can also estimate the surface error,
8This assumes that the change in surface has not resulted in a set of surface potentials and normal ﬁeld
components which cannot be adequately represented by the high ﬁdelity number of node patch solution
points. This assumption may well break down at very low mesh resolutions when surface elements could be
so close to atomic charges that the surface solutions have a functional form which varies across the surface
more rapidly than 2 vertices per A˚2 can adequately capture.
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Figure 5.10: Fidelity error vs. surface error for acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin
by subtracting the energy for the high-ﬁdelity/poor-surface combination from the result for
the high-ﬁdelity/good-surface (i.e. 2 vertices/A˚2 the reference mesh).
Estimates for the ﬁdelity error and surface error for acetylcholinesterase, for both planar
and PNG1 triangle representations, are plotted in Figure 5.10. The surface error induces
a small increase in the magnitude of the solvation energy (i.e. more negative), since the
reduction in surface points tends to contract the surface, lowering the distance from charges
to the surface. The ﬁdelity error is in the opposite direction, and is a greater eﬀect, by
approximately a factor of two.
Interestingly, this plot suggests that the surface error counteracts some of the ﬁdelity
error in this case, resulting in a rather slow loss of accuracy with decreasing numbers of
planar triangles. Our PNG1 triangles improve the error in both parts by approximately the
same absolute amount leading to little net gain. Although we have made an improvement
in the geometric representation of the surface, because of this error cancellation we don't
obtain a marked improvement in solvation energy.
The surface error is always likely to make solvation energies more negative due to the
contraction of the surface. We have no obvious explanation for why the ﬁdelity error should
act in the opposite direction. The solvation energy is dominated by the results for surface
ﬁeld component (h) because it is multiplied by the ratio of dielectric constants, so it seems
reasonable to suppose that the ﬁdelity error in the case of acetylcholinesterase (and fasciculin,
which has a similar curve to Figure 5.10) corresponds to a decrease in the average value of
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h over the surface. Since the origin of the ﬁdelity error is the coarsening of the electrostatic
surface solutions (analogous to quantization error in signal processing ﬁelds), presently we
can think of no reason why this should lead to a change in the average magnitude of electric
ﬁeld values over the surface.
5.4 Calculating Intermolecular Electrostatic Forces
The above section demonstrated that BEEP can solve the electrostatic solvation energy for
a protein to good accuracy, with a possible trade-oﬀ between mesh density and accuracy
by which we mean similarity to a highly-detailed surface solution. However if we wish to use
BEEP as the basis for a biomolecular simulator (using, for example, Brownian Dynamics),
it is the intermolecular forces which could be of more use, rather than solvation energy,
so we now turn our attention to the electrostatic force components introduced in Chapter
3. The test system is again acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin with the same experimental
conditions as above (protein dielectrics=2.0; solvent dielectric=80.0; zero salt, i.e. κ = 0,
unless otherwise stated).
5.4.1 Electrostatic force on an isolated protein
Table 5.3 shows magnitude of the net electrostatic force acting on acetylcholinesterase and
fasciculin (separately, in isolation) for some of the well-converged meshes used above (and
also some results for coarse meshes, for comparison). The calculation is analogous to that
given in Chapter 3 for spherical test cases: the force comprises a qE force of the reaction
ﬁeld acting on the source charges, plus a dielectric boundary force and an ionic pressure.
The qE force can be calculated either by integration of the Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST)
on the inside of the dielectric boundary or by the patch-charge method. The other com-
ponents (dielectric boundary force (dbf) and ionic pressure) can only be found by numerical
integration of the surface solutions, via interpolation of the electric ﬁeld vector from BEM
surface solutions. Therefore the net force (qE + dbf + ionic) has two possible values here,
depending on whether one chooses the patch-charge or MST to calculate qE force.9.
9As we explained in Chapter 3, the dielectric boundary force can be expressed in two ways (which are
mathematically equivalent): ﬁrstly, from the derivation of Gilson et al. [136], we can write the dielectric
boundary force as a volume integration of energy density of the dielectric boundary:
∫ − 1
2
E.E∇εdV . This
integral involves the gradient of the dielectric over the surface layer: since the surface layer is inﬁnitely thin
it has inﬁnite gradient this is problematic. Alternatively (and rather more pragmatically) the dbf can be
viewed as the diﬀerence in stress as represented by the Maxwell Stress Tensor evaluated on the outside vs.
the inside of the dielectric boundary. This leads to a more useful expression for dielectric boundary force:
− 1
2
(εext − εint) × (Eint · Eext)nˆ. We have chosen to separate the qE forces and dbf forces into separate
parts so that we can assess the relative contribution of each to the total force: in practice the total force on
the entire molecule can be found by a single evaluation of the Maxwell Stress Tensor on the outside of the
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In either case, we must make use of the electric ﬁeld vector, E, constructed from the
BEM surface solutions by a singular-value decomposition method.
Whilst the test-cases of Chapter 3 gave tolerably accurate results (i.e. the net force
reduced to nearly zero for a reasonably small number of mesh vertices), here we see that the
force calculations break down for real protein surfaces. The net force on an isolated protein
should be zero, but it is distinctly non-zero for all cases here, using either the patch-charge
and MST-based qE components. It seems likely from the results of Chapter 3 that the qE
force calculated by the patch-charge method is more accurate, but the commonality of
sources of error in the MST and dielectric boundary force has the eﬀect that the net force
calculated using qE forces derived from the MST are closer to zero than the net forces based
on the patch-charge force.
The origin of the error in the total force is our inability to calculate the diﬀerent force
components with suﬃcient accuracy, which are individually of moderately large magnitude,
but should theoretically cancel out10. This lack of accuracy in force components stems from
our inability to accurately estimate E. Recall Figure 3.11 in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3
which illustrated the diﬃculty we faced in calculating accurate force components, even for
a simple spherical surface with oﬀ-centre charge: the analogous problem for real protein
surfaces has proven just as severe, in which many charges are close to the non-spherical
boundary. Our optimism regarding local curvature and the scaling of the error in Figure
3.11 of Chapter 3 has proven to be unfounded.
PNG1 triangles do not necessarily give lower net force magnitudes than planar triangles,
even though we have some reason to believe that the quality of the overall solution (i.e.
overall ﬁdelity relative to very high resolution solution) should have been improved using
that method (Figure 5.10). Clearly the extraction of the electric ﬁeld vector over the curved
triangular elements (chosen primarily for their property of continuous surface normal vector)
does not does not have any beneﬁt on the ﬁnal summation of forces: in fact the amount
of error in force (i.e. deviation from zero) generally increases using the PNG1 triangles,
suggesting that the electric ﬁeld vectors contain even more numerical error than when using
dielectric boundary, and then adding the additional ionic force. This is the more usual method in the BEM
literature.
10We are conﬁdent that this is not merely a result of numerical error arising from the limits of double
precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic for two reasons: ﬁrstly we use Kahan compensated addition to ensure that
we do not suﬀer from ﬂoating-point accumulation errors. Secondly we can directly calculate the combination
of qEMST + dbf by use of the Maxwell Stress Tensor on the outside of the protein. Since the qE terms
and dbf terms are contained within a single expression on each node-patch, the result is well-behaved sum
of small numbers over the whole surface, and the need to ﬁnd the diﬀerence between two moderately large
numbers by ﬂoating point subtraction is avoided. The result is identical in both cases: it is not our decision
to split forces into qE and dbf components which causes the problem.
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planar triangles. From this we conclude that our failure to extract electric ﬁelds is not (only)
due to insuﬃciently smooth geometric representation of the surface.
Increasing the detail of the surfaces from recommended (which we chose as the surfaces
which gave a solvation energy within 2% of the converged value in Figure 5.8) to the very
high detail gives mixed results: the total force using the patch-charge qE force tends to
improve signiﬁcantly, but the total force using the MST qE force actually gets worse. The
improvement in patch-charge based total forces is most pronounced for the PNG1 case and
can be seen as resulting from a change in the dielectric boundary force, since the patch-
charge qE force appears very well converged. The decrease in accuracy of the MST-based
force arises from increased numerical error in that calculation: increased numbers of surface
points results in increased numbers of inaccurate force components to add together (based
on a larger number of inaccurate estimates for electric ﬁeld). On the other hand increased
mesh points does improve dielectric boundary forces, even though it is also based on the
electric ﬁeld vector E. We suggest that this is because the dielectric boundary force is
more dependent on the normal components of the electric ﬁeld than the planar components,
unlike the MST which is a complicated function of the ﬁeld vector components. This would
explain why the improvement with mesh detail is not very large, and implies that the
dielectric boundary force is unlikely to ever converge on the correct value (cancelling the
patch-charge qE force) even with very detailed meshes, as the planar components of electric
ﬁeld will always hamper the accuracy.
To summarise, the total force is limited by the accuracy with which we can calculate the
dielectric boundary force, which is a function of the total electric ﬁeld vector at the surface,
comprising the normal component found by the BEM, and planar components which must
be estimated by interpolation. As we have stated previously, we are attempting to extract a
continuously varying quantity (the planar components of electric ﬁeld at various points over
each surface triangle) from a set of values for potential at vertices which were generated on
the assumption that they do not vary over the triangle (i.e. the underlying discretization of
the BEM equations assumes that the quantity we are trying to estimate is zero).
5.4.2 Electrostatic force between two proteins
We have also tried to calculate the intermolecular force between acetylcholinesterase and
its inhibitor fasciculin, by placing the proteins adjacent in space and running BEEP. We
used the two details of surface mesh from the previous section with node-patches based on
both planar and PNG1 triangles. The protein and ligand in each case were taken from PDB
x-ray crystal structures of the complex (1MAH): the protein and ligand were placed such
that the geometric centres of the protein/ligand were separated along the centre-centre axis
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Figure 5.11: The layout in space of acetylcholinesterase (background) and fasciculin (fore-
ground) (coloured according to surface potential)
from the original crystal structure, such that there was 6Å of solvent between the closest
atoms of the two structures (assuming a water molecule radius of 1.5Å, this is equivalent
to being able to ﬁt up to 2 water molecules between the closest points of approach). The
centre-centre distance between the molecules for 6Å solvent separation was 39.5Å, which is
a spatial translation of 10.2Å relative to the bound complex. This is illustrated for each
protein/ligand pair in Figure 5.11.
The solvation energies and forces calculated on each pair of proteins is given in Table
5.4.
Predictably enough, the forces on each protein are dominated by the enormous residual
force which we observed in the previous section. In Chapter 3 we saw that we could recover
the accuracy of the force between a pair of spherical meshes by subtracting the residual force
calculated for the isolated cases. Carrying out the same procedure for these protein/ligand
pairs does not yield sensible results: the net force on the whole system should be zero, and
the forces on the protein/ligand should be equal and opposite, which is clearly not the case
here.
Interestingly it no longer seems to matter very much which method is used to calculate
qE force: the results for the net corrected force is between 1.8 and 2.9 kJ/mol.Å for
fasciculin and between 4 and 20 kJ/mol.Å for acetylcholinesterase (depending on surface
detail and type of element used). For acetylcholinesterase the net force is dominated by the
dielectric boundary force, whereas for fasciculin the qE force has the greater contribution to
total force. It seems plausible that the change in dielectric boundary force is extremely noisy
in the case of very high detail acetylcholinesterase, due to the large number of summations
of inaccurate force estimates. The better estimate for the dielectric boundary force may in
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Figure 5.12: Solvation energy for the interaction between acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin
at increasing distances (relative to bound structure, PDB 1MAH), for various discretiza-
tion/integration schemes in BEEP. Please note that these curves have been placed at ar-
bitrary positions on the energy axis to make comparison easier (it is the overall change in
energy vs. distance which is of concern, not the absolute values).
fact lie with the recommended detail meshes, which give changes in force more comparable
to those observed on fasciculin.
PNG1 triangles give (more or less) consistent results between the two mesh representa-
tions, whereas the planar triangles do not. The best results seem to be the PNG1-based
results for very high detail meshes, which give forces of 2.9 and 12.99 kJ/mol. These are
still so far from balancing as to be useless for biomolecular simulation, even though the
magnitude of the force on fasciculin does appear to be approximately what we would expect
(i.e. consistent with the energy proﬁle in the next section).
5.4.3 Interaction energy for Monte-Carlo simulation
Section 5.4.2 showed that it is not possible to extract useful intermolecular electrostatic
forces by direct surface integration of the BEM results. This makes BEM unsuitable for
force-based molecular simulation methods such as Brownian Dynamics. However we can
compute the total energy of the system as we move the molecules of acetylcholinesterase
and fasciculin further apart. Changes in energy as we make small changes to the system can
be used as the basis for a Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Figure 5.12 shows the total solvation energy as we move fasciculin further from acetyl-
cholinesterase. The values for distance (the x-axis) on Figure 5.12 are the distances along the
centre-centre axis from the bound structure, starting from 10.2Å deviation which gives 6Å
of solvent between the closest points of the two molecules (as described above). The energies
have been re-located on the energy scale (y-axis) in order to allow easy comparison of the
curves: the total system energy was around -16,800 kJ/mol, but varied by several hundred
kJ/mol for the diﬀerent discretization/integration schemes, whereas separation dependent
changes are close to 20 kJ/mol in all cases.
The energies obtained using the most detailed integration methods appear to be some-
what erratic: there are dips and peaks in the energy plot. In itself this is not too surprising,
as the complicated distribution of charges in each molecule (i.e. the distribution of high-
order multipoles) could well produce an electrostatic ﬁeld that leads to harmonic variations
in the total energy. On the other hand the two molecules have large net charges (-9 on
acetylcholinesterase and +4 on fasciculin), so we might expect the electrostatic behaviour
to be dominated by the monopole interaction.
However, changing the neighbourhood size in the FMM octree neighbourhood size re-
sults in the peaks and troughs of the curves moving to diﬀerent places. We conclude that
the peaks and troughs are artefacts in the energy proﬁle arising from the discontinuity in
integration scheme produced by the near-ﬁeld/far-ﬁeld cut-oﬀ within the FMM. At a cer-
tain point separation, interactions between node-patches become represented by the crude
FMM (eﬀectively single point qualocation/quadrature) as opposed to by detailed numerical
integration. As we slowly move the molecules apart, the structure of the FMM octree results
in some near-ﬁeld patch integrations moving into the far-ﬁeld, with consequent change in
value. We have previously argued that on the length-scales of entire molecules, the net eﬀect
on the ﬁnal solution should be small as the FMM will give very close to the same result
as more detailed numerical integration. However the results disprove this: the jagged parts
of the energy proﬁle seem to depend on FMM neighbourhood size, not on the numerical
integration method, strongly implicating the FMM near-ﬁeld/far-ﬁeld cutoﬀ.
If we use a near-ﬁeld numerical integration scheme which is equivalent to the FMM, i.e.
using a single point on each node-patch to represent the integration points, we obtain ap-
parently very smooth results for the energy change as shown by the topmost curve in Figure
5.12. The general shape of the curve looks as though it would match that of the higher-
order numerical integration schemes, if the discontinuities in the latter were removed. The
correspondence in general shape between the curves (discounting discontinuities) suggests
that the eﬀect of the lower accuracy integration on the ﬁnal result may be small.
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Figure 5.13: Detailed view of the interaction energy in Figure 5.12, between 30Å and 31Å
displacement along centre-centre axis (approx. 26Å to 27Å of solvent between closest con-
tacts). The uncertainty or noise in the calculation of changes in energy is on the order of
0.1 kJ/mol.
5.4.4 Force calculation by virtual work
From the energy proﬁle in Figure 5.12 it is possible to calculate approximate forces (along
the axis of molecular displacement) by numerical diﬀerentiation: i.e. by taking the tangent
of the curve at any point.
As a more general principle, it is theoretically possible to apply small displacements to
each molecule in the system along each axis in turn, and calculate the force component in
each direction as the change in energy divided by the small displacement. This procedure
is commonly referred to as virtual work. The displacement should be small in order that
the value for force is approximately constant over the distance being evaluated.
As an example, Figure 5.13 shows a detailed view of part of the energy proﬁle from
Figure 5.12. We have calculated energies at a ﬁner scale, which shows that the level of noise
in the energy is of the order of 0.1 kJ/mol. Any virtual work force based directly on these
noisy energy changes will be highly unreliable. The force obtained by taking the gradient
of the large-scale curve would be more reliable, but less accurate since the displacement
over which it is taken is larger. More complicated numerical diﬀerentiation schemes exist
which could extract a stable and accurate estimate for the force from these energy changes
(using multiple points).
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In order to calculate molecular forces from the BEM results, each molecule in the system
must be moved independently in each of the three directions (plus three rotations if torques
are calculated; in a general molecular simulation they are required as well as forces), which
is a large number of systems to solve to obtain a set of forces for just one arrangement of
molecules in space. We suggest that the extraction of useful forces in this case would be
extremely expensive compared to simply using the energies within a Monte-Carlo method.
5.5 Conclusions
BEEP works correctly BEEP is capable of solving the linearised PBE for realistic pro-
tein structures and gives results which are consistent with APBS, if some small allowance is
made for the eﬀect of diﬀering surface representations and the accessibility of ions. The pro-
gram works consistently and reliably, as long as detailed and high quality surface meshes are
used. For absolute values of solvation energy a detailed numerical discretization/integration
scheme like qualocation is recommended. However the users should be aware that the ab-
solute values of solvation energy are very sensitive to the model parameters such as solvent
probe radius, and do not necessarily have much meaning in themselves.
For changes in solvation energy of a static system in which no spatial movements are made
(e.g. by adding salt) the choice of numerical integration method does not seem to matter very
much. For changes in energy where node-patches can move relative to each other, the FMM
method can be shown to produce artifacts: a crude single-point discretization/integration
scheme gives much smoother results.
Curved surfaces reduces the source of errors, but it can be diﬃcult to see
the beneﬁt in practice We have shown that the absolute values of solvation energy for
proteins are somewhat sensitive to the integration scheme, and require a large number of
node-patches to give converged results. The error in solvation energy can be ascribed to a
ﬁdelity error and a surface error. We show that the surface error for a spherical mesh can
be much improved by the adoption of a curved triangulated surface, using PNG1 triangles
as the basis for node-patches rather than planar triangles. Application of PNG1 triangles to
real proteins gives less obvious improvement in terms of the solvation energy as a function
of mesh resolution, mainly because the ﬁdelity error is the more important factor for real
proteins.
Since PNG1 triangles do not signiﬁcantly increase the computational cost of BEM calcu-
lations, and have demonstrable beneﬁt for spherical systems, we suggest that it is worthwhile
using them for proteins even though it is diﬃcult to show any clear beneﬁt.
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We cannot obtain intermolecular forces directly We have found that it is not
possible to derive useful intermolecular forces directly from the BEM results, in contrast to
what is claimed in the BEM literature, for example by Lu et al. [99, 105]. We suggest that
the failure to extract useful forces stems from the problems we highlighted in Chapter 3 for
charges approaching a spherical surface: we cannot derive the electric ﬁeld vector from BEM
results with suﬃcient accuracy to obtain force components which add up reliably. BEM is
not suitable for direct-force simulation methods, such as Brownian Dynamics.
Interaction energies for Monte-Carlo simulation We have found that the only prac-
tical method for deriving intermolecular interactions is from the interaction energy, i.e. the
relative change in total solvation energy for a system of interacting molecules. We suggest
that this energy can be used as the basis for a Monte-Carlo simulation. The accuracy of
such energies seems to be limited to around ±0.1 kJ/mol for the relatively strongly inter-
acting system of acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin, which is well within the kT acceptance
criteria which would be relevant for biomolecular Monte-Carlo simulations.
The graph of interaction energy vs. molecular displacement exhibits minor artefacts from
the FMM near-ﬁeld/far-ﬁeld discontinuity in numerical treatment, unless a corresponding
low-order discretization/integration scheme is used such that the near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld
contain the same degree of numerical approximations. The inherent inaccuracy of such
treatment (when used for individual solvation energies) appears to cancel out for the changes
in energy we are dealing with here, which is somewhat fortuitous. The fact that the individ-
ual solvation energy of a molecule is not perfectly represented or converged seemingly does
not preclude the possibility that the change in that energy due to the presence of another
molecule nearby is converged and adequately represented. We suggest that this requires
some further study.
The requirement to use a low-order integration scheme when calculating changes in
energy due to intermolecular eﬀects, due to the previously mentioned FMM artifacts, is
advantageous for large-scale simulation purposes (such as a Monte-Carlo simulation) since
the near-ﬁeld integrations are faster to evaluate, leading to potentially faster performance.
On the other hand this is somewhat inconvenient in terms of memory usage, since the
decreased cost of near-ﬁeld interactions leads to a larger neighbourhood size, resulting in
more memory required to hold the pre-calculated near-ﬁeld integrations (see Chapter 4
Section 4.8.4). (The beneﬁt of on-the-ﬂy integration using the GPU becomes relatively more
attractive; however the limiting factor remains the speed with which the 12-fold BEM/FMM
can be solved).
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Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 The BEM for protein electrostatics
This project grew out of an initial goal to create a new method for carrying out very large-
scale biomolecular simulations of cellular processes, on the scale of tens of thousands of
macromolecules over a range of seconds. Very early in the project we identiﬁed intermolec-
ular electrostatic interactions as the most important factors in such a simulation: most
(perhaps all) interactions between biomolecules are ultimately electrostatic in nature, and
most of these interactions are mediated by water molecules and heavily inﬂuenced by the
presence of mobile ions. This led us to the implicit solvent model and the Poisson-Boltzmann
Equation (PBE), which oﬀers a representation of macromolecules as charges embedded in
low dielectric regions, surrounded by a high dielectric solvent containing ions. Although the
PBE is a conceptually simple model (compared to full atomic detail) in practice it is not
straightforward to solve numerically, and very few analytic solutions exist at all.
We followed the work of Benzhou Lu et al. [103] in creating a linearised Poisson-
Boltzmann Equation solver based on the Boundary Element Method. Although the BEM
has been used previously to model protein electrostatics, Benzhou Lu and his collaborators
used a new Fast Multipole Method implementation for the screened Coulomb function which
allowed them to create an algorithm capable of solving the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann
Equation in linear time with respect to number of particles.
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6.1.1 BEEP & BEEPp: Features
At the outset of this project Benzhou Lu (Institute of Computational Mathematics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences) 1 had not released any working code, so we implemented our own
program, called BEEP, based on algorithms in the literature and making use an existing
Fortran FMM library (supplied by Jingfang Huang, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill [112]). In the process of developing BEEP we have made improvements to the BEM
and FMM methods, both algorithmic and computational:
 implemented a new curved-triangle based node-patch discretization which substan-
tially improves accuracy of the BEM for spherical surfaces
 implemented an arbitrarily detailed numerical integration scheme based on Gauss-
Legendre integration over recursively subdivided triangles
 implemented a range of discretization options: Galerkin, qualocation, centroid colloca-
tion. We have shown that the use of Galerkin-style integration is necessary to correctly
account for the near-singular BEM integrations over each surface element, but that in
general the qualocation method with 4-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature gives a good
compromise between accuracy and speed for all other explicit integrations.
 extended the BEM method to allow diﬀerent dielectric constants to be assigned to the
volume within each protein mesh
 experimented with a wide range of mesh-generating techniques in order to generate
reliable surfaces from PDB structures: we suggest using either GAMER, or a combi-
nation of MSMS and Meshlab.
 we ported the FMM from Fortran to C++ and then parallelised the entire program
to make maximum use of the heterogeneous computational resources available to bio-
science researchers (multi-cored CPUs in desktop computers, multi-node HPC clus-
ters, GPU acceleration) and used a variety of programming methodologies: OpenMP,
Charm++ and OpenCL. The parallel program is called BEEPp.
 a Python module has been developed to provide easy access to BEEP functionality
via this high-level scripting language.
1At the time of publishing the BEM papers we have referred to throughout this thesis, Benzhou Lu was
working at UCSD at La Jolla in the McCammon group. He has since moved to the Institute of Computational
Mathematics at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing.
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6.1.2 By-products of BEEP
In addition to the PBE-solving capabilities of BEEP, the underlying FMM is also available
as a stand-alone piece of code (in single-threaded, multi-threaded, OpenCL and Charm++
parallel forms). Furthermore we implemented a simple Generalised Born solver which can be
used for "quick and simple" electrostatic analysis (though we do not particularly recommend
it: the results are in no way comparable to those obtained by solution of the Poisson-
Boltzmann Equation).
6.1.3 Parallelisation
BEEP can be run over several compute nodes of a cluster, with the best return for resources
being achieved for 8 or 16 compute nodes. OpenMP gives an increase in performance on
multi-core machines by a factor of approximately 3× for quad-core nodes. There is, however,
no further speed-up for higher numbers of CPU cores on a single machine, presumably
due to limitations of memory bandwidth between RAM and CPU, and possible cache-
contention between OpenMP threads (in which the data loaded into the cache by each
thread is continually overwritten by data for other threads).
The substantial raw computing power of modern GPUs (made accessible to program-
mers through the GPGPU methodologies like CUDA and OpenCL) allows us to speed up
numerical integrations by a factor of several hundred. Unfortunately within the wider con-
text of BEEP the speedup achieved by use of GPU acceleration is limited to a factor of
approximately 1.5, as the numerical integrations do not take up much more than a third of
the original run-time, even once the shift in optimum neighbourhood is taken into account:
the use of a GPU (or indeed multi-core OpenMP) alters the optimum balance between FMM
and explicit near-ﬁeld integrations in the BEM algorithm, in a non-trivial manner.
On a modern GPU workstation with 12GB of RAM, BEEP can solve a meshed system
with up to 1.5 million vertices in approximately 30 minutes (depending on the number of
iterations required to solve the matrix-vector BEM equation). Making slightly more eﬃcient
use of the GPU, the limit to system size is more modest: around 220,000 vertices, or around
340,000 vertices for systems without a GPU to accelerate near-ﬁeld integrations. Overall
performance in all cases depends strongly on the choice of discretization/integration scheme
used, with less detailed numerical integration schemes resulting in reduced run-time at some
considerable risk to reliability and accuracy of the results.
The performance of BEEP is, probably, too slow for use in a biomolecular simulation in
which forces/energies must be evaluated rapidly at each timestep (a thirty-minute wait for
the energy of the system is likely to be too long). Our experience with proteins so far leads
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us to believe that accurate surface solutions require many thousands of vertices per protein
mesh. If we could ﬁnd a way to reduce the representation of each protein, this would be of
extreme beneﬁt.
6.2 Forces from BEM results
We have found that it can be relatively easy to obtain accurate numerical solutions for
electrostatic systems for which analytic solutions exist: i.e. those based on individual charges
and spherical cavities (such as the Born Ion or a simple Coulomb's Law interaction (with or
without ionic screening).
However we have also found that much of the accuracy (i.e. correlation with analytic
values) can be destroyed by simply perturbing the vertices of the "spherical" surface (in real-
ity, the surface is almost always a uniformly subdivided icosahedron with vertices projected
to unit radius). Even a very small change in each vertex coordinate, breaks the symmetry
of the mesh. Numerical errors can then be seen to appear in the method, which without
proper care and attention can seriously reduce the accuracy of the results.
In general the solution to BEM problems becomes more diﬃcult as charges approach
the dielectric surface, as illustrated by the "oﬀ-centre Born Ion" in Chapter 3: the solutions
to the BEM approach a singularity as the charge becomes very close to the surface, with
the result that many surface points are required in the vicinity of the charge to adequately
represent the surface solution.
There is confusion in the literature over the nature of the electrostatic forces which are
at work in the continuum solvent model. We have reiterated the explanation of Gilson et al.
who separated the force components on a protein under the assumptions of the PBE into
three parts: the qE interaction of atomic charges with the reaction ﬁeld; a dielectric bound-
ary force which arises mathematically from the variation in energy across the discontinuous
dielectric interface; an ionic boundary pressure.
The qE force can be solved in one of two ways:
 by directly evaluating the integral of electric ﬁeld over the volumetric charge density
 through conversion of the volumetric force term into a mathematically equivalent
surface-integral over the inside of the dielectric boundary (using Gauss' Law) which
results in the Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST)
There is some variation in the literature over the derivation of expressions for the dielectric
boundary force. Most commonly in the BEM literature the dielectric boundary force is
combined with the qE force and the sum of the two are found directly by applying the MST
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to the outside surface of the dielectric boundary. This is mathematically valid, however we
suggest that in order to analyze sources of uncertainty and error in the force calculation it is
helpful to separate the various terms in order that their relative inﬂuence can be examined.
The MST oﬀers an intuitive representation of the electric ﬁeld at a dielectric boundary
as a physical system of stress acting on the surface. In fact this representation of the
electrostatic force as a physical stress is entirely non-physical and exists only in the sense
that it is mathematically equivalent to the volumetric body force it represents.
Finally there is an ionic boundary pressure which acts normal to the dielectric bound-
ary. The magnitude of the total force this produces on a protein appears to be very small
compared to the other force components. The magnitude of the ionic boundary force does
not appear to be very much aﬀected by the presence of other molecules in the vicinity, rein-
forcing the view that this is a very local eﬀect. The primary eﬀect of salt is in altering the
magnitude and extent to which the electric ﬁeld emanating from a protein extends into the
surrounding solvent. The eﬀect of salt on BEM solutions between two molecules is to reduce
the extent by which surface solutions of one molecule are aﬀected by another: this eﬀect is
captured by the terms of the BEM matrix. The direct eﬀect of salt in terms of boundary
pressures is very small in comparison to the eﬀect it has within the BEM equations, via the
screening constant κ.
In Chapter 3 we showed that for an oﬀ-centre Born Ion these individual force components
are extremely diﬃcult to ﬁnd with high accuracy from BEM surface solutions. This stems
from our inability to accurately reconstruct the electric ﬁeld vector at the surface: we
generally have the normal component with high accuracy, but must interpolate the planar
components (parallel to the dielectric boundary) from the gradient of surface potential which
introduces an inevitable numerical error. The net force on the oﬀ-centre Born Ion remains
non-zero even for relatively high mesh density.
It seems likely that the failure to compute reliable electric ﬁeld vectors is intrinsic in our
choice of constant basis-function over each node-patch2. If we could adopt a higher-order
basis function we could perhaps obtain values for electric ﬁeld which give a consistent total
force over the molecule (assuming we use methods which do not lead to large numerical
error in our summation). Unfortunately it is very diﬃcult to incorporate a linear-element
basis function into the FMM, since it is inherently a single-point representation: the mean
linear values for BEM quantities at node-patches could be used, but for the far-ﬁeld this is
fundamentally no improvement on the constant-element approach.
2i.e. that the values of f and h satisfying the BEM matrix-vector equation are assumed constant over
the area of each node-patch.
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It is possible that there exists a numerical method which solves this problem, perhaps by
smoothing the surface potential prior to numerical diﬀerentiation. However we have been
unable to ﬁnd one.
6.3 Diﬃculties and future work
In Chapter 5 we showed that BEEP can be used to ﬁnd the electrostatic component of
solvation energy for "real" proteins (using high-resolution crystal structures taken from the
PDB) with accuracy roughly comparable to another widely available PBE solver (APBS).
BEEP and APBS do not give identical results because they represent the dielectric boundary
and ion-accessible regions diﬀerently, making direct comparison diﬃcult.
In order to capture electrostatic solvation energies which are likely to be reasonably well
converged, we recommend a meshing density of around 1.5 vertices/A˚2. We showed that use
of a curved triangular representation of the dielectric boundary could reduce the amount
of error inherent in the BEM discretization (both in terms of ﬁdelity of the solution, and
geometric correspondence of the mesh to the real dielectric surface).
The diﬃculty we found in calculating accurate forces on a spherical cavity with oﬀ-centre
charge were even more apparent when we moved to the highly curved surface of proteins,
where the net force (i.e. the extent to which the force components did not add up to zero)
was substantial.
When two proteins are placed adjacent to one another in space, the value for surface
solutions does not vary very much compared to the surface solutions for the proteins in
isolation. Consequently, the forces on each molecule are dominated by the erroneous "net
force" which can be calculated for the isolated case. Unfortunately, when the "isolated"
force is subtracted, sensible net forces for the interaction between the molecules does not
result, even for very highly detailed meshes.
On the other hand, the total solvation energy for a pair of interacting proteins (in Chap-
ter 5 we use the example of acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin) is a more converged quantity,
which appears to stably and accurately represent the electrostatic interaction between the
bodies. In principle one could ﬁnd a way to calculate forces from these for use in a Brow-
nian Dynamics simulation, however practically we suggest it is not worth the eﬀort. The
total energy could be used as the basis for a Monte-Carlo simulation, however as we noted
previously the relatively slow performance of BEEP for highly detailed protein surfaces does
not make this a particularly viable option for large-scale biomolecular simulations.
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Figure 6.1: The eﬀect of salt on the interaction between acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin
6.3.1 The eﬀect of salt
Figure 6.1 shows the eﬀect of salt on the interaction between acetylcholinesterase (ACHE)
and fasciculin (FAS) (as previously described in Section 5.4.2 of Chapter 5). The addition
of salt very rapidly eliminates the energetics of the molecular interaction. For all non-zero
salt concentrations, the length over which the two molecules "interact" (i.e. the range of
distances for which the total energy diﬀers signiﬁcantly from that calculated for the pair
in total isolation from one another) is much shortened compared to the zero-salt case. In
addition, the total solvation energy of the system is reduced, which corresponds to the fact
that the continuous salt distribution can adopt an energetically favourable conﬁguration
which lowers the total energy.
It may seem surprising that at just 100mM salt concentration the interaction between
ACHE and FAS is so drastically damped, even though the molecules are physically separated
by just 6Å of water (at their closest approach). 100mM salt is much lower than what
would be expected for physiological conditions3, which would suggest that (if this result
were physically correct) the mutual electrostatic attraction between these molecules only
takes place when they are already close enough to be very close to actually binding, which
contradicts the more conventional wisdom of a long-range electrostatic steering potential.
3In the case of these two molecules, they would naturally occur in the extracellular space of a synapse
rather than in a cellular cytosolic medium; in any case we would expect an ionic concentration greater than
100mM.
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In fact we are inclined to suspect that whilst BEEP is giving the mathematically correct
answer, the continuum solvent model as it is implemented in BEEP is producing a misleading
result. (We found in Chapter 3 that BEEP does indeed give the correct form of the screened
Coulomb potential for a pair of small ionic cavities separated by ionic solution, so we have
some conﬁdence that BEEP is not functioning incorrectly).
The problem is that salt ions in reality represent quite highly charged objects, and
will be well solvated with a strong energetic disincentive against suﬃcient desolvation to
approach very close to the surface of a protein. Therefore in reality we suppose that there
is a signiﬁcant layer around the protein where ions are unlikely to be found (both due to
the water loosely bound to the surface of the protein, and the "cage" of water molecules
solvating ions).
Within BEEP no such layer of water molecules exists, and ions are free to approach to
the very dielectric boundary itself, results in a salt distribution which appears to almost
completely negate the electric ﬁeld of the protein, on a lengthscale very close to the protein
surface4.
Zhou [154] has described a theoretical method for describing the interaction between
macromolecules and salt under a continuum solvent model. Thomas and Elcock [155] found
that this gave consistent results with explicit solvent MD simulations intended to mimic
the interactions between salt and highly charged side-chains of glutamate/aspartate and
lysine, using a mixture of water, salt, methyl-ammonium and acetate as a model. If correct,
these results can be used to provide a more rigorous basis for deﬁning an ion-exclusion layer
within the Poisson-Boltzmann model, which we would expect to improve the validity of our
calculations for protein interactions in the presence of salt.
6.3.2 Comparison with other methods for biomolecular interaction
In Chapter 1 we introduced the test-charge approximation and the Eﬀective Charges for
Macromolecules (ECM) method (as described by Gabdouilline and Wade [88]) for approx-
imating the electrostatic interaction between two objects in solution. These methods were
developed to give a quick and simple way to estimate intermolecular forces based on precom-
puted solutions to the more-rigorous Poisson-Boltzmann Equation for the isolated molecules.
ECM is an advance on the test-charge method which scales charges to take into account the
eﬀect of low dielectric, and the consequently lowered screening of charge-charge interactions,
existing between two proteins in solution.
4It might also be noted that in so doing this probably violates the primary assumption of the linearisation
of the PBE: that the potential in ion-accessible regions is signiﬁcantly less than kT/e
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between BEEP and the test-charge and ECM methods.
Figure 6.2 compares our results for the interaction between acetylcholinesterase and
fasciculin at varying salt concentrations, starting from a separation (relative to the bound
crystal structure, as in PDB 1MAH) of 10.2Å. For the zero salt case, the test-charge and
ECM results are highly erratic, reﬂecting the high potential and rapidly changing ﬁeld in
the volume between the proteins: these results use a rather coarse potential grid (generated
using APBS), where we should probably use a more ﬁnely detailed grid.
However for non-zero salt, both ECM and test-charge methods suggest that there is
some interaction (not so erratic as for zero salt) where BEEP suggests practically none.
This makes us inclined to conclude that BEEP has perhaps overestimated the salt eﬀect, as
described above.
Experimental Setup The test-charge approximation and ECM method require a grid of
potentials for each, on which the test-charges or eﬀective charges of the other molecule are
overlaid to give the total energetic interaction. We used APBS to solve the PBE for ACHE
and FAS (taken from PDB structure 1MAH, as described previously), with protein dielectric
of 2.0, solvent dielectric 80.0, varying salt concentrations (0mM, 50mM, 150mM), solvent
probe radius 1.5Å, charges and radii assigned using the PARSE force-ﬁeld; all other settings
were default APBS values, as generated by PDB2PQR. For each molecule at each salt
concentration, APBS wrote the potentials for a cube of grid points, centred on the centroid
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of the charges associated with each molecule, with a side-length of 102Å and uniform spacing
of 0.53Å between grid points in each direction.
For ECM eﬀective-charges, the potentials calculated by APBS were used to ﬁnd a set
of eﬀective charges using the ECM program 5, following the exact steps suggested in the
example subfolder of ECM. The ﬁtting of eﬀective charges to potential was carried out for
a skin extending from 4Å to 7Å (ACHE) or 5Å to 10Å (FAS)6 and eﬀective charges were
placed at the centres of Cα atoms.
6.3.3 The eﬀect of macromolecular crowding
Cellular conditions are crowded and salty. This means that any pair of interacting proteins
will be at all times surrounded by other proteins of various sizes and charge distributions,
which will have a number of eﬀects on the reactivity of the two proteins with each other.
Firstly each protein needs to diﬀuse to the other in a restricted space rather than in an
unrestricted inﬁnite volume [156]. The reduction in eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient means that
it takes relatively longer for proteins to arrive in the vicinity of one another, and also
more time to move apart. The rates of reactions could become diﬀusion limited under
these conditions, which for certain time-critical systems (such as cell-signalling pathways,
perhaps) would imply that there must be some minimum concentration (or conﬁnement) of
the various proteins in order to guarantee timely responses to stimuli, without having to
wait for diﬀusion to the relevant proteins into range.
The second eﬀect of the crowdant molecules will be as a source of electrostatic in-
terference: for example, the electrostatic force on fasciculin will be less directed toward
acetylcholinesterase if there is a group of other, large, proteins nearby, even if they are not
so heavily charged as acetylcholinesterase (since nearby charge distributions will produce a
stronger ﬁeld according to the inverse square law).
Crowdant molecules themselves, apart from the eﬀect of their charge distribution, also
represent regions which are substantially ion-excluded with a low dielectric constant. We
suggest that the salt-excluding eﬀects of crowdants could have some impact on the mutual
interaction between a third-party pair of proteins, though the preliminary results illustrated
in Figure 6.4, based on the interaction between ACHE and FAS in the presence of spherical
crowdants as illustrated in Figure 6.3 (with dielectric constant εcrowdant = 2.0) do not
support this hypothesis.
5ECM is included as part of the SDA package (acronym for simulation of diﬀusional association of pro-
teins) [52] available from: http://projects.villa-bosch.de/mcmsoft/sda/4.23/sda.html (version 4.23).
6These are the maximum dimensions of ﬁtting region for which we could obtain stable behaviour of the
ECM program. The code appears to be around 10 years old: it appears to work correctly (compiled from
source by gfortran version 4.5.0), but has hard-coded limits on the size of problem it can manage.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the spherical crowdants around acetylcholinesterase and fasci-
culin
Figure 6.4: Graph showing the eﬀect of molecular crowding on the interaction between
acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin at close range, for reasonably low salt concentration. The
eﬀect is negligible, and does not really exceed the noise margins implied by Figure 5.13:
the expected decrease in electrostatic screening due to the presence of the ion-excluding
low-dielectric bodies is not apparent.
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6.3.4 Uncertainty in dielectric constant
Modifying our assumptions for the dielectric constants of ACHE and FAS does not signiﬁ-
cantly alter their interaction, as long as the dielectric constants remain equal between the
proteins, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. However if the dielectric constants of the two bodies
are not equal we see a surprising eﬀect: allowing fasciculin to undergo greater polarisation
(higher dielectric constant) relative to acetylcholinesterase leads to a much increased mag-
nitude of the interaction energy between the two bodies. The eﬀect of a higher dielectric
constant of 20.0 applied to ACHE with a dielectric of 2.0 for FAS produces a less dramatic
change in energy curve.
We don't know what the dielectric constant is "in reality" for either ACHE or FAS since
assigning a single dielectric constant to an entire protein is somewhat dubious in any case.
However the total polarisability of the protein including the eﬀect of solvent-exposed side-
chains will (we assume) depend somehow on the ratio of solvent-exposed surface area to
the volume of the protein (which mostly represents a low dielectric material). Therefore, it
seems likely that we could arrive at diﬀerent values for dielectric constant for ACHE and
FAS according to their ratios of surface area to volume: by this rationale FAS would be
applied a signiﬁcantly higher dielectric constant than ACHE.
In quantifying the interaction between ACHE and FAS we have, at least, the level of
uncertainty implied by the diﬀering curves in Figure 6.5. It would be of great interest
to explore the validity of this eﬀect of changing dielectric constants for the ACHE/FAS
interaction by comparison with a more detailed simulation method such as MD. Whilst
direct comparison with MD is diﬃcult we suggest that comparison with potential of mean
force results obtained by MD (in which perhaps only long-range electrostatic forces are
calculated) could be of value here in quantifying the relative polarisability of ACHE and
FAS.
6.3.5 Choice of force ﬁeld
In order to demonstrate the eﬀect of the initial choice of parameterisation (partial charges
and radii) on the calculated interaction between molecules, Figure 6.6 shows the energy
proﬁle for the interaction between ACHE and FAS for three diﬀerent widely-used force
ﬁelds (zero salt, protein dielectric constants of 2.0): PARSE [92] (which we have been using
throughout this thesis), AMBER [30] and CHARMM [33] (using the versions of those force
ﬁeld which are included in PDB2PQR [157, 158]).
AMBER and PARSE both give comparable results for the total magnitude of the inter-
action (relative to the total combined solvation energies for ACHE and FAS in isolation).
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Figure 6.5: Interaction between ACHE and FAS for diﬀerent protein dielectric constants
(solvent dielectric=80, zero salt)
Figure 6.6: The interaction energies for ACHE and FAS (as they are moved apart relative to
their bound state as found in the PDB crystal structure 1MAH), calculated using diﬀerent
force ﬁelds. AMBER and PARSE show good agreement, whilst CHARMM gives quite
diﬀerent results to both (even though CHARMM and AMBER both produce comparable
ﬁgures for the total solvation energy, around 4,000 kJ/mol lower than the ﬁgures calculated
by PARSE).
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CHARMM, however, gives results which are much lower, suggesting that the interaction
between ACHE and FAS is not so strong.
The absolute values for (total) solvation energy calculated using CHARMM and AMBER
diﬀer from one another by only 200 kJ/mol (approximately), but diﬀer from PARSE by
around 4,000 kJ/mol. Therefore the diﬀerence in the calculated interaction between the two
proteins cannot be ascribed to CHARMM underestimating the solvation energy of either of
the molecules relative to the other force ﬁelds: the diﬀerence is entirely due to the diﬀerent
dielectric surfaces and charge distributions produced by the three parameter sets.
6.3.6 Uncertainty in structure
We do not actually know where in space the atomic charges are, and consequently where
exactly the dielectric/ionic boundaries lie. In general for electrostatic studies, we use crystal
structures obtained from x-ray diﬀraction or NMR experiments, which result in varying
degrees of uncertainty in the precise location of certain atomic groups or ﬂexible chains
within molecules. Also of interest are intrinsically disordered regions of proteins, where in
solution the structure samples conformational space according to the local environments
(which alters the general "energy landscape"). Both of these situations require a ﬂexible
representation of protein structures within the continuum solvent model, which BEEP does
not currently oﬀer.
6.3.7 Multiple Concentric Boundaries
In order to remove the sensitivity of BEEP to salt concentration, and improve the representa-
tion of "dielectric constant" in proteins, we strongly recommend further work to implement
more complicated boundaries around each molecule.
In general we propose that it would be better for a protein to have multiple dielectric
constants, to represent the diﬀering polarisability of the core of the protein (electronic
polarisability, εr ≈ 2), or more freely rotating side-chains at the solvent-exposed surface
(2 ≤ εr ≤ 20). A general schematic of the proposed protein model is illustrated in Figure
6.7: the central low dielectric "core" is surrounded by a more medium-valued dielectric
region (also solvent-excluded and impermeable to ions), several Angstroms in thickness, to
represent the outer edges and any bound water molecules. Finally there is the bulk solvent.
An additional solvent-dielectric layer which is impermeable to ions could also be added to
further extend the Stern layer if necessary.
A similar idea to this has already been proposed by Altman et al. [106] who give details
for how the surface representation of each region (and it's continuity with all other surfaces
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Figure 6.7: Concentric dielectric boundaries for better salt-exclusion and more realistic
variation in dielectric constant.
within its volumetric boundary, obtained by applying Green's second identity to each re-
gion) can be hierarchically ordered into a grand BEM matrix with the correct layout and
interactions between elements. Unfortunately the resultant matrix is not directly solvable
using the FMM in BEEP, without substantial modiﬁcations to the way in which the space
is divided.
6.3.8 Simpliﬁed Molecular Representation
Alternatively (and more simply) the protein molecules could be represented in some other
way, such that the dielectric/ionic boundaries are remote from the charges themselves, and
the dielectric constants (or the value of the charges themselves) are in some way rescaled to
account for the net eﬀect of this on other entities in the simulation space. The advantage of
this is that the total volume occupied by the protein could be altered to take into account
the volume swept by ﬂexible parts of the molecule. A picture of what such a simpliﬁed
mesh might look like for acetylcholinesterase and fasciculin is given in Figure 6.8.
From the outset we have been interested primarily in the eﬀect of each molecule on
other molecules, not on the details of the solvation energy of the molecule itself. So far we
have been forced to represent each protein at very high detail in order to achieve tolerable
accuracy in the surface solution for that protein, in isolation. In reality we do not care
particularly about the protein in isolation, and it is only the overall eﬀect of the protein
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Figure 6.8: Picture of simpliﬁed triangulated surface representations of acetylcholinesterase
and fasciculin: these are not the dielectric surfaces, but smoothed and expanded surfaces
which contains all of the original atoms.
on other remote objects that we care about: that is, surface detail is not of interest to us,
except insofar as the changes in surface potential/ﬁeld result in a change in the total energy
of each molecule.
We remain optimistic that it is possible to capture the changes in surface solution, and
hence total energy, caused by the presence of remote objects without requiring extreme
discretization of the surfaces: we would like to radically coarsen the surface, and relocate
charges within the molecule such that the overall low order multipole behaviour of the
protein at long range is retained, and a suitable polarisation response is induced at medium
range (e.g. at a distance of one Debye screening length, or a molecular radius, whichever is
greater). At short range we are resigned to the fact that the assumptions of the continuum
solvent model break down in any case, and we are not concerned if the short-range accuracy
of our own representation of the model is poor: there is no point in accurately ﬁnding the
solution to a fundamentally incorrect model.
Naturally we would expect the ﬁdelity and accuracy of such a model to be inferior to
the highly detailed calculations we have so far obtained from BEEP. However since BEEP
currently relies on broad assumptions for salt concentration, dielectric constants, not to
mention the extreme sensitivity to surface deﬁnition, we would argue that the level of un-
certainty inherent in what we are attempting swamps the relative errors we are prepared to
accept in a coarse-grained model.
For short range molecular interactions, we suggest that atomically detailed simulations
which explicitly take into account the eﬀect of individual water molecules are necessary; the
best candidate for such simulations remains MD. How such measurements can be converted
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into a potential of mean force type parameterisation for use in a larger-scale simulation is
yet another problem.
6.3.9 Short range interactions at protein-protein interfaces
The main focus of this thesis has been the discussion of relatively long-range electrostatic
forces and their inﬂuence on the relative motions of proteins in solution. We have so far
avoided the issue of what takes place at short range, but we shall now brieﬂy discuss the
eﬀect of short-range electrostatic interactions, speciﬁcally the formation of salt-bridges at
the protein-protein interface. We have previously introduced the idea of salt-bridges as a
type of hydrogen bond in the introductory chapter (Section 1.1.1.2). We described how the
stabalizing (or destabalizing) eﬀect of salt-bridges on protein secondary structure could be
quantiﬁed using theoretical or experimental methods (the latter relating a shift in pKa to a
change in energy).
Xu et al. [159] have previously found that, as a general rule, salt-bridges across protein-
protein interfaces are much less ideal in terms of geometry than salt-bridges which form
during protein folding (i.e. the hydrogen bonds are not linear). This is due to the reduced
degrees of freedom available to the proteins to explore conformational space within the bind-
ing interface, compared to the ﬂexibility of an unfolded chain. Consequently the salt-bridges
in protein-protein interfaces are less energetically favourable than one would usually expect,
and water molecules are commonly found to provide "bridging" between polar groups, and
mediate the hydrogen-bonding network.
Salari and Chong [160] used both implicit and explicit solvent electrostatic models to
demonstrate that salt-bridges in a number of protein-protein interfaces resulted in a de-
solvation penalty varying between 2.5 kJ/mol and 50 kJ/mol: in these cases, the cost of
removing water molecules from around the polar side chains of the protein seems to outweigh
signiﬁcantly the energetic payoﬀ of forming (non-ideal) salt-bridges.
These desolvation penalties are suﬃciently large that, at short range, it seems likely that
the large eﬀects of a small number of water molecules around exposed polar groups of the
proteins will dominate the local energy landscape. In the context of dynamic simulations, an
implicit solvent model such as that employed by BEEP is inadequate to represent the subtle
energetic contributions of individual hydrogen bonds. We suggest that BEEP could perhaps
be extended to model short-range electrostatic eﬀects by some simple metric based on the
number of polar atoms with potential to form salt-bridges in a given volume of space. Further
work using more detailed electrostatic methods (e.g. using molecular dynamics) would
certainly be required to ascertain what functional form this short-range parameterisation
should take.
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6.3.10 Performance Improvements
The performance of BEEP could be substantially improved by evaluating the FMM on the
GPU where possible. This requires arithmetic of double precision complex numbers, which
are not currently part of the OpenCL standard. On the other hand it is likely that the
CUDA toolkit from NVIDIA will have these features at some point in the near future,
and furthermore the support for C++ language features in CUDA is improving rapidly:
consequently it seems highly likely that implementing the rate-limiting parts of the FMM
on the GPU will become possible, with relatively little eﬀort required, very soon. From our
proﬁling of the BEEP in Chapter 4, we anticipate that this would give a very substantial
speedup to BEEP.
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Appendix A
Additional Mathematical Formulae &
Derivations
A.1 BEM equations for multiple molecules
The derivative BEM formulae for single molecules is given by Equations 2.32 and 2.33 in
Chapter 2, repeated here for convenience:
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∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
− ∂
2upt
∂n0∂n
)
ftdΓt
+
1
εext
∑
k
qk
∂Gpk
∂n0
, p ∈ Γ (A.2)
This can be extended for a set of J molecules surrounded by homogeneous solvent,
following exactly the method of Lu et al. [103]. We can write the boundary integral relation
for a point p on the ith molecule as a combination of (A.1) and (A.2) (which hold over the
ith molecule itself) with the addition of a summation for the remaining integrations, from
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point p, over all the other boundaries (j = 1...J, j 6= i):
(
1
2εratio
+
1
2
)
fp =
PV∮
Γi
[
(Gpt − upt)ht −
(
1
εratio
∂Gpt
∂n
− ∂upt
∂n
)
ft
]
dΓit
+
1
εext
∑
k
qkGpk +
∑
j 6=i
PV∮
Γj
[
−uptht + ∂upt
∂n
ft
]
dΓjt , p ∈ Γi i = 1, ...J (A.3)
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1
2εratio
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hp =
PV∮
Γi
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∂Gpt
∂n0
− 1
εratio
∂upt
∂n
)
ht − 1
εratio
(
∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
− ∂
2upt
∂n0∂n
)
ft
]
dΓit
+
1
εext
∑
k
qk
∂Gpk
∂n0
+
∑
j 6=i
PV∮
Γj
1
εratio
[
−∂upt
∂n
ht +
∂2upt
∂n0∂n
ft
]
dΓjt , p ∈ Γ i = 1, ...J
(A.4)
The extra terms in these equations (for surface integrations carried out over the J −
1 molecular boundaries on which p is not located) are inconvenient in that they do not
match the combinations of Green's functions within the brackets of the integral over the ith
molecule. However Green's second identity can be applied to any of these J − 1 molecules,
with the point p still residing on molecule i, which results in the following equations:
0 =
PV∮
Γj
[
Gptht − 1
εratio
∂Gpt
∂n
ft
]
dΓjt +
1
εext
∑
kj
qkjGpkj , p ∈ Γi i = 1, ...J (A.5)
0 =
PV∮
Γj
[
∂Gpt
∂n0
ht − 1
εratio
∂2Gpt
∂n0∂n
ft
]
dΓjt +
1
εext
∑
kj
qkj
∂Gpkj
∂n0
, p ∈ Γi i = 1, ...J (A.6)
The addition of (A.5) and (A.6) into (A.3) and (A.4) for each molecular boundary J
leads to no overall change in the values of the equations since these extra terms sum to zero.
However the extra terms restore the functional form of the equations such that they resemble
the boundary integral equations for a single molecular boundary. The ﬁnal equations are
the same as those found in Chapter 2 (Equations 2.34 and 2.35):
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A.2 Higher derivatives of multipole expansions
There is a recursive relationship between increasing derivatives of spherical harmonic func-
tions, such that, given a local expansion Lκn−1,m−1 describing the potential within a spherical
region due to a well-separated group of charges under the Yukawa potential (with screening
parameter κ) by Equation 2.48 in Chapter 2:
φ(x) ≈
p∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Lmn kj(κr) · Y mn (θ, ψ)
we can write express the gradient of Lκn,m as [103]:
∇Lκn,m =
−κ
2(2n+ 1)

1 0 −1
i 0 i
0 −2 0
 · Λ
Λ =

(n+m− 1)(n+m)Lκn−1,m−1
(n+m)Lκn−1,m
Lκn−1,m+1
 · 1s −

(n−m+ 1)(n−m+ 2)Lκn+1,m−1
−(n−m+ 1)Lκn+1,m
Lκn+1,m+1
 .s
where s is the overﬂow/underﬂow scaling mentioned in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2 to
avoid numerical instability when evaluating special functions, and i =
√−1. Entries for
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which the magnitude of m exceeds n, or n is negative, are replaced by zero.
A.3 Kirkwood's formulae for self energy of an oﬀ-centre
charge in spherical cavity
These formulae are taken from Kirkwood [139] and Hill [140] and describe the self energy
at the location of an oﬀ-centre charge (located Rc from the centre) of magnitude Q in a
spherical cavity of radius a with relative permittivity (dielectric constant) εr (neglecting the
singularity in energy represented by the point charge itself), a ratio between external and
internal dielectric constants of εratio, and Debye screening parameter κ:
Gself =
Q2
8piε0εr
·
∞∑
n=0
[Bn + Cn] (A.9)
where:
Bn =
Y 2n
a
(
(n+ 1)(1− εratio)
[(n+ 1)εratio + n]
)
(A.10)
Cn = −Y
2n
a
(
(2n+ 1)(εratioxqn(x))
[(n+ 1)εratio + n][(n+ 1)εratio + n+ εratioxqn(x)]
)
(A.11)
Y = Rc/a (A.12)
x = κa (A.13)
qn(x) = 1− K
′
n(x)
Kn(x)
(A.14)
and Kn(x) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind, which has the following
properties:
Kn(x) =
n∑
s=0
2sn!(2n− s)!
s!(2n)!(n− s)!x
s (A.15)
(2n+ 1 + x)Kn(x)− xK ′n(x) = (2n+ 1)Kn+1(x) (A.16)
Kn+1(x)−Kn(x) = x
2Kn−1(x)
(2n+ 1)(2n− 1) (A.17)
K ′n(x)
Kn(x)
= −(2n+ 1)Kn+1(x)
xKn(x)
+
(2n+ 1 + x)
x
(A.18)
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The term Cn is zero when there is no salt in the solvent region (κ = 0).
A.4 Integration of dielectric boundary force
Gilson et al. [136] show that the dielectric boundary force on a molecule (volume Ω bounded
by surface Γ) can be written in terms of a volumetric force density, which leads to the relation:
fdbf =
∫
Ω
− 1
2
E2∇εdΩ (A.19)
Since the gradient of dielectric ∇ε is zero everywhere across the boundary, the volume
integral takes place only over the dielectric interface, which we will assume has a small
constant thickness δ, leading to a constant gradient of dielectric given by:
∇ε = εext − εint
δ
n
If we assume that the electric ﬁeld varies linearly within the dielectric boundary, making
a transition from Eint to Eext, with value Ep at points inside the dielectric boundary (p =
0→ δ) we can rewrite (A.19) as:
fdbf = −1
2
(
εext − εint
δ
)∫ δ
0
Γ
(Eint · Ep) dp.ndA (A.20)
It is clear from this expression that the dielectric boundary force acts normal to the
surface, so we can redeﬁne our goal as the search for the dielectric boundary pressure on
a small increment of surface, which allows us to consider only the integral in p. Rotating
the coordinate system such that the z-direction coincides with the normal vector of the
incremental surface point allows us to assume for convenience that the normal component of
electric ﬁeld E is entirely contained in the z-coordinate. Therefore we can write an expression
for Ep in which only the normal component (z) changes:
Ep =

xint
yint
zint + p∆z
 , p = 0→ δ (A.21)
where xint, yint, and zint are the components of the internal electric ﬁeld vector Eint,
and ∆z is the rate of change of normal component of electric ﬁeld over the boundary layer,
given by:
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∆z =
z0 − zi
δ
(A.22)
Substituting (A.21) in (A.20) and integrating leads to
dfdbf = −1
2
(
εext − εint
δ
) ∣∣p(x2int + y2int + z2int + zintp∆z∣∣δ0
= −1
2
(εext − εint) (Eint.Eint + zint(zext − zint))
= −1
2
(εext − εint) (Eint.Eext) (A.23)
This result is the same as the diﬀerence in value obtained by evaluating the Maxwell
Stress Tensor on the outside and inside of the molecular boundary. Equation A.23 does not
depend on the thickness of the dielectric boundary itself. However this result is only true if
the variation in value of dielectric is linear, and only if the value of E2 within the dielectric
(Equation A.19) has the value Eint · Ep, rather than the more obvious formulation, Ep · Ep
(which leads to a term in the ﬁnal formula related to the square of the normal component of
ﬁeld: this breaks the correspondence with the result obtained by the Maxwell Stress Tensor.
A.5 Derivation of the Maxwell Stress Tensor
Our derivation of the Maxwell Stress Tensor follows Ferraro [138], Chapter 8 pp 229, using
Cartesian tensor notation:
Gauss' Law states:
∇ · E = ρ
ε
→ ρ = ε∇ · E
Force per unit volume is:
F = ρE
as a tensor (with implied summation over the index i = 1, 2, 3 andρ representing a dyadic
charge density, i.e. mapping vector of electric ﬁeld into a vector of force, not necessarily
acting in the same direction):
Fi = ρEi
Combining force per unit volume with Gauss' Law:
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ρ = ε∇E = ε∂Ej
∂xj
(A.24)
so (substituting for ρ and using the product rule to rewrite the multiplication of Ei and
∂Ej
∂xj
in an alternative way):
Fi = εEi
∂Ej
∂xj
= ε
∂ (EiEj)
∂xj
− ε∂Ei
∂xj
Ej
The force vector F is composed of the implicit summation over i, j = 1, 2, 3 .
Curl of electric ﬁeld is zero (in absence of changing magnetic ﬁeld, as E = −∇φ (i.e
gradient of a scalar ﬁeld) and vector calculus says that the curl of the gradient of a scalar
ﬁeld is zero: ∇ × E = 0, so in tensor notation (with i, j = 1, 2, 3) the following condition
holds:
∂Ei
∂xj
− ∂Ej
∂xi
= 0
so:
Fi = ε
∂ (EiEj)
∂xj
− ε∂Ej
∂xi
Ej
expanding the sum over i and j would lead to the cancellation of all the terms in ε∂Ej∂xi Ej
(by the zero curl property), except for the values where i = j which remain in the sum. So
we can re-write Fi (using the kronecker delta δij) as:
Fi = ε
∂ (EiEj)
∂xj
− ε1
2
∂
(
E2
)
∂xj
δij
Fi = ε
∂
∂xj
(
EiEj − 1
2
E2δij
)
so the force per unit volume arises from the divergence of a tensor T such that we can
write the total force on a volume by integrating:
force =
∫
FdV =
∫
(∇ · T ) dV
where Tij is the Maxwell Stress Tensor:
Tij = ε
(
EiEj − 1
2
E2δij
)
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or, as a matrix:
T = ε

(
ExEx − 12E2
)
ExEy ExEz
EyEx
(
EyEy − 12E2
)
EyEz
EzEx EzEy
(
EzEz − 12E2
)
 (A.25)
A.6 The Maxwell System of Stresses
The stress-system described by the MST gives the correct results for how forces on electri-
cal bodies are related to their electromagnetic environment, in terms of tension along and
pressure normal to tubes surrounding the lines of electric force. Following the explanation
of Ferraro [138] : looking at the MST components in Equation A.25, if we choose the x-axis
to be parallel to a line of force (i.e. electric ﬁeld vector) then Ex = E,Ey = Ez = 0, and the
tensor reduces to a diagonal matrix:
ε

1
2E
2 0 0
0 −12E2 0
0 0 −12E2
 (A.26)
This gives the principal stresses as being a compression along the x-axis (that is, a
compressive stress normal to the plane cutting the electric ﬁeld line in a perpendicular
plane) and an outward pressure acting on planes of stress tangential to the ﬁeld line. The
magnitude of the principal stresses is equal to the energy density per unit area.
Unfortunately, this interpretation of electrostatic forces as mechanical stresses is not con-
sistent with the real behaviour of elastic materials, and certainly not a physically reasonable
picture of the case where the exterior dielectric is a vacuum. The Maxwellian system of
stress was devised when it was assumed that there was an all-pervading aether capable of
providing the mechanical stresses described here. Mathematically the two representations
are equivalent, but the volumetric long-range nature of the electrostatic interaction simply
cannot be reinterpreted as a material stress. Ferraro states we can regard Maxwell's stress
system as a convenient mathematical artiﬁce and not physical reality [138].
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Appendix B
BEEP: input ﬁles; ﬁle formats;
meshing; code acknowledgements
B.1 Input ﬁles
For maximum simplicity in parsing input conﬁgurations BEEP requires input ﬁles to be
formatted in a certain way: an xml format conﬁguration ﬁle decribing the layout of macro-
molecules in space and the physical parameters (e.g. dielectric constants of the system, salt
concentration for the solvent), plus a number of special format input ﬁles (which we name
mtz ﬁles) which contain the description of the charges and meshed surfaces of the macro-
molecules. BEEP then solves the linearised PBE for the system, and writes the electrostatic
potentials and normal components of electric ﬁeld to a ﬁle.
The force and energy terms on each macromolecular object can be calculated from the
potential and ﬁeld components.
The special mtz input ﬁles (mtz = mesh-tar-zip) are a gzipped tar-format archive ﬁle
containing mesh data. The ﬁles comprising the mesh data are:
1. xyzqr ﬁle: the location, magnitude and radius of all charges in the protein in a whites-
pace separated text ﬁle as illustrated in Figure B.1. We provide a script for converting
PQR ﬁles to xyzqr format.
2. GTS/OFF format mesh ﬁle: the triangulated surface mesh, in either the GNU Trian-
gulated Surface (GTS) format or the Geomview Object File Format (OFF), as illus-
trated for a simple tetrahedron in Figure B.2. In either case, the mesh ﬁle contains
the vertices of the mesh, and the connectivity of the vertices forming a triangulated
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Figure B.1: Example of xyzqr ﬁle format.
surface. Triangles are deﬁned by a set of three vertices (OFF) or edges (GTS), with
an anti-clockwise ordering from which can be calculated the outward-pointing normal
for the triangle.
3. coordinate ﬁle: giving the xyz coordinates of the centre of the molecule (in local
coordinate frame for the macromolecule). The centre of the molecule is used as the
reference point for placing copies of the macromolecule in space in some layout - the
universe coordinate of a given molecule locates this centre point, relative to which the
position of the charges and mesh points are calculated; rotations of the molecule are
also applied relative to this, with the rotation quaternion being the rotation applied
to the reference mesh in order to rotate it into the universe coordinate frame.
4. an xml ﬁle: named deﬁnition.xml which details the ﬁlenames of the above three ﬁles.
(see Figure B.3 for an example)
Python scripts are included with BEEP to help the user build the input ﬁles - i.e. to
create the conﬁguration xml ﬁle for a layout of macromolecules, and to build the mtz input
ﬁles starting from a PDB ﬁle. The typical process is shown schematically in Figure B.4.
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Figure B.3: Example of the xml ﬁle format used to deﬁne the layout of objects in BEEP.
Figure B.4: Schematic diagram for the pre-processing of a PDB ﬁle into a BEEP-ready .mtz
(Mesh-Tar-Zip) ﬁle
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B.2 Parameterization
This process requires the use of a third-party tool called PDB2PQR (which must be down-
loaded and installed separately from BEEP) which is developed and maintained by Todd
Dolinsky et al. [157, 158]. PDB2PQR is the ﬁrst and most important steps in param-
eterizing the implicit solvent model. The full details of PDB2PQR are available from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/pdb2pqr/ and from the PDB2PQR documentation,
and here we do not go into details except to say that PDB2PQR converts PDB ﬁles to the
PDB-like PQR format, in which the last two columnsof hte PDB ﬁle hold the charge and
radius of the charge (instead of occupancy and temperature factor). The charges and radii
are chosen according to a molecular mechanics force ﬁeld, and PDB2PQR oﬀers a number
of options here including Amber [30], Charmm [33], and PARSE [92], the latter being a
forceﬁeld speciﬁcally intended for use in implicit solvation simulations . The protonation
states of titratable residues is also determined by PDB2PQR via the PROPKA [161] pro-
gram (distributed with PDB2PQR), so non-neutral pH values can also be chosen by the user
if desired (though the scripts included with BEEP assume a pH of 7 by default). The PQR
format ﬁle are converted to the xyzqr format for the mtz ﬁle using a very simple script.
The centre of the molecule is calculated as the geoemetric centre of the point charges (the
user can re-deﬁne the centre of the molecule if they wish).
B.3 Meshing
Once the charge radii are known it is possible to build a solvent-accessible surface for the
protein by rolling a probe sphere of radius corresponding to a water molecule around the
charges. There are a number of choices for protein surface (e.g. Conolly, Richards, inﬂated
van der Waals surface) all of which also depend on the radius chosen for the water molecule.
By default we assume a radius of 1.5Å, however a water molecule radius of 1.4Å is also
common in the literature.
Programs which can provide a high-quality triangulated solvent-accessible surface are
surprisingly rare: MSMS is one well-known program which provides triangulated surfaces
however the meshes are commonly of low quality (e.g. have holes, are non-manifold1,
have self intersecting faces, regions of extremely high curvature, a high proportion of slender
triangles) which we found cause large problems when we try to integrate the BEM kernels
over the surface. Consequently some considerable time was spent searching for a mesh-
generation/mesh-cleaning regime which can produce reliably high quality surfaces for input
1every edge should be associated with exactly two triangular faces
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Figure B.5: A screenshot of Meshlab in action: a detailed mesh of acetylcholinesterase (PDB
code 1MAH) has been coloured according to triangle quality.
to BEEP. One third-party tool we found particularly useful was Meshlab which is extremely
advanced and oﬀers a large palette of mesh-generation features. A screenshot of a mesh
within the Meshlab GUI is given in Figure B.5 (coloured according to one of the triangle
quality metrics available in Meshlab).
BEEP includes a few simple Meshlab scripts to reprocess MSMS ﬁles, and to carry out
mesh reﬁnement or decimation to improve/degrade meshes2. On the downside, the GTS
support in Meshlab is slightly buggy and requires a manual ﬁx to the source code to work
correctly with BEEP. Figure B.6 illustrates the conversion of a low-quality MSMS mesh into
a much improved mesh suitable for input to BEEP.
We found the most reliable method was to entirely discard the MSMS face data (Fig-
ure B.6(a)) resulting in a point cloud of surface vertices (Figure B.6(b)). The Poisson-
2This is of interest in Chapter 5 where we look at the minimum meshing detail necessary for accurate
BEM results: since the method scales with number of vertices, clearly it is desirable to minimise the number
of vertices used to model each object.
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reconstruction algorithm in Meshlab can reliably convert this into a topologically valid mesh3
(Figure B.6(c)). Unfortunately the resultant mesh contains a large number of slender tri-
angles, and occasional defects. This mesh can be used as the starting point for a more
complicated surface reconstruction algorithm which yields a very high detail and visually
smooth surface, with good quality triangles, but far too many of them (Figure B.6(d)).
Given such a highly detailed surface we found that defects are now easy to ﬁx: the vertex
density is high enough that a local resampling can be carried out around any defects without
leading to large jagged artifacts. The ﬁnal algorithm is a quadric edge decimation which
aims to merge triangles whilst preserving the boundaries and overall topology of the mesh
(Figure B.6(e)).
Figure B.7 gives some statistics about the meshes before and after this process: of
primary interest are the minimum and mean quality statistics (which describe how close the
triangles are to being equilateral: i.e. non-slender)
An alternative method is to use a meshing program speciﬁcally intended for this problem,
called GAMER [162] (developed by the Holst group) which can take a PQR ﬁle and, when
working correctly, produces high quality meshes. Unfortunately the program is prone to
crashing on errors generated when the mesh is imperfect (without giving any option to
ignore errors and produce output). We solved this by removing the assertions in the source
code which detect mesh errors and thus forcing GAMER to produce output. Any errors
(often due to a small number of bad vertices) can be ﬁxed later using a simple procedure in
Meshlab. So far we have always managed to create a good quality mesh using one or both of
GAMER and Meshlab, but neither is 100% perfect. It may be noted that GAMER does not
actually allow the user to set a solvent probe radius: the location of the surface is controlled
by a hard-coded iso-parameterization constant in the GAMER source code, which controls
the placement of the ﬁnal surface layer via the marching cubes algorithm. Nonetheless, as
distributed, GAMER appears to give very similar output to what would be expected from
a solvent probe radius of about 1.5Å. Presumably this is not a coincidence since GAMER
was written with biomolecular simulation in mind.
Again, some simple scripts are provided with BEEP to guide the user through the mesh-
ing process, but ultimate responsibility for the quality of the mesh lies with the user: poor
quality meshes will lead to inaccurate results at best, and at worst BEEP may not be able
to run if the mesh is extremely malformed (as various simple tests are carried out within
the code to ensure that the mesh describes a consistent surface e.g. a mesh vertex must be
connected to at least three triangles).
3or at least one which contains fewer defects than the original MSMS mesh, and on the occasions that
defects remain they tend to be relatively minor (e.g. small holes)
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Figure B.7: Comparison between the original MSMS mesh (Figure B.6(a)) and the ﬁ-
nal cleaned (Meshlab) mesh (Figure B.6(e)) (high detail intermediate (Figure B.6(d)) also
shown): In the ﬁnal mesh the topology has been ﬁxed; all face quality metrics are improved
with very little change to the volume and surface area of the entire mesh.
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B.4 A Python interface to high-performance C++ code
In general BEEP is simple to use, and includes a Python interface for pre-processing of mesh
ﬁles and to allow BEEP to be run from scripts. This combines the ease of use of Python
(a high level object-oriented language) with the higher performance available with compiled
C++ code. Most modern Linux distributions include Python (version 2.5 or greater) by
default, so most users should have no diﬃculty with this requirement.
The program itself is intended to be easy to modify and extend using C++, with the
various areas of complexity reasonably well modularised (e.g. a Mesh class to contain the
various geometric properties of the mesh, a GMRES class which carries out the GMRES iter-
ations, and a number of FMM classes which give the user easy access to FMM functionality
without needing to worry too much about the implementation details).
B.5 Code acknowledgements & third-party libraries
The core of BEEP is written in standard C++ and should easily compile with modern
compilers, such as the Intel C++ Compiler and the GNU compiler suite. For OpenMP
support, version 10.1 or later of the Intel C++ Compiler is required, or version 4.2 (or later)
of the GCC C++ compiler. BEEP was developed using GCC version 4.5.0.
BEEP was not developed in total isolation, and where possible used existing pieces of
software to aid development. Speciﬁc pieces of code which have been incorporated into
BEEP (and acknowledged within the code itself where appropriate) are:
 key parts of the FMM code were originally Fortran code developed by Jingfang Huang
et al. [113] released under GNU Public License (GPL), then ported to C++ and
modiﬁed by us (still technically a derivative work in terms of copyright and open-
source software licensing). The porting of the FMM to C++ was carried out mostly in
order to simplify the parallelisation process. Key FMM functions (for example those
which calculated multipole expansions and those which convert to and from plane-
wave representations) are directly translated from Fortran, however the program ﬂow
and octree data structures, within which the FMM takes place, are all entirely written
from scratch by the author in the course of this project.
(http://fastmultipole.com)
 the GMRES functions are based on code written by Christian Badura (based on the
algorithm described by Saad [126]). The original code can be found either from the
freely available lin_solver package or as part of the Cantera project (which is freely
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available and released under the New BSD License).
(http://aam.mathematik.uni-freiburg.de/IAM/Research/projectskr/lin_solver/)
(http://code.google.com/p/cantera/)
 the BEM kernel function implementations are based on those by Benzhou Lu, see
AFMPB (beta version, also released under GPL) [105]
(http://lsec.cc.ac.cn/~lubz/afmpb.html).
 Quadrature rules for triangular integration were obtained from John Burkardt from
his personal web pages which contain an extensive collection of quadrature rules and
numerical methods (code fragments released under GPL where applicable).
(http://people.sc.fsu.edu/~jburkardt/)
In addition BEEP has a number of dependencies on third-party software/libraries (all of
which are open-source and freely available) namely:
 PDB2PQR [157, 158] (required for parameterizing PDB structures to PQR ﬁles)
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/pdb2pqr/)
 the C++ Boost project
(http://www.boost.org)
 the little template library (ltl)
(http://www.mpe.mpg.de/~drory/ltl/index.html)
 libarchive (v2.9) (which gives a C interface for compressed (gzip) tar archives)
(http://http://code.google.com/p/libarchive/)
 the Gnu Scientiﬁc Library (GSL)
(http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/)
 Python (v2.5+) (for the Python interface)
(http://www.python.org)
The parallel versions of BEEP (described in the next chapter) require the following additional
dependencies:
 for multi-CPU operation (e.g. on a cluster): Charm++ (available from the Parallel
Computing Laboratory at University of Illinois)
http://charm.cs.uiuc.edu/
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 for GPU accelerated code: a working OpenCL installation (e.g. install the CUDA
toolkit from NVIDIA)
http://www.khronos.org/opencl/
The BEEP package is open-source and released under the GNU Public License (GPL).
Compiling BEEP from source is made straightforward by the use of GNU autotools: BEEP is
distributed in a GNU-compliant package and compilation (under Linux) should be as simple
as issuing ./conﬁgure && make in the package directory. More advanced compilation
options (e.g. for GPU-enabled versions) are detailed in the package documentation.
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